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FREENESS IN HIGHER ORDER FRAME BUNDLES
SCOT ADAMS
Abstract. We provide counterexamples to P. Olver’s freeness
conjecture for C8 actions. In fact, we show that a counterex-
ample exists for any connected real Lie group with noncompact
center, as well as for the additive group of the integers.
1. Introduction
P. Olver’s freeness conjecture (in his words) asserts: “If a Lie group
acts effectively on a manifold, then, for some n ă 8, the action is free
on [a nonempty] open subset of the jet bundle of order n.” There is
some ambiguity in this wording: No mention is made of connectedness
of the group or manifold, the particular choice of jet bundle isn’t made
precise and the smoothness of the action is left unspecified.
In this note, we provide counterexamples to one interpretation of the
freeness conjecture for C8 actions and higher order frame bundles.
Those who know Olver’s work will understand that there are a family
of associated jet bundles to which he generally refers, and work in frame
bundles then informs results in these jet bundles, through the associ-
ated bundle construction. In the C8 context, Olver has noted that,
to avoid elementary counterexamples, “effective” must be strengthened
to “fixpoint rare”, which we define in §2 below. In Theorem 18.1 and
Lemma 17.3, we show that a counterexample exists for any connected
real Lie group with noncompact center, as well as for the additive group
of the integers. We also prove ([Ad2]) the validity of the conjecture for
connected real Lie groups with compact center. Finally, in [AO], we
describe a certain “meager” modification of the Cω conjecture, and
prove it holds for all connected real Lie groups.
For any fixed group, the C8 conjecture implies the Cω conjecture,
so the Cω conjecture (on frame bundles) is now proved for connected
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real Lie groups with compact center. In [Ad1], we offer a Z-action on a
manifold with infinitely generated fundamental group which, after in-
duction of actions, provides a Cω counterexample for any connected Lie
group with noncompact center. There is the possibility that the con-
struction in Theorem 18.1 could be modified to make counterexamples
to the Cω conjecture on a contractible manifold, e.g., R4. The main
difficulty in such an extension appears to be technical, and revolves
around developing a good understanding of convergence of sequences
in Cω with respect to some well-chosen topology. For this, D. Morris’
unpublished note [M] may be useful.
The present writeup, also, is not intended for publication.
2. Miscellaneous notation and terminology
A subset of a topological space ismeager (a.k.a. of first category)
if it is a countable union of nowhere dense sets. A subset of a topological
space is nonmeager (a.k.a. of second category) if it is not meager.
A subset of a topological space is comeager (a.k.a. residual) if its
complement is meager.
Let N :“ t1, 2, 3, . . .u. Let I :“ tp´a, aq Ď R | a P Nu. For every
I P I, let aI :“ sup I, so aI P N and I “ p´aI , aIq. For every I P I, for
every integer n ě 1, we define nI :“ p´naI , naIq P I; then anI “ naI .
For every I P I, let I :“ r´aI , aIs be the closure in R of I. For every
I, J P I, let I ` J :“ p´aI ´ aJ , aI ` aJq P I; then aI`J “ aI ` aJ . We
define I0 :“ p´1, 1q P I; then aI0 “ 1. For all I, J P I, we have:
r pI Ď Jq ô paI ď aJq s and r p I Ď Jq ô paI ă aJq s.
For this entire note, fix a C8 function ζ : RÑ R such that
‚ ζ “ 1 on p´8, 0s, ζ “ 0 on r1,8q and
‚ ζ 1 ă 0 on p0, 1q.
Then 0 ă ζ ă 1 on p0, 1q and ζ is decreasing on p0, 1q. Moreover, ζ is
nonincreasing on R. For every I P I, define ζI : RÑ R by
‚ ζIpxq “ ζp´x´ aIq on x ď 0 and
‚ ζIpxq “ ζpx´ aIq on x ě 0.
Then, for all I P I, we have
‚ ζI “ 1 on I, ζI “ 0 on RzpI ` I0q,
‚ 0 ă ζI ă 1 on pI ` I0qzI,
‚ ζ 1I ą 0 on p´aI ´ 1,´aIq and
‚ ζ 1I ă 0 on paI , aI ` 1q.
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For all integers d ě 1, let Idd : R
d Ñ Rd be the identity map, defined
by Iddpσq “ σ. For every subset S Ď R, for every integer d ě 1, we
define Sd :“ S ˆ S ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ S Ď Rd.
Let d ě 1 be an integer. A function V : Rd Ñ Rd will be said
to be complete if it is C8 and represents a complete vector field
on Rd. For any complete V : Rd Ñ Rd, we will use the notation
ΦVt : R
d Ñ Rd to denote the time t flow of V , defined by the ODE
pd{dtqpΦVt pσqq “ V pΦ
V
t pσqq and by the initial value condition Φ
V
0 “ Idd.
Let d ě 1 be an integer. Let V : Rd Ñ Rd be complete. For
any A Ď R, for any B Ď Rd, let ΦVApBq :“ tΦ
V
a pbq | a P A, b P Bu. For
any A Ď R, for any b P Rd, let ΦVApbq :“ tΦ
V
a pbq | a P Au. For any a P R,
for any B Ď Rd, let ΦVa pBq :“ tΦ
V
a pbq | b P Bu.
Let d ě 1 be an integer. Let V : Rd Ñ Rd be complete. Let σ P Rd.
We say that pV, σq is periodic if there exists an integer n ‰ 0 such that
ΦVn pσq “ σ. For any integer k ě 0, we say that pV, σq is periodic to
order k if there is an integer n ‰ 0 such that the map ΦVn : R
d Ñ Rd
agrees with the identity Idd : R
d Ñ Rd to order k at σ. We say that
pV, σq is periodic to all orders if there is an integer n ‰ 0 such that
the map ΦVn : R
d Ñ Rd agrees with Idd : R
d Ñ Rd to all orders at σ.
Let d ě 1 be an integer. Let V : Rd Ñ Rd be complete. Let S Ď Rd.
We say S is V -invariant if, for all σ P S, ΦVR pσq Ď S. We say S is
locally V -invariant if, for all σ P S, there is an open neighborhood
N in R of 0 such that ΦVNpσq Ď S.
For all integers j P r1, 4s, let Πj : R
4 Ñ R be projection onto the jth
coordinate, defined by Πjpx1, x2, x3, x4q “ xj . Let C be the set of C
8
maps V : R4 Ñ R4 such that V pR4q Ď I
4
0. Note that, for all V P C,
the function V : R4 Ñ R4 is complete. We define V0 : R
4 Ñ R4 by the
rule: for all σ P R4, V0pσq “ p0, 0, 0, 1q. Then V0 P C. For all a P R, we
define Vpaq :“ tV P C |V “ V0 on R
3 ˆ p´8,´aqu.
For all I P I, we define
T pIq :“ I
3
ˆ taIu Ď I
4
,
BpIq :“ I
3
ˆ t´aIu Ď I
4
,
T˝pIq :“ I
3 ˆ taIu Ď I
3 ˆ I,
B˝pIq :“ I
3 ˆ t´aIu Ď I
3 ˆ I and
ξI :“ p0, 0, 0,´aIq P B˝pIq.
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The straight up map for I is the bijection SUI : BpIq Ñ T pIq defined
by SUIpw, x, y,´aIq “ pw, x, y, aIq. Note that SUIpB˝pIqq “ T˝pIq.
Let V P C. We say σ P R4 is undeterred by V if Π4pΦ
V
R pσqq “ R.
The undeterred set for V is the set UpV q of all σ P R4 such that σ is
undeterred by V . This set UpV q is V -invariant. We say V is porous
if UpV q is dense in R4. For example, UpV0q “ R
4, so V0 is porous. By
a deterrence system we mean an element pV, Iq P C ˆ I such that
V “ V0 on pR
4qzpI4q. Let D be the set of all deterrence systems. Note,
for all pV, Iq P D, that V P VpaIq. For all pV, Iq P D, we define
U˝pV, Iq :“ pUpV qq X pI
4q,
UpV, Iq :“ pUpV qq X p I
4
q,
UBpV, Iq :“ pUpV qq X pBpIqq,
U˝BpV, Iq :“ pUpV qq X pB˝pIqq.
For any I P I, we define CI :“ tP P C |P “ V0 on p 3I q
4u. For any
pV, Iq P D, for any P P CI , we will denote by XIpP, V q the function
X P C defined by: X :“ V on p2Iq4 and X :“ P on Rzp I
4
q.
The “X ” stands for “exchange”: As pV, Iq P D, we know that V “ V0
on pR4qzpI4q. As P P CI , we know that P “ V0 on p 3I q
4. To construct
XIpP, V q, we start with P , and then “exchange” V0 for V on I
4.
Let pV, Iq P D. For any pW,Jq P D, we say pW,Jq is amodification
of pV, Iq if: both [ aI ă aJ ] and [ W “ V on I
4
].
We define
MpV, Iq :“ t pW,Jq P D | pW,Jq is a modification of pV, Iq u,
M˚pV, Iq :“ t pW,Jq PMpV, Iq | W P VpaIq u.
Let I P I. We define DˆI :“ tpP,Kq P D | 4I Ď K and P P CIu.
We denote by PI the set of pP,Kq P D
ˆ
I such that, for some integer
m ą 2aI , we have:
‚ ΦPm agrees with Id4 to all orders at ξI and
‚ for all τ P B˝pIq, for all t P p0, mq,
rΦPt pτq P I
4 s ô r t ă 2aI s.
For any C8 manifold M , for any integer k ě 0, let piMk : FkM Ñ M
denote the kth order frame bundle of M .
An action of a group G on a topological space X is fixpoint rare
if, for any nonempty open subset U of X , for all g P Gzt1Gu, there
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exists u P U such that gu ‰ u. Any fixpoint rare action is effective.
For a Cω action on a connected manifold, fixpoint rare and effective
are equivalent. Any continuous transitive action of a real Lie group
preserves a Cω structure, from which it follows that: By Lemma 6.1
of [Ad3], a continuous action of a connected real Lie group G on a
topological space X is fixpoint rare iff, for every nonempty G-invariant
open subset V of X , the G-action on V is effective.
3. Miscellaneous results
LEMMA 3.1. Let f : RÑ R be differentiable. Assume, for all t ě 0,
that f 1ptq ě 0. Let K be be a compact subset of R. Assume that
fpr0,8qq Ď K. Let a ě 0 and b ą 0. Then there exists r ě 0 such that
both f 1prq ă b and f 1pr ` aq ă b.
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that, for all t ě 0, we have:
p˚q either f 1ptq ě b or f 1pt` aq ě b.
Define g : R Ñ R by gptq “ fpt ` aq. Since f 1 ě 0 on r0,8q, by
the Mean Value Theorem, f is nondecreasing on r0,8q. Then, because
a ě 0, we have f ď g on r0,8q. Let h :“ f`g. Then h ď 2g on r0,8q.
For all t ě 0, since f 1ptq ě 0, since f 1pt` aq ě 0 and since p˚q holds, it
follows that pf 1ptqq ` pf 1pt ` aqq ě b, i.e., that h1ptq ě b.
Let c :“ hp0q. Then, by the Mean Value Theorem, for all t ą 0, we
have rphptqq ´ cs{t ě b. Then, for all t ě 0, hptq ě c ` bt. Then, since
b ą 0, we get lim
tÑ8
rhptqs “ 8. So, because h ď 2g on r0,8q, it follows
that lim
tÑ8
rgptqs “ 8. Then lim
tÑ8
rfptqs “ lim
tÑ8
rgpt´ aqs “ 8. However,
K is compact and fpr0,8qq Ď K, contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f : R Ñ R be continuous. Let a, c, s, u P R. As-
sume that a ă c and that s ă u. Assume that f´1paq “ tsu and that
f´1pcq “ tuu. Assume that lim
tÑ´8
rfptqs “ ´8 and that lim
tÑ8
rfptqs “ 8.
Then f´1ppa, cqq “ ps, uq.
Proof. Since rf´1paqs X ps, uq “ H “ rf´1pcqs X ps, uq, it follows that
a, c R fpps, uqq. Because fpsq “ a ă c and c R fpps, uqq, it follows, from
the Intermediate Value Theorem, that fprs, uqq Ď p´8, cq. Because
fpuq “ c ą a and a R fpps, uqq, it follows, from the Intermediate Value
Theorem, that fpps, usq Ď pa,8q. Then
fpps, uqq Ď p´8, cq X pa,8q “ pa, cq.
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Then ps, uq Ď f´1ppa, cqq. It remains to show that f´1ppa, cqq Ď ps, uq.
Let t0 P f
´1ppa, cqq. We wish to prove s ă t0 ă u. We will show s ă t0;
the proof of t0 ă u is similar.
Since lim
tÑ´8
rfptqs “ ´8, choose p ă t0 such that fppq ă a. Since
t0 P f
´1ppa, cqq, it follows that fpt0q ą a. By the Intermediate Value
Theorem, choose q P pp, t0q such that fpqq “ a. Then q P f
´1paq “ tsu,
so q “ s. Then s “ q ă t0. 
4. Results about V0
Recall, from §2, the definition of V0. For all t, w, x, y, z P R, if
ρ :“ pw, x, y, zq P R4, then ΦV0t pρq “ pw, x, y, z ` tq.
LEMMA 4.1. Let S Ď R3. Then all of the following are true:
(i) @t P R, ΦV0t pS ˆ Rq “ S ˆ R.
(ii) @t P R, @a P R, ΦV0t pS ˆ ra,8qq “ S ˆ ra` t,8q.
(iii) @t P R, @a P R, ΦV0t pS ˆ p´8, asq “ S ˆ p´8, a` ts.
Proof. Straightforward. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let I P I. Then
(i) ΦV0p0,2aI qpB˝pIqq “ I
4,
(ii) ΦV0p´2aI ,0qpT˝pIqq “ I
4,
(iii) ΦV0r0,2aI spT˝pIqq Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s,
(iv) ΦV0r´2aI ,0spB˝pIqq Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s,
(v) ΦV0r´2aI ,4aI spB˝pIqq Ď p 3I q
4 and
(vi) ΦV0r´2aI ,2aI s p rp I q
3zpI3qs ˆ I q Ď rp 3I q4szrI4s.
Proof. Proof of (i): Since B˝pIq “ I
3 ˆ t´aIu, it follows that
ΦV0p0,2aI qpB˝pIqq “ I
3 ˆ p´aI ` 0 , ´aI ` 2aI q,
so ΦV0p0,2aI qpB˝pIqq “ I
3 ˆ p´aI , aIq “ I
3 ˆ I “ I4. End of proof of (i).
The proofs of (ii)-(vi) are similarly straightfoward. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I P I. Let ρ1 P T˝pIq. Let ρ
1 :“ ΦV0´2aI pρ1q. Then
ρ1 P B˝pIq and ρ1 “ SUIpρ
1q.
Proof. Straightforward. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let I, J P I. Assume J Ď I. Let s :“ aI ´ aJ . Give
B˝pIq and B˝pJq their relative topologies, inherited from R
4. Then
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(i) ΦV0s pξIq “ ξJ , Φ
V0
´spξJq “ ξI,
(ii) ΦV0r0,sspξIq “ Φ
V0
r´s,0spξJq Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r´aI ,´aJs and
(iii) τ ÞÑ ΦV0´spτq : B˝pJq Ñ B˝pIq is an open map.
Proof. Straightforward. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let σ P R4. Let t P R. Then Π4pΦ
V0
t pσqq “ pΠ4pσqq` t.
Proof. Choose w, x, y, z P R such that σ “ pw, x, y, zq. Then Π4pσq “ z.
Then Π4pΦ
V0
t pσqq “ Π4ppw, x, y, z ` tqq “ z ` t “ pΠ4pσqq ` t. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let I P I and let ρ P pR4qzpI4q. Then
(i) Π4pρq ě 0 ñ Φ
V0
r0,8qpρq Ď pR
4qzpI4q and
(ii) Π4pρq ď 0 ñ Φ
V0
p´8,0spρq Ď pR
4qzpI4q.
Proof. Fix w, x, y, z P R such that ρ “ pw, x, y, zq. If pw, x, yq R I3,
then ΦV0R pρq “ tpw, x, yqu ˆ R Ď pR
4qzpI4q; in this case,
both ΦV0p´8,0spρq Ď pR
4qzpI4q and ΦV0r0,8qpρq Ď pR
4qzpI4q
are true, and we are done. We therefore assume that pw, x, yq P I3.
Then, as pw, x, y, zq “ ρ R I4, we get z R I. That is, z R p´aI , aIq.
If Π4pρq ě 0, i.e., if z ě 0, then, because z R p´aI , aIq, we get z ě aI ,
so ΦV0r0,8qpρq “ tpw, x, yqu ˆ rz,8q Ď pR
4qzpI4q, proving (i).
If Π4pρq ď 0, i.e., if z ď 0, then, as z R p´aI , aIq, we get z ď ´aI , so
ΦV0p´8,0spρq “ tpw, x, yqu ˆ p´8, zs Ď pR
4qzpI4q, proving (ii). 
LEMMA 4.7. Let I and J be open subsets of R. Let c P R. Let t0 P J .
Give I3ˆtcu the relative topology inherited from R4. Let N be an open
subset of I3 ˆ tcu. Then ΦV0J pNq is an open subset of R
4.
Proof. Fix an open subset U of I3 such that N “ U ˆ tcu. Then
ΦV0J pNq “ U ˆ pc` Jq. Since U is open in I
3, U is open in R3. Then,
since c` J is open in R, we see that ΦV0J pNq is open in R
4. 
5. Coincidence of orbits
LEMMA 5.1. Let d ě 1 be an integer. Let V,W : Rd Ñ Rd be
complete. Assume, for all σ P Rd, that there exists c P R such that
W pσq “ c ¨ pV pσqq. Let σ0 P R
d. Then there exists δ ą 0 such that
ΦWp´δ,δqpσ0q Ď Φ
V
R pσ0q.
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Proof. Define β : R Ñ Rd by βptq “ ΦWt pσ0q. We wish to prove that
there exists δ ą 0 such that, for all t P p´δ, δq, we have βptq P ΦVR pσ0q.
Let 0 :“ p0, . . . , 0q P Rd. If W pσ0q “ 0, then, for all t P R, we
have βptq “ ΦWt pσ0q “ σ0 P Φ
V
R pσ0q, so, for any choice of δ ą 0, we
are done. We therefore assume W pσ0q ‰ 0. Fix c0 P R such that
W pσ0q “ c0 ¨ pV pσ0qq. Then c0 ¨ pV pσ0qq ‰ 0, so V pσ0q ‰ 0.
Let M :“ pRdqzpV ´1p0qq. Since V pσ0q ‰ 0, we see that σ0 P M .
Since V ´1p0q is V -invariant, it follows that M is V -invariant as well.
Then ΦVR pσ0q ĎM . Define f :M Ñ R by
for all σ PM, W pσq “ rfpσqs rV pσqs.
Then f : M Ñ R is C8. Define G : R Ñ R by Gpqq “ fpΦVq pσ0qq.
Then G : R Ñ R is also C8. By local existence of solutions of ODEs,
fix δ ą 0 and s : p´δ, δq Ñ R such that
sp0q “ 0 and @t P p´δ, δq, s1ptq “ Gpsptqq.
Let I :“ p´δ, δq Ď R. We wish to show, for all t P I, that βptq P ΦVR pσ0q.
Define α : I Ñ R4 by αptq “ ΦVsptqpσ0q. For all t P I, we have
αptq P ΦVR pσ0q. So it suffices to show that, for all t P I, βptq “ αptq.
We have βp0q “ ΦW0 pσ0q “ σ0 “ Φ
V
0 pσ0q “ αp0q. Also, for all t P I,
we have β 1ptq “ W pβptqq. Then, by uniqueness of solutions of ODEs,
it suffices to show, for all t P I, that α1ptq “ W pαptqq. Fix t0 P I. We
wish to prove that α1pt0q “ W pαpt0qq.
Let q0 :“ spt0q. Then αpt0q “ Φ
V
q0
pσ0q. Then αpt0q P Φ
V
R pσ0q Ď M .
Then W pαpt0qq “ rfpαpt0qqsrV pαpt0qqs. By the Chain Rule, we have
α1pt0q “ r s
1pt0q s r pd{dqqq“q0 pΦ
V
q pσ0q q s.
We have s1pt0q “ Gpspt0qq “ Gpq0q “ fpΦ
V
q0
pσ0qq “ fpαpt0qq. Also,
pd{dqqq“q0 pΦ
V
q pσ0q q “ V pΦ
V
q0
pσ0qq “ V pαpt0qq.
Then α1pt0q “ rfpαpt0qqsrV pαpt0qqs “W pαpt0qq, as desired. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let d ě 1 be an integer. Let V,W : Rd Ñ Rd be
complete. Assume, for all σ P Rd, that there exists c P R such that
W pσq “ c ¨ pV pσqq. Then, for all σ P Rd, we have ΦWR pσq Ď Φ
V
R pσq.
Proof. Fix σ P R. We will show that ΦWr0,8qpσq Ď Φ
V
R pσq; the proof that
ΦWp´8,0spσq Ď Φ
V
R pσq is similar. Let S :“ tt P r0,8q |Φ
W
t pσq P Φ
V
R pσqu.
Assume, for a contradiction, that S Ĺ r0,8q.
Because ΦW0 pσq “ σ “ Φ
V
0 pσq P Φ
V
R pσq, we see that 0 P S.
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Let t0 :“ infr0,8qzS. Let σ0 :“ Φ
W
t0
pσq. By Lemma 5.1, fix δ ą 0
such that ΦWp´δ,δqpσ0q Ď Φ
V
R pσ0q. Because t0 “ infr0,8qzS, we have
t0 ě 0, r0, t0q Ď S and rt0, t0 ` δq Ę S.
Let b :“ mintδ{2, t0u. Then b P r0, δq, so ´b P p´δ, 0s Ď p´δ, δq.
Either t0 “ 0 or t0 ą 0. If t0 “ 0, then b “ 0, in which case
t0 ´ b “ 0 P S. If t0 ą 0, then 0 ă b ď t0, so t0 ´ b P r0, t0q Ď S. In
either case, t0 ´ b P S. That is, Φ
W
t0´b
pσq P ΦVR pσq. Also,
ΦWt0´bpσq “ Φ
W
´bpσ0q P Φ
W
p´δ,δqpσ0q Ď Φ
V
R pσ0q.
Then ΦWt0´bpσq P pΦ
V
R pσqq X pΦ
V
R pσ0qq, so H ‰ pΦ
V
R pσqq X pΦ
V
R pσ0qq, so
ΦVR pσq “ Φ
V
R pσ0q. Then
ΦWrt0,t0`δqpσq “ Φ
W
r0,δqpσ0q Ď Φ
W
p´δ,δqpσ0q Ď Φ
V
R pσ0q “ Φ
V
R pσq,
so rt0, t0 ` δq Ď S, contradiction. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let d ě 1 be an integer. Let V,W : Rd Ñ Rd be
complete. Assume, for all σ P Rd, that there exists c P Rzt0u such that
W pσq “ c ¨ pV pσqq. Then, for all σ P Rd, we have ΦWR pσq “ Φ
V
R pσq.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, for all σ P Rd, we have ΦWR pσq Ď Φ
V
R pσq; we
need to show that ΦVR pσq Ď Φ
W
R pσq.
For all σ P Rd, there exists c P Rzt0u such that V pσq “ p1{cq¨pW pσqq.
So, interchanging V andW and replacing c with 1{c, Lemma 5.2 shows,
for all σ P Rd, that ΦVR pσq Ď Φ
W
R pσq, as desired. 
6. Coincidence of flows
LEMMA 6.1. Let N be an interval in R. Assume that 0 P N . Let
d ě 1 be an integer. Let V,W : Rd Ñ Rd be complete. Let σ P Rd.
Assume, for all t P N , that W pΦVt pσqq “ V pΦ
V
t pσqq. Then, for all
t P N , we have ΦWt pσq “ Φ
V
t pσq.
Proof. Define a, b : R Ñ Rd by aptq “ ΦVt pσq and bptq “ Φ
W
t pσq. We
wish to show, for all t P N , that bptq “ aptq.
We have ap0q “ σ “ bp0q. Also, for all t P R, b1ptq “ W pbptqq. So, by
uniqueness of solutions of ODEs, it suffices to show, for all t P N , that
a1ptq “W paptqq.
For all t P N , we have W paptqq “ W pΦVt pσqq “ V pΦ
V
t pσqq “ V paptqq;
then a1ptq “ V paptqq “ W paptqq, as desired. 
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COROLLARY 6.2. Let N be an interval in R. Let N denote the
closure in R of N . Assume that 0 P N . Let d ě 1 be an integer and let
A,B Ď Rd. Let V,W : Rd Ñ Rd be complete. Assume W “ V on B.
Assume ΦVNpAq Ď B. Let A denote the closure in R
d of A. Then, for
all t P N , we have ΦWt “ Φ
V
t on A.
Proof. Let σ P A. We wish to show, for all t P N , that ΦWt pσq “ Φ
V
t pσq.
Let B be the closure in Rd of B. By assumption, ΦVN pAq Ď B, so, by
continuity, ΦV
N
pA q Ď B. Also, since W “ V on B, continuity yields
W “ V on B. For all t P N , we have ΦVt pσq P Φ
V
N
pA q Ď B. Then, for
all t P N , we have W pΦVt pσqq “ V pΦ
V
t pσqq.
Then, by Lemma 6.1, for all t P N , we have ΦWt pσq “ Φ
V
t pσq. 
Let d ě 1 be an integer and let M :“ Rd. Let k ě 0 be an integer.
Let pi :“ piMk : FkM Ñ M be the kth order frame bundle of M .
Any diffeomorphism g : M Ñ M induces a bundle diffeomorphism
Fkg : FkM Ñ FkM . A complete X : M Ñ R
d therefore induces, for
all s P R, a bundle diffeomorphism FkΦ
X
s : FkM Ñ FkM . For any two
diffeomorphisms g, h :M ÑM , for any λ P FkM , we have:
[g and h agree to order k at pipλq] iff [pFkgqpλq “ pFkhqpλq].
The tangent bundle of FkM is denoted TFkM . The bundle of k-jets
of germs of vector fields on M is denoted JkTM . Any C
8 function
X : M Ñ Rd represents a vector field M Ñ TM , which “prolongs”
to a section JkX : M Ñ JkTM . If X : M Ñ R
d is complete and if
µ P FkM , then someone who knows both µ and
the k-jet of the germ of X at pipµq
has enough information to compute
the tangent vector at 0 of the curve s ÞÑ pFkΦ
X
s qpµq : RÑ FkM .
More succinctly, there is a bundle map
Ψkd : FkM ˆM JkTM ÝÑ TFkM
such that, for any complete X :M Ñ Rd, for any µ P FkM ,
Ψkd p µ , pJkXqppipµqq q “ pd{dsqs“0 r pFkΦ
X
s qpµq s.
LEMMA 6.3. Let N be an interval in R. Assume that 0 P N . Let
d ě 1 be an integer. Let V,W : Rd Ñ Rd be complete. Let σ P Rd.
Assume, for all t P N , that W agrees with V to all orders at ΦVt pσq.
Then, for all t P N , ΦWt agrees with Φ
V
t to all orders at σ.
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Proof. Fix an integer k ě 0. We wish to show, for all t P N , that
ΦWt and Φ
V
t agree at σ to order k.
Let M :“ Rd. Let pi :“ piMk : FkM Ñ M be the kth order frame
bundle of M . Fix σ˚ P pi´1pσq. We wish to show, for all t P N , that
pFkΦ
W
t qpσ
˚q “ pFkΦ
V
t qpσ
˚q. For all t P R, let
αt :“ FkΦ
V
t : FkM Ñ FkM and βt :“ FkΦ
W
t : FkM Ñ FkM.
We wish to show, for all t P N , that βtpσ
˚q “ αtpσ
˚q.
Let a, b : RÑ FkM be defined by
aptq “ αtpσ
˚q and bptq “ βtpσ
˚q.
We wish to show, for all t P N , that bptq “ aptq.
Let V ˚,W ˚ : FkM Ñ TFkM be the vector fields on FkM defined by
V ˚pρq “ pd{dsqs“0 rαspρq s, W
˚pρq “ pd{dsqs“0 r βspρq s.
Then, for all t P R, we have
W ˚pbptqq “ pd{dsqs“0rβspbptqqs “ pd{dsqs“0rβspβtpσ
˚qqs
“ pd{dsqs“0rβt`spσ
˚qs “ pd{dsqs“0rbpt` sqs “ b
1ptq.
Also, ap0q “ α0pσ
˚q “ σ˚ “ β0pσ
˚q “ bp0q. So, by uniqueness of
solutions of ODEs, we wish to prove: for all t P N , a1ptq “ W ˚paptqq.
Fix t0 P N and let µ :“ apt0q. We wish to prove a
1pt0q “ W
˚pµq.
We have µ “ apt0q “ αt0pσ
˚q and αt0 “ FkΦ
V
t0
and pipσ˚q “ σ, so
pipµq “ pipαt0pσ
˚qq “ pippFkΦ
V
t0
qpσ˚qq “ ΦVt0ppipσ
˚qq “ ΦVt0pσq.
Then, by assumption, W and V agree at pipµq to all orders and, in
particular, to order k. Then pJkV qppipµqq “ pJkW qppipµqq. Also, by
definition of Ψkd, we have
Ψkd p µ , pJkV qppipµqq q “ pd{dsqs“0 r pFkΦ
V
s qpµq s and
Ψkd p µ , pJkW qppipµqq q “ pd{dsqs“0 r pFkΦ
W
s qpµq s.
Then pd{dsqs“0rpFkΦ
V
s qpµqs “ pd{dsqs“0rpFkΦ
W
s qpµqs. For all s P R,
FkΦ
V
s “ αs and FkΦ
W
s “ βs. Then pd{dsqs“0rαspµqs “ pd{dsqs“0rβspµqs.
For all s P R, we have αspµq “ αspαt0pσ
˚qq “ αt0`spσ
˚q “ apt0 ` sq.
Therefore pd{dsqs“0rαspµqs “ a
1pt0q. By definition of W
˚, we have
W ˚pµq “ pd{dsqs“0rβspµqs.
Then a1pt0q “ pd{dsqs“0rαspµqs “ pd{dsqs“0rβspµqs “ W
˚pµq. 
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COROLLARY 6.4. Let d ě 1 be an integer. Let 0 : Rd Ñ Rd be
defined by: for all τ P Rd, 0pτq “ p0, . . . , 0q P Rd. Let V : Rd Ñ Rd be
complete. Let σ P Rd. Assume that V agrees with 0 to all orders at σ.
Then, for all t P R, ΦVt agrees with Idd to all orders at σ.
7. Results about invariance and local invariance
Recall, from §2, the definitions of
V -invariant and locally V -invariant.
LEMMA 7.1. Let V,W : Rd Ñ Rd both be complete. Let U be an open
subset of Rd. Assume that V “ W on U . Let S Ď Rd be V -invariant.
Then S X U is locally W -invariant.
Proof. Fix σ P S X U . We wish to show that there is an open neigh-
borhood N in R of 0 such that ΦWN pσq Ď S X U .
Define f : R Ñ Rd by fprq “ ΦWr pσq. We have fp0q “ σ P U , so
0 P f´1pUq. By continuity of f , f´1pUq is open in R, so each connected
component of f´1pUq is open in R as well. Let N be the connected
component of f´1pUq satisfying 0 P N . Then
ΦWN pσq “ fpNq Ď fpf
´1pUqq Ď U.
It remains to show that ΦWN pσq Ď S.
Since S is V -invariant, and since σ P S, it follows that ΦVR pσq Ď S.
Since W “ V on U and since ΦWN pσq Ď U , it follows, from Lemma 6.1,
that ΦVN pσq “ Φ
W
N pσq. Then Φ
W
N pσq “ Φ
V
N pσq Ď Φ
V
R pσq Ď S. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let W : Rd Ñ Rd be complete. Let Z Ď Rd be a locally
W -invariant, meager subset of Rd. Then ΦWR pZq is meager in R
d.
Proof. Since Z is meager in Rd, it follows, for all t P R, that ΦWt pZq
is meager as well. So, since ΦWQ pZq “
ď
qPQ
`
ΦWq pZq
˘
, the set ΦWQ pZq is
also meager in Rd. It therefore suffices to show that ΦWR pZq “ Φ
W
Q pZq.
Since Q Ď R, it follows that ΦWQ pZq Ď Φ
W
R pZq, and it remains to
prove that ΦWR pZq Ď Φ
W
Q pZq. Let ζ P Z and let t P R. We wish to
show that ΦWt pζq P Φ
W
Q pZq.
As ζ P Z and Z is locally W -invariant, fix an open neighborhood
N in R of 0 such that ΦWN pζq Ď Z. By density of Q in R, choose
q P QX pt´Nq. Choose r P N such that q “ t ´ r. Then t “ q ` r.
Then ΦWt pζq “ Φ
W
q pΦ
W
r pζqq P Φ
W
Q pΦ
W
N pζqq Ď Φ
W
Q pZq. 
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8. Results about deterrence systems
LEMMA 8.1. Let pV, Iq P D. Then all of the following are true:
(i) For all t P R, ΦVt “ Φ
V0
t on rpR
3qzpI3qs ˆ R.
(ii) For all t ě 0, ΦVt “ Φ
V0
t on R
3 ˆ raI ,8q.
(iii) For all t ď 0, ΦVt “ Φ
V0
t on R
3 ˆ p´8,´aIs.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1(i), for all t P R, we have
ΦV0t p rpR
3qzpI3qs ˆ R q Ď rpR3qzpI3qs ˆ R.
Also, V “ V0 on rpR
3qzpI3qs ˆ R. Then Lemma 6.1 yields (i).
By Lemma 4.1(ii), for all t ě 0, we have
ΦV0t pR
3 ˆ raI ,8q q Ď R
3 ˆ raI ,8q.
Also, V “ V0 on R
3 ˆ raI ,8q. Then Lemma 6.1 yields (ii).
By Lemma 4.1(iii), for all t ď 0, we have
ΦV0t pR
3 ˆ p´8,´aIs q Ď R
3 ˆ p´8,´aIs.
Also, V “ V0 on R
3 ˆ p´8,´aIs. Then Lemma 6.1 yields (iii). 
LEMMA 8.2. Let pV, Iq P D. Then I3 ˆ R is V -invariant.
Proof. Let P :“ rpR3qzpI3qs ˆ R. By Lemma 4.1(i), P is V0-invariant
So, by Lemma 8.1(i), P is V -invariant. Then pR4qzP is V -invariant.
So, since pR4qzP “ I3 ˆ R, we are done. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let pV, Iq P D, ρ P R4. The following are equivalent:
(a) ρ P UpV q, i.e., Π4pΦ
V
R pρqq “ R.
(b) p´8,´aIq X rΠ4pΦ
V
R pρqqs ‰ H ‰ paI ,8q X rΠ4pΦ
V
R pρqqs.
(c) lim
tÑ8
rΠ4pΦ
V
t pρqqs “ 8 and lim
tÑ´8
rΠ4pΦ
V
t pρqqs “ ´8.
Proof. The implication (añb) is immediate.
Proof of (bñc): Let s0, u0 P R and assume Π4pΦ
V
s0
pρqq ă ´aI and
Π4pΦ
V
u0
pρqq ą aI . We wish to show
that lim
tÑ8
Π4pΦ
V
t pρqq “ 8 and that lim
tÑ´8
Π4pΦ
V
t pρqq “ ´8.
We will prove the former; the latter is similar. As lim
tÑ8
paI ` t´ u0q “ 8,
it suffices to show, for all t ě u0, that Π4pΦ
V
t pρqq ą aI ` t ´ u0. So fix
t ě u0. We wish to prove that Π4pΦ
V
t pρqq ą aI ` t´ u0.
Let τ :“ ΦVu0pρq. Then Π4pτq “ Π4pΦ
V
u0
pρqq ą aI , so τ P R
3ˆpaI ,8q.
Then, as t ´ u0 ě 0, by Lemma 8.1(ii), we have Φ
V
t´u0
pτq “ ΦV0t´u0pτq.
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Then ΦVt pρq “ Φ
V
t´u0
pΦVu0pρqq “ Φ
V
t´u0
pτq “ ΦV0t´u0pτq. By Lemma 4.5,
Π4pΦ
V0
t´u0pτqq “ pΠ4pτqq ` t ´ u0, so, because Φ
V
t pρq “ Φ
V0
t´u0pτq and
Π4pτq ą aI , we get Π4pΦ
V
t pτqq ą aI ` t ´ u0. End of proof of (bñc).
The Intermediate Value Theorem yields (cña). 
COROLLARY 8.4. Let pV, Iq P D. Give BpIq and B˝pIq their rela-
tive topologies inherited from R4. Then
(i) UpV q is open in R4,
(ii) UBpV, Iq is open in BpIq and
(iii) U˝BpV, Iq is open in B˝pIq.
Proof. Since (ii) and (iii) follow from (i), we need only prove (i).
Let σ P UpV q. We wish to show that there is an open subset U of R4
such that σ P U Ď UpV q.
Since σ P UpV q, we get Π4pΦ
V
R pσqq “ R. Fix s0, u0 P R such that
Π4pΦ
V
s0
pσqq ă ´aI and Π4pΦ
V
u0
pσqq ą aI .
Let U :“ tρ P R4 |Π4pΦ
V
s0
pρqq ă ´aI and Π4pΦ
V
u0
pρqq ą aIu. By
Lemma 8.3(bña), we have U Ď UpV q. Then U is an open subset
of R4 and σ P U Ď UpV q, as desired 
COROLLARY 8.5. Let pV, Iq P D. Then
V is porous iff UpV q is comeager in R4.
Proof. By definition, V is porous iff UpV q is dense in R4. By the Baire
Category Theorem, an open subset of R4 is dense iff it is comeager.
Thus this result follows from Corollary 8.4(i). 
LEMMA 8.6. Let pV, Iq P D. Let σ P UpV q. Define ψ : R Ñ R4 by
ψpsq “ ΦVs pσq. Let ψprq, ψptq P I
4. Say r ď t. Then ψprr, tsq Ď I4.
Proof. Let s0 P rr, ts and assume, for a contradiction, that ψps0q R I
4.
Let ρ :“ ψps0q “ Φ
V
s0
pσq. Then ρ R I4. By Lemma 4.6, either
(i) ΦV0r0,8qpρq Ď pR
4qzpI4q or
(ii) ΦV0p´8,0spρq Ď pR
4qzpI4q.
Since pV, Iq P D, we have V “ V0 on pR
4qzpI4q.
Assume (i). Then, by Lemma 6.1, we have ΦVt´s0pρq “ Φ
V0
t´s0pρq.
Then ψptq “ ΦVt pσq “ Φ
V
t´s0
pρq “ ΦV0t´s0pρq P Φ
V0
r0,8qpρq Ď pR
4qzpI4q.
However, ψptq P I4, contradiction.
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Assume (ii). Then, by Lemma 6.1, we have ΦVr´s0pρq “ Φ
V0
r´s0pρq.
Then ψprq “ ΦVr pσq “ Φ
V
r´s0
pρq “ ΦV0r´s0pρq P Φ
V0
p´8,0spρq Ď pR
4qzpI4q.
However, ψprq P I4, contradiction. 
LEMMA 8.7. Let pV, Iq P D. Let σ P I4, s0 P R, W P C. Assume
ΦVs0pσq P I
4. Assume W “ V on I4. Then ΦWs0 pσq “ Φ
V
s0
pσq.
Proof. Let r :“ mint0, s0u, t :“ maxt0, s0u. Then t0, s0u “ tr, tu.
Define ψ : R Ñ R4 by ψpsq “ ΦVs pσq. Then ψp0q “ σ P I
4 and
ψps0q “ Φ
V
s0
pσq P I4. Then ψp0q, ψps0q P I
4, so ψprq, ψptq P I4. So,
by Lemma 8.6, we have ψprr, tsq Ď I4, i.e., we have ΦVrr,tspσq Ď I
4.
So, because s0 P t0, s0u “ tr, tu Ď rr, ts, and because W “ V on I
4,
by Lemma 6.1, we conclude that ΦWs0 pσq “ Φ
V
s0
pσq, as desired. 
LEMMA 8.8. Let pV, Iq P D. Let σ P R4. Let b P RzI. Then there is
at most one t0 P R such that Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ b.
Proof. Let t0, t
1
0 P R. Assume t0 ď t
1
0 and Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ b “ Π4pΦ
V
t10
pσqq.
We wish to show that t10 “ t0.
Since b R I “ p´aI , aIq, we know either that b ď ´aI or that b ě aI .
We will assume that b ě aI ; the proof in the other case is similar.
Let σ0 :“ Φ
V
t0
pσq. Then Π4pσ0q “ b. Let t1 :“ t
1
0 ´ t0. Then
ΦVt1pσ0q “ Φ
V
t10
pσq, so Π4pΦ
V
t1
pσ0qq “ b. We have Π4pσ0q “ b ě aI , i.e.,
σ0 P R
3 ˆ raI ,8q. So, since t1 ě 0, by Lemma 8.1(ii), we conclude
that ΦVt1pσ0q “ Φ
V0
t1
pσ0q. Then b “ Π4pΦ
V
t1
pσ0qq “ Π4pΦ
V0
t1
pσ0qq, so, by
Lemma 4.5, b “ pΠ4pσ0qq`t1. Then b “ b`t1, so t1 “ 0, so t
1
0 “ t0. 
LEMMA 8.9. Let pV, Iq P D. Let σ P UpV, Iq. Then pΦVR pσqqXpT pIqq
and pΦVR pσqq X pBpIqq both have exactly one element.
Proof. We will show that pΦVR pσqq X pBpIqq has exactly one element;
the proof for pΦVR pσqq X pT pIqq is similar. Let b :“ ´aI . Then b R I
and BpIq “ I
3
ˆ tbu. Since σ P UpV, Iq Ď UpV q, Π4pΦ
V
R pσqq “ R, so
fix t0 P R such that Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ b. Let ρ :“ ΦVt0pσq. Then ρ P Φ
V
R pσq.
Also, Π4pρq “ b, i.e., ρ P R
3 ˆ tbu.
By Lemma 8.2, I3 ˆ R is V -invariant. Then, by continuity, I
3
ˆ R
is also V -invariant. So, since σ P UpV, Iq Ď I
4
Ď I
3
ˆ R, we see that
ρ P I
3
ˆ R. Then ρ P p I
3
ˆ Rq X pR3 ˆ tbuq “ I
3
ˆ tbu “ BpIq. Thus
ρ P pΦVR pσqq X pBpIqq, so pΦ
V
R pσqq X pBpIqq has at least one element.
Assume τ P pΦVR pσqq X pBpIqq. We wish to show that τ “ ρ.
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Choose t1 P R such that τ “ Φ
V
t1
pσq. We have ρ, τ P BpIq Ď R3ˆtbu.
So Π4pρq “ b “ Π4pτq. That is, Π4pΦ
V
t1
pσqq “ b “ Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq. So, by
Lemma 8.8, t1 “ t0. Then τ “ Φ
V
t1
pσq “ ΦVt0pσq “ ρ. 
LEMMA 8.10. Let pV, Iq P D. Let σ P R4. Let b P RzI. Let t0 P R.
Assume Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ b. Then both of the following are true:
(i) For all t ą t0, we have Π4pΦ
V
t pσqq ą b.
(ii) For all t ă t0, we have Π4pΦ
V
t pσqq ă b.
Proof. We prove only (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. Define f : RÑ R
by fptq “ Π4pΦ
V
t pσqq. We wish to show that fppt0,8qq Ď pb,8q.
We have fpt0q “ b. By Lemma 8.8, we get fpRztt0uq Ď Rztbu. Then
fppt0,8qq Ď fpRztt0uq Ď Rztbu “ p´8, bq Y pb,8q. Then, because
fppt0,8qq is connected, we have
either fppt0,8qq Ď p´8, bq or fppt0,8qq Ď pb,8q.
It therefore suffices to prove fppt0,8qq Ę p´8, bq.
Let τ :“ ΦVt0pσq. Then Π4pτq “ fpt0q “ b R I. It follows that
τ P pR4qzpI4q, and so V pτq “ V0pτq. Thus V pτq “ p0, 0, 0, 1q. Then
pd{dtqt“t0rΦ
V
t pσqs “ V pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ V pτq “ p0, 0, 0, 1q.
We have f 1pt0q “ pd{dtqt“t0rΠ4pΦ
V
t pσqqs “ Π4ppd{dtqt“t0rΦ
V
t pσqsq. It
follows that f 1pt0q “ Π4p0, 0, 0, 1q “ 1.
Since fpt0q “ b and f
1pt0q ą 0, it follows, for some t ą t0, that
fptq ą b. That is, fppt0,8qq Ę p´8, bq. 
COROLLARY 8.11. Let pV, Iq P D. Let σ P R4. Let b P RzI. Let
t, t0 P R. Assume Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ b. Then both of the following are true:
(i) t ą t0 ô Π4pΦ
V
t pσqq ą b
(ii) t ă t0 ô Π4pΦ
V
t pσqq ă b.
Proof. We prove (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. By (i) of Lemma 8.10,
we have ñ of (i). We wish to prove ð of (i). Assume Π4pΦ
V
t pσqq ą b
and assume, for a contradiction, that t ď t0.
Since Π4pΦ
V
t pσqq ‰ b “ Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq, we get t ‰ t0. Then t ă t0.
Then, by (ii) of Lemma 8.10, Π4pΦ
V
t pσqq ă b, contradiction. 
LEMMA 8.12. Let pV, Iq P D. Let b P RzI. Let H :“ R3 ˆ p´8, bq.
Then ΦVp´8,0spHq Ď H.
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Proof. Let τ P H , t1 ď 0, ρ :“ Φ
V
t1
pτq. We wish to prove that ρ P H .
If t1 “ 0, then ρ “ τ P H , and we are done, so we assume t1 ă 0.
We have τ P H , so Π4pτq ă b. If b R Π4pΦ
V
R pτqq, then, by the Inter-
mediate Value Theorem, we have Π4pφ
V
R pτqq Ď p´8, bq, from which we
get ρ P ΦVR pτq Ď Π
´1
4 pp´8, bqq “ H , and we are done. We therefore
assume that b P Π4pΦ
V
R pτqq.
Fix s P R such that b “ Π4pΦ
V
s pτqq. Let σ :“ Φ
V
s pτq. Let t0 :“ 0.
Then Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ Π4pσq “ Π4pΦ
V
s pτqq “ b. Also, Φ
V
´spσq “ τ .
We have Π4pΦ
V
´spσqq “ Π4pτq ă b. Then, by Corollary 8.11(ii), we
get ´s ď t0. So ´s ` t1 ď t0 ` t1. As t1 ă 0, t0 ` t1 ă t0. Then
´s` t1 ď t0 ` t1 ă t0. Then, by Corollary 8.11(i), Π4pΦ
V
´s`t1pσqq ă b.
Then ρ “ ΦVt1pτq “ Φ
V
t1
pΦV´spσqq “ Φ
V
´s`t1pσq P Π
´1
4 pp´8, bqq “ H . 
LEMMA 8.13. Let pV, Iq P D and let σ P R4. Assume that pV, σq is
periodic. Then ΦVR pσq Ď I
4.
Proof. Fix t P R. Let ρ :“ ΦVt pσq. We wish to show that ρ P I
4.
As pV, σq is periodic, fix an integer n ‰ 0 such that ΦVn pσq “ σ. Then
ΦVn pρq “ Φ
V
n pΦ
V
t pσqq “ Φ
V
t pΦ
V
n pσqq “ Φ
V
t pσq “ ρ.
Then ρ “ ΦV´npΦ
V
n pρqq “ Φ
V
´npρq. Since n ‰ 0 ‰ ´n, by Lemma 4.5, we
have Π4pΦ
V0
n pρqq ‰ Π4pρq ‰ Π4pΦ
V0
´npρqq. Then Φ
V0
n pρq ‰ ρ ‰ Φ
V0
´npρq.
Then ΦVn pρq “ ρ ‰ Φ
V0
n pρq and Φ
V
´npρq “ ρ ‰ Φ
V0
´npρq. Then
ΦVn pρq ‰ Φ
V0
n pρq, Φ
V
|n|pρq ‰ Φ
V0
|n|pρq, Φ
V
´|n|pρq ‰ Φ
V0
´|n|pρq.
Let S1 :“ I
3 ˆ R. If ρ R S1, then, by Lemma 8.1(i), for all t P R,
ΦVt pρq “ Φ
V0
t pρq, and, in particular, Φ
V
n pρq “ Φ
V0
n pρq, contradiction.
Thus ρ P S1. Let S2 :“ R
3ˆp´8, aIq. If ρ R S2, then, by Lemma 8.1(ii),
for all t ě 0, ΦVt pρq “ Φ
V0
t pρq, and, in particular, Φ
V
|n|pρq “ Φ
V0
|n|pρq,
contradiction. Thus ρ P S2. Let S3 :“ R
3 ˆ p´aI ,8q. If ρ R S3, then,
by Lemma 8.1(iii), for all t ď 0, ΦVt pρq “ Φ
V0
t pρq, and, in particular,
ΦV´|n|pρq “ Φ
V0
´|n|pρq, contradiction. Thus ρ P S3.
Then ρ P S1 X S2 X S3 “ I
4. 
9. Downflow, upflow and timeflow
Let pV, Iq P D. By Corollary 8.4(i), UpV q is open in R4. Also, as
I P C, I4 is open in R4. Then, since U˝pV, Iq “ pUpV qq X pI
4q, we see
that U˝pV, Iq is open in R
4. By Lemma 8.9, for all σ P UpV, Iq, each of
pΦVR pσqq X pBpIqq and pΦ
V
R pσqq X pT pIqq
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has exactly one element. The downflow map of pV, Iq is the function
DF VI : UpV, Iq Ñ BpIq which maps each σ P UpV, Iq to the unique
element in the set pΦVR pσqqXpBpIqq. This map is a kind of projection, in
the sense that, for all σ P UBpV, Iq, we have DF
V
I pσq “ σ. The upflow
map of pV, Iq is the function UF VI : UpV, Iq Ñ T pIq which maps each
σ P UpV, Iq to the unique element in the set pΦVR pσqq X pT pIqq.
By the definitions of DF VI and UF
V
I , for each σ P UpV, Iq, there ex-
ists tσ P R such that Φ
V
tσ
pDF VI pσqq “ UF
V
I pσq; moreover, by Lemma 8.8,
this tσ is unique. By Corollary 8.11(i), for all σ P UpV, Iq, tσ ą 0. The
timeflow map of pV, Iq is the function TF VI : UpV, Iq Ñ p0,8q defined
by TF VI pσq “ tσ. Then TF
V
I is C
0 on UpV, Iq and is C8 on U˝pV, Iq.
LEMMA 9.1. Let I P I. Then
(i) UBpV0, Iq “ BpIq and
(ii) on BpIq, we have SUI “ Φ
V0
2aI
“ UF V0I .
Proof. Since UpV0q “ R
4, we have UBpV0, Iq “ pR
4q X pBpIqq “ BpIq.
Let ρ P BpIq. We wish to prove that SUIpρq “ Φ
V0
2aI
pρq “ UF V0I pρq.
Choose w, x, y P I such that ρ “ pw, x, y,´aIq. Then we have
SUIpρq “ pw, x, y, aIq. Also, we have
ΦV02aI pρq “ pw, x, y,´aI ` 2aIq “ pw, x, y, aIq.
It therefore remains to prove that UF V0I pρq “ pw, x, y, aIq.
We have pw, x, y, aIq “ Φ
V0
2aI
pρq P ΦV0R pρq and pw, x, y, aIq P T pIq.
Then pw, x, y, aIq P pΦ
V0
R pρqq X pT pIqq, so UF
V0
I pρq “ pw, x, y, aIq. 
LEMMA 9.2. Let pV, Iq P D, let σ P U˝BpV, Iq and let t0 :“ TF
V
I pσq.
Then, for all t P R, we have: rΦVt pσq P I
4 s ô r 0 ă t ă t0 s.
Proof. Define ψ : R Ñ R4 by ψptq “ ΦVt pσq. We wish to prove that
ψ´1pI4q “ p0, t0q. Define f : R Ñ R by fptq “ Π4pψptqq. Because
σ P U˝BpV, Iq Ď B˝pIq Ď I
3 ˆR, by Lemma 8.2, we get ψpRq Ď I3 ˆR.
Then ψ´1pI4q “ f´1pIq. We wish to prove that f´1pIq “ p0, t0q.
We have σ P B˝pIq Ď R
3 ˆ t´aIu, so Π4pσq “ ´aI . Also, ψp0q “ σ.
Then fp0q “ Π4pψp0qq “ Π4pσq “ ´aI .
We have σ P U˝BpV, Iq Ď UBpV, Iq, so σ “ DF
V
I pσq. Therefore,
because t0 “ TF
V
I pσq, we get Φ
V
t0
pσq “ UF VI pσq. It follows that
ΦVt0pσq P T pIq Ď R
3 ˆ taIu. Then fpt0q “ Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ aI .
By Lemma 8.8, f´1p´aIq and f
´1paIq both have at most one ele-
ment. So, since 0 P f´1p´aIq and since t0 P f
´1paIq, it follows that
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f´1p´aIq “ t0u and f
´1paIq “ tt0u. We have σ P U
˝
BpV, Iq Ď UpV q, so,
by Lemma 8.3(añc), we have lim
tÑ8
rfptqs “ 8 and lim
tÑ´8
rfptqs “ ´8.
Then, by Lemma 3.2, we have f´1pp´aI , aIqq “ p0, t0q. That is, we
have f´1pIq “ p0, t0q, as desired. 
LEMMA 9.3. Let pV, Iq P D and let W P C. Assume that W “ V
on I4. Let σ P U˝BpV, Iq. Let t0 :“ TF
V
I pσq. Then, for all t P r0, t0s,
we have ΦWt pσq “ Φ
V
t pσq.
Proof. By Lemma 9.2, for all t P p0, t0q, we have Φ
V
t pσq Ď I
4. The
result then follows from Corollary 6.2. 
LEMMA 9.4. Let pV, Iq P D. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) UF VI “ SUI on UBpV, Iq.
(b) For all σ P U˝BpV, Iq, pΦ
V
R pσqq Y pI
4q “ pΦV0R pσqq Y pI
4q.
(c) For all σ P pUpV qqzpI4q, pΦVR pσqq Y pI
4q “ pΦV0R pσqq Y pI
4q.
Proof. Proof of (añb): Assume that (a) is true. Fix σ P U˝BpV, Iq. Let
S :“ ΦVR pσq and S0 :“ Φ
V0
R pσq. We wish to prove S Y pI
4q “ S0 Y pI
4q.
We have σ P U˝BpV, Iq Ď UBpV, Iq and σ P U
˝
BpV, Iq Ď BpIq. Let
τ :“ SUIpσq, t :“ TF
V
I pσq, t0 :“ TF
V0
I pσq
By (a), τ “ UF VI pσq. By Lemma 9.1, we have SUIpσq “ UF
V0
I pσq, i.e.,
τ “ UF V0I pσq. Since σ P UBpV, Iq, we get σ “ DF
V
I pσq “ DF
V0
I pσq.
We have σ “ DF VI pσq and τ “ UF
V
I pσq and t “ TF
V
I pσq. It follows
that τ “ ΦVt pσq. We have σ “ DF
V0
I pσq and τ “ UF
V0
I pσq. Moreover,
we have t0 “ TF
V0
I pσq. It follows that τ “ Φ
V0
t0
pσq. Let
A :“ ΦVp´8,0spσq, B :“ Φ
V
p0,tqpσq, C :“ Φ
V
rt,8qpσq,
A0 :“ Φ
V0
p´8,0spσq, B0 :“ Φ
V0
p0,t0q
pσq, C0 :“ Φ
V0
rt0,8q
pσq.
By Lemma 9.2, we have B Ď I4, so, since S “ AYB Y C,
S Y pI4q “ pA Y B Y Cq Y pI4q “ A Y C Y pI4q.
By Lemma 9.2, we have B0 Ď I
4, so, since S0 “ A0 YB0 Y C0,
S0 Y pI
4q “ pA0 Y B0 Y C0q Y pI
4q “ A0 Y C0 Y pI
4q.
It therefore suffices to show that A “ A0 and that C “ C0.
We have σ P BpIq Ď R3 ˆ p´8, aIs. Thus, by Lemma 8.1(iii), we
have ΦVp´8,0spσq “ Φ
V0
p´8,0spσq, i.e., A “ A0.
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We have τ “ UF VI pσq P T pIq Ď R
3ˆraI ,8q. Thus, by Lemma 8.1(ii),
we have ΦVr0,8qpτq “ Φ
V0
r0,8qpτq. So, since τ “ Φ
V
t pσq “ Φ
V0
t0
pσq, this
yields ΦVrt,8qpσq “ Φ
V0
rt0,8q
pσq, i.e., C “ C0. End of proof of (añb).
Proof of (bñc): Assume that (b) is true. Let σ P UpV q and assume
that σ R I4. We wish to show that pΦVR pσqq Y pI
4q “ pΦV0R pσqq Y pI
4q.
If σ R I3 ˆR, i.e., if σ P rpR3qzpI3qs ˆR, then, by Lemma 8.1(i), we
have ΦVR pσq “ Φ
V0
R pσq, and so pΦ
V
R pσqqYpI
4q “ pΦV0R pσqqYpI
4q, and we
are done. We therefore assume that σ P I3 ˆ R.
Since σ P UpV q, we have Π4pΦ
V
R pσqq “ R. Choose t0 P R such that
Π4pΦ
V
t0
pσqq “ ´aI . Let σ0 :“ Φ
V
t0
pσq. Then Π4pσ0q “ ´aI . That is,
σ0 P R
3 ˆ t´aIu. Since σ P I
3 ˆ R, by Lemma 8.2, σ0 P I
3 ˆ R. Then
σ0 P pI
3 ˆ Rq X pR3 ˆ t´aIuq “ I
3 ˆ t´aIu “ B˝pIq.
Since σ P UpV q and σ0 P Φ
V
R pσq, and since UpV q is V -invariant, it
follows that σ0 P UpV q. Then σ0 P pUpV qq X pB˝pIqq “ U
˝
BpV, Iq.
By (b), pΦVR pσ0qq Y pI
4q “ pΦV0R pσ0qq Y pI
4q. It therefore suffices to
show that ΦVR pσ0q “ Φ
V
R pσq and that Φ
V0
R pσ0q “ Φ
V0
R pσq. Because we
have σ0 P Φ
V
R pσq, it follows that Φ
V
R pσ0q “ Φ
V
R pσq. It remains to show
that ΦV0R pσ0q “ Φ
V0
R pσq.
We have σ “ ΦV´t0pσ0q P Φ
V
R pσ0q Ď pΦ
V
R pσ0qqYpI
4q “ pΦV0R pσ0qqYpI
4q.
So, since σ R I4, it follows that σ P ΦV0R pσ0q. Then Φ
V0
R pσ0q “ Φ
V0
R pσq.
End of proof of (bñc).
Proof of (cña): Assume that (c) is true. Let σ P UBpV, Iq. We wish
to show that UF VI pσq “ SUIpσq
We have σ P UBpV, Iq Ď BpIq and pBpIqq X pI
4q “ H. Then σ R I4.
So, since σ P UBpV, Iq Ď UpV q, we get σ P pUpV qqzpI
4q. By (c),
pΦVR pσqq Y pI
4q “ pΦV0R pσqq Y pI
4q.
So, intersecting with T pIq, we get
r pΦVR pσqq Y pI
4q s X r T pIq s “ r pΦV0R pσqq Y pI
4q s X r T pIq s.
So, because I4 X pT pIqq “ H, we get
rΦVR pσqs X rT pIqs “ rΦ
V0
R pσqs X rT pIqs.
Thus UF VI pσq “ UF
V0
I pσq. By Lemma 9.1, UF
V0
I pσq “ SUIpσq. Then
UF VI pσq “ UF
V0
I pσq “ SUIpσq. End of proof of (cña). 
LEMMA 9.5. Let pV, Iq P D. Then DF VI pU˝pV, Iqq Ď B˝pIq.
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Proof. Because U˝pV, Iq Ď I
4 Ď I3 ˆ R, by Lemma 8.2, it follows that
ΦVR pU˝pV, Iqq Ď I
3ˆR. Then DF VI pU˝pV, Iqq Ď Φ
V
R pU˝pV, Iqq Ď I
3ˆR.
We have U˝pV, Iq Ď UpV, Iq and DF
V
I pUpV, Iqq Ď BpIq. Then
DF VI pU˝pV, Iqq Ď DF
V
I pUpV, Iqq Ď BpIq.
Then DF VI pU˝pV, Iqq Ď pI
3 ˆ Rq X pBpIqq “ B˝pIq. 
10. Vector fields V s# on R with variable travel time
For this section, let I :“ p´95, 95q Ď R and define W : R Ñ R by
W pyq “ 1 ´ r1{2srζIpyqs. For all y P I, we have W pyq “ 1{2. Then
ΦW380p´95q “ 95. For all y P R, we have 1{2 ď W pyq ď 1. For this
section, fix C ą 380 such that ΦWC p´100q “ 100.
For all x P R, define V x˚ : RÑ R by
V x˚ pyq “ 1 ´ r1{2srζIpyqsr1´ pζpxqqs;
then px, yq ÞÑ V x˚ pyq : Rˆ RÑ R is C
8. Moreover,
‚ @x P R, @y P Rzp´96, 96q, V x˚ pyq “ 1.
‚ @x, y P R, 1{2 ď V x˚ pyq ď 1.
Moreover,
(i) @x ď 0, @y P R, V x˚ pyq “ 1 and
(ii) @x ě 1, @y P R, V x˚ pyq “ W pyq.
By (i), for all x ď 0, we have Φ
V x˚
200p´100q “ 100. By (ii), for all x ě 1,
we have Φ
V x˚
C p´100q “ Φ
W
C p´100q “ 100.
For all y P R, define βy : R Ñ R by βypxq “ V
x
˚ pyq. Then we have
βy “ 1´ r1{2srζIpyqsr1´ ζs, so β
1
y :“ rζIpyqsrpζ
1q{2s. Then
(iii) for all y P R, β 1y ď 0 on p0, 1q and
(iv) for all y P I, β 1y ă 0 on p0, 1q.
For all x P R, let γpxq P r200, Cs be the unique real number such
that Φ
V x˚
γpxqp´100q “ 100. Define F : R
2 Ñ R by F px, tq “ Φ
V x˚
t p´100q.
Then, for all x P R, γpxq is defined implicitly by F px, γpxqq “ 100. Let
B1, B2 be the standard framing of R
2. Then, for all px, tq P R2, we have
pB2F qpx, tq “ V
x
˚ pF px, tqq ě 1{2. That is, B2F ě 1{2. Then, by the
Implicit Function Theorem, γ : RÑ R is C8, and, moreover,
(v) @x P R, γ1pxq “ ´ r pB1F qpx, γpxqq s { r pB2F qpx, γpxqq s.
From (iii) and (iv) above, we can prove:
(vi) @px, tq P p0, 1q ˆ p5,8q, pB1F qpx, tq ă 0.
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[Thanks to R. Moeckel for showing me the following elementary proof
of (vi): Define U : R2 Ñ R2 by Upx, yq “ p0, V x˚ pyqq. Then U is C
8 and
bounded, and, therefore, complete. The defining equation for ΦUt px, yq
is pB{BtqpΦUt px, yqq “ UpΦ
U
t px, yqq. Differentiating this equation with
respect to x and y, we obtain the defining equation for the induced flow
in the tangent bundle TR2 of R2. We identify TR2 with R2ˆR2. This
induced flow then identifies with a flow on R2 ˆR2 that combines ΦUt ,
operating on the first two coordinates, with a time-dependent vector
field on R2, whose flow operates on the last two. For each x, y, t P R,
that time-dependent vector field is linear and is represented by the
Jacobian Jtpx, yq :“ pDUqpΦ
U
t px, yqq : R
2 Ñ R2. For all x, y, t P R,
p Jtpx, yq q p t0u ˆ R q Ď t0u ˆ R.
Geometrically, this says: For all x, y, t P R, the vector field represented
by Jtpx, yq, when restricted to the line t0u ˆ R, consists of vectors
that all vanish or point straight upward or point straight downward.
Using (iii) above, we see that, on 0 ă x ă 1, y “ ´100, 0 ď t ď 5,
p Jtpx, yq q p p0,8q ˆ t0u q Ď t0u ˆ p´8, 0s.
Geometrically, this says: On 0 ă x ă 1, y “ ´100, 0 ď t ď 5, the vec-
tor field represented by Jtpx, yq, when restricted to the ray p0,8qˆt0u,
consists of vectors that all either vanish or point straight downward.
Using (iv) above, we see that, on 0 ă x ă 1, y “ ´100, t ą 5,
p Jtpx, yq q p p0,8q ˆ t0u q Ď t0u ˆ p´8, 0q.
Geometrically, this says: On 0 ă x ă 1, y “ ´100, t ą 5, the vector
field represented by Jtpx, yq, when restricted to the ray p0,8q ˆ t0u,
consists of vectors that all point straight downward. Let E denote the
restriction of the vector field B1 to the segment 0 ă x ă 1, y “ ´100.
The three geometric observations above show that, for time t ą 5, any
tangent vector in E is constrained to flow to a vector pointing into the
open fourth quadrant p0,8qˆp´8, 0q. On px, tq P p0, 1qˆp5,8q, each
value of pB1F qpx, tq is exactly the slope of such a vector. A vector that
points into the open fourth quadrant has negative slope.]
For all x P R, we have γpxq ě 200. Then, for all x P p0, 1q, we
have px, γpxqq P p0, 1q ˆ p5,8q, so, by (vi) above, pB1F qpx, γpxqq ă 0.
Then, because B2F ě 1{2, by (v) above, we see, for all x P p0, 1q, that
γ1pxq ą 0. Also, γ is C0 on r0, 1s. Then, by the Mean Value Theorem,
γ is increasing on r0, 1s. Also,
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γ “ 200 on p´8, 0s and γ “ C on r1,8q.
It follows, for all s P r200, Cs, that there is a unique xs P r0, 1s such
that γpxsq “ s. By the Inverse Function Theorem, we have
‚ s ÞÑ xs : r200, Cs Ñ R is C
0 and
‚ s ÞÑ xs : p200, Cq Ñ R is C
8.
Since γp0q “ 200, it follows that x200 “ 0. Recall that C ą 380. For
all s P r200, 380s, define V s# : RÑ R by V
s
#pyq :“ V
xs
˚ pyq. Then
‚ ps, yq ÞÑ V s#pyq : r200, 380s ˆ RÑ R is C
0,
‚ ps, yq ÞÑ V s#pyq : p200, 380q ˆ RÑ R is C
8,
‚ @s P r200, 380s, @y P R, 1{2 ď V s#pyq ď 1,
‚ @s P r200, 380s, @y P Rzp´96, 96q, V s#pyq “ 1,
‚ @y P R, V 200# pyq “ 1 and
‚ @s P r200, 380s, Φ
V s
#
s p´100q “ 100.
11. Definitions of and results about D`, D
#, D
#
` and D˚
Recall, from §9, the definitions of DF VI , UF
V
I and TF
V
I . Let
D` :“ tpV, Iq P D |UF
V
I “ SUI on UBpV, Iqu,
D# :“ tpV, Iq P D | ξI P UBpV, Iqu and
D
#
` :“ pD`q X pD
#q.
For all pV, Iq P D, give U˝BpV, Iq and B˝pIq their relative topologies,
inherited from R4; then, by Corollary 8.4(iii), U˝BpV, Iq is open in B˝pIq,
so the open sets of U˝BpV, Iq are all open in B˝pIq, as well. Finally, let
D˚ denote the set of all pV, Iq P D
#
` such that
for some integer j ě 1 and some open neighborhoodN in U˝BpV, Iq
of ξI , we have: TF
V
I “ j on N .
LEMMA 11.1. Let pV1, I1q P D and let pV, Iq P MpV1, I1q. Assume
V ppR4qzpI41 qq Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ p0,8q. Then all of the following are true:
(i) For all σ P R4, we have ΦV1R pσq “ Φ
V
R pσq.
(ii) UpV1q “ UpV q.
(iii) If V1 is porous, then V is porous.
(iv) If pV1, I1q P D`, then pV, Iq P D`.
(v) If pV1, I1q P D
#, then pV, Iq P D#.
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Proof. Let S :“ tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ p0,8q Ď R4. Then V ppR4qzpI41 qq Ď S.
Also, since pV1, I1q P D, we get V1 “ V0 on pR
4qzpI41 q, so
V1ppR
4qzpI41 qq “ tp0, 0, 0, 1qu Ď S.
For all s, s1 P S, there exists c ą 0 such that s1 “ cs. Then, for all
σ P pR4qzpI41 q, there exists c ą 0 such that V1pσq “ c ¨ pV pσqq. Since
pV, Iq P MpV1, I1q, it follows that V “ V1 on I
4
1 . Then, for all σ P R
4,
there exists c ą 0 such that V1pσq “ c ¨ pV pσqq. Then Corollary 5.3
yields (i). From (i), we see, for all σ P R4, that
r Π4pΦ
V1
R pσqq “ R s ô r Π4pΦ
V
R pσqq “ R s,
i.e., that rσ P UpV1qs ô rσ P UpV qs. This proves (ii). If V1 is porous,
then UpV1q is dense in R
4, so, by (ii), UpV q is dense in R4, which means
that V is porous. This proves (iii).
Proof of (iv): Assuming pV1, I1q P D`, it follows that UF
V1
I1
“ SUI1
on UBpV1, I1q. Then, by Lemma 9.4(añc), we have
for all σ P pUpV1qqzpI
4
1 q, pΦ
V1
R pσqq Y pI
4
1 q “ pΦ
V0
R pσqq Y pI
4
1 q.
We have pV, Iq PMpV1, I1q, so I1 Ď I. Then
for all σ P pUpV1qqzpI
4q, pΦV1R pσqq Y pI
4q “ pΦV0R pσqq Y pI
4q.
So, by (i) and (ii), we conclude that
for all σ P pUpV qqzpI4q, pΦVR pσqq Y pI
4q “ pΦV0R pσqq Y pI
4q.
Also, pV, Iq PMpV1, I1q Ď D. Then, by Lemma 9.4(cña), we see that
UF VI “ SUI on UBpV, Iq. Then pV, Iq P D`. End of proof of (iv).
Proof of (v): Assuming pV1, I1q P D
#, we have ξI1 P UBpV1, I1q.
Let t0 :“ aI ´ aI1. By Lemma 8.1(iii), Φ
V1
´t0pξI1q “ Φ
V0
´t0pξI1q. By
Lemma 4.4(i), ΦV0´t0pξI1q “ ξI . Then Φ
V1
´t0pξI1q “ Φ
V0
´t0pξI1q “ ξI . So,
because ξI1 P UBpV1, I1q Ď UpV1q, and because UpV1q is V1-invariant, we
see that ξI P UpV1q. So, by (ii), we conclude that ξI P UpV q. Moreover,
ξI P BpIq and pV, Iq P MpV1, I1q Ď D. Then
ξI P pUpV qq X pBpIqq “ UBpV, Iq.
Then pV, Iq P D#, as desired. End of proof of (v). 
LEMMA 11.2. Let pW,Jq P D#. Assume that W is porous. Then
there exists pV1, I1q P pM˚pW,Jqq X pD
#
`q such that V1 is porous.
Proof. Define λ : R4 Ñ R4 by λpw, x, y, zq “ p´w,´x,´y, zq. Let
c :“ aJ ` 1. Define a reflection R : R
4 Ñ R4 by
R pw , x , y , z q “ p w , x , y , 2c´ z q.
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For any X : R4 Ñ R4, we define X : R4 Ñ R4 by Xpτq “ λpXpRpτqqq.
For any γ : R Ñ R4, we define γ : R Ñ R4 by γptq “ Rpγp´tqq. If
γ : RÑ R4 and X : R4 Ñ R4 are both C8, and if γ is a flowline of X ,
then γ is a flowline of X .
Let S :“ R3ˆrc´1, c`1s Ď R4. Then S Ď pR4qzpJ4q and RpSq “ S.
We have λp0, 0, 0, 1q “ p0, 0, 0, 1q, so V 0 “ V0. Since pW,Jq P D
# Ď D,
we have W “ V0 on pR
4qzpJ4q. Then W “ V0 on S, so W “ V 0
on RpSq, i.e., on S. Then, on S, we have W “ V 0 “ V0 “W .
Let H :“ R3 ˆ p´8, c ` 1q. Then RpHq “ R3 ˆ pc ´ 1,8q. Then
H Y pRpHqq “ R4 and H X pRpHqq Ď S. Define V1 : R
4 Ñ R4 by
V1 :“ W on H and V1 :“ W on RpHq.
Then V1 : R
4 Ñ R4 is C8. Moreover, V 1 “ V1, so, for any flowline
γ : RÑ R4 of V1, we see that γ : RÑ R
4 is also a flowline of V1.
For all σ P R4, if Π4pσq “ c, then Rpσq “ σ. Therefore, for any
map γ : R Ñ R4, if Π4pγp0qq “ c, then γp0q “ Rpγp0qq “ γp0q.
Consequently, if γ : R Ñ R4 is a flowline of V1 and if Π4pγp0qq “ c,
then, by uniqueness of solutions of ODEs, we see that γ “ γ.
Since pW,Jq P D, it follows that W P C, so W pR4q Ď I
4
0. So, since
λp I
4
0 q “ I
4
0, we see that W pR
4q Ď I
4
0. Then V1pR
4q Ď I
4
0. Then V1 P C.
Let I1 :“ 3J ` 3I0. Then aI1 “ 3aJ ` 3aI0 “ 3aJ ` 3 “ 3c.
AsW “ V0 on pR
4qzpJ4q, we see thatW “ V 0 “ V0 on pR
4qzpRpJ4qq.
Then V1 “ V0 on rR
4szrpJ4q Y pRpJ4qqs. So, since pJ4q Y pRpJ4qq Ď I41 ,
it follows that V1 “ V0 on pR
4qzpI41 q. Then pV1, I1q P D. As J
4 Ď H , we
get V1 “ W on J
4. Also, aJ ă 3aJ `3 “ aI1 . Then pV1, I1q P MpW,Jq.
Since R3ˆp´8,´aJq Ď H , we see that V1 “ W on R
3ˆp´8,´aJq.
As pW,Jq P D, we getW P VpaJq. That is,W “ V0 on R
3ˆp´8,´aJq.
Therefore V1 “ W “ V0 on R
3ˆp´8,´aJq, and so we have V1 P VpaJq.
So, because pV1, I1q PMpW,Jq, we conclude that pV1, I1q PM˚pW,Jq.
It remains to prove that pV1, I1q P D
#
` and that V1 is porous.
Claim 1: Let τ P H and let t P R. Assume that ΦWt pτq P H .
Then ΦV1t pτq “ Φ
W
t pτq. Proof of Claim 1: Let s :“ maxt0, tu. Let
σ :“ ΦWs pτq. As s P t0, tu, we get σ P tτ,Φ
W
t pτqu Ď H . We have
c ` 1 “ aJ ` 2 ą aJ , so c ` 1 P RzJ . Also, recall that pW,Jq P D.
Then, by Lemma 8.12, ΦWp´8,0spσq Ď H . So, as V1 “ W on H , we see,
from Lemma 6.1, that ΦV1´|t|pσq “ Φ
W
´|t|pσq. If t ď 0, then σ “ τ and
´|t| “ t, and so ΦV1t pτq “ Φ
V1
´|t|pσq “ Φ
W
´|t|pσq “ Φ
W
t pτq, as desired. We
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therefore assume that t ą 0. Then σ “ ΦWt pτq and |t| “ t. Then
ΦV1´tpσq “ Φ
V1
´|t|pσq “ Φ
W
´|t|pσq “ Φ
W
´tpσq “ Φ
W
´tpΦ
W
t pτqq “ τ.
Applying ΦV1t to this yields σ “ Φ
V1
t pτq. That is, Φ
W
t pτq “ Φ
V1
t pτq, as
desired. End of proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2: pUpW qq X H Ď UpV1q. Proof of Claim 2: Fix τ P UpW q,
and assume that τ P H . We wish to show that τ P UpV1q.
Since τ P UpW q, we have Π4pΦ
W
R pτqq “ R. Fix t0, t1 P R such that
Π4pΦ
W
t0
pτqq “ c and such that Π4pΦ
W
t1
pτqq “ ´4c. Then
ΦWt0 pτq, Φ
W
t1
pτq P Π´14 pp´8, c` 1qq “ H.
Then, by Claim 1, we get ΦV1t0 pτq “ Φ
W
t0
pτq and ΦV1t1 pτq “ Φ
W
t1
pτq. Then
Π4pΦ
V1
t0
pτqq “ Π4pΦ
W
t0
pτqq “ c and Π4pΦ
V1
t1
pτqq “ Π4pΦ
W
t1
pτqq “ ´4c.
Define γ0 : R Ñ R
4 by γ0ptq “ Φ
V1
t0`tpτq. Then γ0p0q “ Φ
V1
t0
pτq and
γ0pt1 ´ t0q “ Φ
V1
t1
pτq and γ0pt0 ´ t1q “ Φ
V1
2t0´t1
pτq. As γ0 is a flowline
of V1 and Π4pγ0p0qq “ Π4pΦ
V1
t0
pτqq “ c, it follows that γ0 “ γ0. Then
γ0pt0´ t1q “ γ0pt0´ t1q “ Rpγ0pt1´ t0qq. So, by definition of R, we get
Π4pγ0pt0 ´ t1qq “ 2c´ rΠ4pγ0pt1 ´ t0qqs. Also, we have
Π4pγ0pt1 ´ t0qq “ Π4pΦ
V1
t1
pτqq “ ´4c.
Then Π4pΦ
V1
2t0´t1pτqq “ Π4pγ0pt0 ´ t1qq “ 2c´ r´4cs “ 6c. Thus
‚ Π4pΦ
V1
2t0´t1
pτqq “ 6c ą 3c “ aI1 and
‚ Π4pΦ
V1
t1
pτqq “ ´4c ă ´3c “ ´aI1 .
So, since pV1, I1q P D, by Lemma 8.3(bña), we get τ P UpV1q, as
desired. End of proof of Claim 2.
Let F be the set of all flowlines γ : R Ñ R4 of V1 such that
Π4pγp0qq “ c and Π4pγpRqq “ R. Then, for all γ P F , we have γ “ γ.
Let U :“
ď
γPF
rγpRqs and U0 :“ UpV1q.
Claim 3: U Ď U0. Proof of Claim 3: Fix γ P F and t1 P R. Let
σ1 :“ γpt1q. We wish to show that σ1 P UpV1q.
Since γ P F , we see that γ is a flowline of V1 and that Π4pγpRqq “ R.
Let σ0 :“ γp0q. Because γ is a flowline of V1, it follows, for all t P R,
that γptq “ ΦV1t pσ0q. Then Φ
V1
t1
pσ0q “ γpt1q “ σ1.
Then, for all t P R, we have ΦV1t pσ1q “ Φ
V1
t`t1pσ0q “ γpt ` t1q. Then
ΦV1R pσ1q “ γpRq, so Π4pΦ
V1
R pσ1qq “ Π4pγpRqq “ R. Then σ1 P UpV1q, as
desired. End of proof of Claim 3.
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Claim 4: U0 Ď U . Proof of Claim 4: Fix σ P UpV1q. We wish to
show that there exists γ P F such that σ P γpRq.
Because σ P UpV1q, it follows that Π4pΦ
V1
R pσqq “ R. Choose t1 P R
such that Π4pΦ
V1
t1
pσqq “ c. Define γ : RÑ R4 by γptq “ ΦV1t`t1pσq.
Then γ is a flowline of V1 and Π4pγp0qq “ Π4pΦ
V1
t1
pσqq “ c. Moreover,
Π4pγpRqq “ Π4pΦ
V1
R pσqq “ R. Then γ P F .
Also, σ “ ΦV10 pσq “ γp´t1q P γpRq. End of proof of Claim 4.
For any γ P F , we have γ “ γ, so RpγpRqq “ γpRq “ γpRq. Then
RpUq “
ď
γPF
rRpγpRqqs “
ď
γPF
rγpRqs “ U . By Claim 3 and Claim 4, we
have U “ U0. Then RpU0q “ RpUq “ U “ U0, so U0 Y pRpU0qq “ U0.
Let U1 :“ pUpW qq X H . By Claim 2, we have U1 Ď U0. Then
U1 Y pRpU1qq Ď U0 Y pRpU0qq “ U0. Since W is porous, UpW q is dense
in R4. Then, since U1 “ pUpW qq XH , it follows that U1 is dense in H .
So, since H Y pRpHqq “ R4, we conclude that U1 Y pRpU1qq is dense
in R4. So, since U1 Y pRpU1qq Ď U0, we see that U0 is dense in R
4. So,
as U0 “ UpV1q, V1 is porous. It remains to show that pV1, I1q P D
#
` .
Claim 5: pV1, I1q P D`. Proof of Claim 5: Recall that pV1, I1q P D.
Let ρ P UBpV1, I1q. Let σ :“ SUI1pρq. We wish to prove UF
V1
I1
pρq “ σ.
As ρ P UBpV1, I1q Ď BpI1q, we get σ “ SUI1pρq P SUI1pBpI1qq “ T pI1q.
So, as tUF V1I1 pρqu “ pΦ
V1
R pρqq X pT pI1qq, we wish to prove σ P Φ
V1
R pρq.
We have ρ P UBpV1, I1q Ď UpV1q, so Π4pΦ
V1
R pρqq “ R. Fix t0 P R such
that Π4pΦ
V1
t0
pρqq “ c. Define γ1 : R Ñ R
4 by γ1ptq “ Φ
V1
t0`tpρq. Then
γ1p0q “ Φ
V1
t0
pρq and γ1p2c´ t0q “ Φ
V1
2c pρq. As γ1 is a flowline for V1 and
Π4pγ1p0qq “ Π4pΦ
V1
t0
pρqq “ c, we see that γ1 “ γ1. Then γ1pRq “ γ1pRq.
We have ρ P UBpV1, I1q Ď BpI1q Ď R
3 ˆ t´aI1u “ R
3 ˆ t´3cu. Fix
w, x, y P R such that ρ “ pw, x, y,´3cq. Then ΦV02c pρq “ pw, x, y,´cq
and σ “ SUI1pρq “ pw, x, y, 3cq “ Rpw, x, y,´cq. Moreover, because
ρ P R3 ˆ t´3cu, we get ΦV0r0,2cspρq Ď R
3 ˆ r´3c,´cs. Also, because
c “ aJ `1, it follows that R
3ˆr´3c,´cs Ď R3ˆp´8,´aJq. Therefore
ΦV0r0,2cspρq Ď R
3 ˆ r´3c,´cs Ď R3 ˆ p´8,´aJq. So, since V1 “ V0
on R3 ˆ p´8,´aJq, by Lemma 6.1, we get Φ
V1
2c pρq “ Φ
V0
2c pρq. It
follows that pw, x, y,´cq “ ΦV02c pρq “ Φ
V1
2c pρq “ γ1p2c ´ t0q. Then
σ “ Rpw, x, y,´cq “ Rpγ1p2c ´ t0qq “ γ1pt0 ´ 2cq, and so we have
σ P γ1pRq “ γ1pRq “ Φ
V1
R pρq, as desired. End of proof of Claim 5.
Recall that V1 “ V0 on R
3ˆp´8,´aJq. Then, by continuity, V1 “ V0
on R3 ˆ p´8,´aJs. As pW,Jq P D
#, we get ξJ P UBpW,Jq Ď UpW q.
Also, we have Π4pξJq “ ´aJ ă aJ ` 2 “ c ` 1, so ξJ P H . It follows
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that ξJ P pUpW qqXH . Then, by Claim 2, we conclude that ξJ P UpV1q.
Let a :“ aI1 ´ aJ . By Lemma 4.4(ii), we have
ΦV0r´a,0spξJq Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r´aI1,´aJ s.
Then ΦV0r´a,0spξJq Ď R
3ˆp´8,´aJs. So, as V1 “ V0 on R
3ˆp´8,´aJs,
by Lemma 6.1, we get ΦV1´apξJq “ Φ
V0
´apξJq. By Lemma 4.4(i), we have
ΦV0´apξJq “ ξI1. Then Φ
V1
´apξJq “ Φ
V0
´apξJq “ ξI1. So, since ξJ P UpV1q
and since UpV1q is V1-invariant, we conclude that ξI1 P UpV1q. So,
because ξI1 P BpI1q and because pV1, I1q P D, it follows that
ξI1 P pUpV1qq X pBpI1qq “ UBpV1, I1q.
Then pV1, I1q P D
#. So, by Claim 5, pV1, I1q P pD`q X pD
#q “ D#` . 
LEMMA 11.3. Let pW,Jq P D#. Assume that W is porous. Then
there exists pV˚, I˚q P pM˚pW,Jqq X pD˚q such that V˚ is porous.
Proof. By Lemma 11.2, choose pV1, I1q P pM˚pW,JqqXpD
#
`q such that
V1 is porous. Then pV1, I1q P D
#
` Ď D
# Ď D. As pV1, I1q P D
#, we get
ξI1 P UBpV1, I1q. Then ξI1 P UBpV1, I1q Ď UpV1q and ξI1 P B˝pI1q, so
ξI1 P pUpV1qq X pB˝pI1qq “ U
˝
BpV1, I1q.
Because pV1, I1q P D, by Corollary 8.4(iii), U
˝
BpV1, I1q is an open
subset of B˝pI1q. Define Ψ : U
˝
BpV1, I1q Ñ p0,8q by Ψpτq “ TF
V1
I1
pτq.
By continuity of Ψ at ξI1, fix an open neighborhood N1 in U
˝
BpV1, I1q
of ξI1 such that, for all τ P N1, |pΨpτqq´pΨpξI1qq| ă 1. Since ΨpξI1q ą 0,
fix an integerm ě 1 such that |pΨpξI1qq´m| ă 1. Then, by the Triangle
Inequality, we have: for all τ P N1, |pΨpτqq´m| ă 2. Define f : N1 Ñ R
by fpτq “ m´ pΨpτqq ` 250. Then 248 ă f ă 252.
Fix an open neighborhood N in B˝pI1q of ξI1 such that the closure
N in B˝pI1q of N is compact and satisfies N Ď N1. Fix an open
neighborhood N0 in B˝pI1q of ξI1 such that the closure N0 in B˝pI1q
of N satisfies N 0 Ď N . Then N0 Ď N1. Fix g : B˝pI1q Ñ R such that
‚ pw, x, yq ÞÑ gpw, x, y,´aI1q : I
3
1 Ñ R is C
8,
‚ 0 ď g ď 1 on B˝pI1q,
‚ g “ 1 on N 0 and
‚ g “ 0 on pB˝pI1qqzN .
Define h : B˝pI1q Ñ R by:
‚ @τ P N1, hpτq :“ rfpτqsrgpτqs ` r200sr1´ pgpτqqs and
‚ @τ P pB˝pI1qqzN , hpτq :“ 200.
Then pw, x, yq ÞÑ hpw, x, y,´aI1q : I
3
1 Ñ R is C
8, and
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h “ f on N 0 and 200 ď h ă 252.
For s P r200, 380s, define V s# as in §10. For all τ “ pw, x, y, zq P I
3
1 ˆR,
‚ let τ# :“ pw, x, y,´aI1q P B˝pI1q and
‚ let vτ :“ V
hpτ#q
# pz ´ aI1 ´ 101q.
Then τ ÞÑ vτ : I
3
1 ˆ R Ñ R is C
8. By the properties of V s#, for all
τ P I31 ˆ R, we have 1{2 ď vτ ď 1, i.e., vτ P r1{2, 1s. Let
Q1 :“ I
3
1 ˆ paI1 ` 1, aI1 ` 5q, Q2 :“ I
3
1 ˆ paI1 ` 197, aI1 ` 201q.
For all τ “ pw, x, y, zq P Q1 YQ2, we have
z ´ aI1 ´ 101 P p´100,´96q Y p96, 100q Ď Rzp´96, 96q,
so vτ “ 1. Let K :“ tpw, x, yq P I
3
1 | pw, x, y,´aI1q P N u. Then,
because N is compact, it follows that K is a compact subset of I31 .
Define pI :“ paI1 ` 1, aI1 ` 201q and Q3 :“ rpI31 qzKs ˆ pI. Then, for all
τ P Q3, we have τ# P pB˝pI1qqzN , so hpτ#q “ 200, so vτ “ 1.
Let A :“ I31ˆpI and let Y : AÑ R4 be defined by Y pτq “ p0, 0, 0, vτq.
Then Y : AÑ R4 is C8 and
‚ Y pAq Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r1{2, 1s and
‚ Y “ V0 on Q1 YQ2 YQ3.
From the definitions of A and Q1 and Q2 and Q3, we have both
A z pQ1 Y Q2q “ I
3
1 ˆ r aI1 ` 5 , aI1 ` 197 s,
and AzpQ3q “ K ˆ pI. Let L :“ K ˆ raI1 ` 5, aI1 ` 197s. Then, as
K is compact, L is a compact subset of A˚ :“ R
3 ˆ paI1 ,8q. Let
Q4 :“ pA˚qzA and Q :“ Q1 Y Q2 Y Q3 Y Q4. Then pA˚qzpQ4q “ A,
and so pA˚qzQ “ AzpQ1YQ2YQ3q “ rAzpQ1YQ2qs X rA zpQ3qs “ L,
which is compact and is, therefore, closed in A˚. Then Q is open in
A˚, and it follows that Q is open in R
4.
Since pV1, I1q P D, we see that V1 “ V0 on pR
4qzpI41 q. So, because
Q4 Ď A˚ Ď pR
4qzpI41 q, we see that V1 “ V0 on Q4. Let BA be the
boundary in R4 of A. As A is open in R4, we get pBAq X A “ H. As
A Ď R3 ˆ raI1 ` 1, aI1 ` 201s, we get BA Ď R
3 ˆ raI1 ` 1, aI1 ` 201s.
Then BA Ď R3 ˆ paI1,8qq “ A˚. Then BA Ď pA˚qzA “ Q4 Ď Q.
Define V˚ : R
4 Ñ R4 by
V˚ :“ Y on A and V˚ :“ V1 on pR
4qzA.
We have Y “ V0 on Q1 Y Q2 Y Q3, and we have Q1 Y Q2 Y Q3 Ď A.
Then V˚ “ Y “ V0 on Q1 Y Q2 Y Q3. Recall that V1 “ V0 on Q4.
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So, as Q4 Ď pR
4qzA, we get V˚ “ V1 “ V0 on Q4. Then V˚ “ V0
on Q1 Y Q2 Y Q3 Y Q4, i.e., on Q. Then V˚ is C
8 on Q. So, since
V˚ is also C
8 on R4zpBAq, and since BA Ď Q, we see that V˚ is C
8
on R4. Since pV1, I1q P D, we get V1 P C, so V1pR
4q Ď I
4
0. So, since
Y pAq Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r1{2, 1s Ď I
4
0, we get V˚pR
4q Ď I
4
0. Then V˚ P C.
Let I˚ :“ I1`202I0. By definition of V˚, we have V˚ “ V1 on pR
4qzA.
Also, recall that V1 “ V0 on pR
4qzpI41 q. Then, because A Y pI
4
1 q Ď I
4
˚,
we see that V˚ “ V1 “ V0 on pR
4qzpI4˚q. Thus pV˚, I˚q P D. We have
I41 Ď pR
4qzA, so V˚ “ V1 on I
4
1 . Therefore, since
aI˚ “ aI1 ` 202aI0 “ aI1 ` 202 ą aI1 ,
we get pV˚, I˚q PMpV1, I1q. So, since pV1, I1q PM˚pW,Jq ĎMpW,Jq,
it follows that pV˚, I˚q P MpW,Jq.
We have R3ˆ p´8,´aJq Ď pR
4qzA, so V˚ “ V1 on R
3 ˆ p´8,´aJq.
Because pV1, I1q P M˚pW,Jq, we have V1 P VpaJ q. That is, we have
V1 “ V0 on R
3 ˆ p´8,´aJq. Then V˚ “ V1 “ V0 on R
3 ˆ p´8,´aJq.
Then V˚ P VpaJ q. Then pV˚, I˚q PM˚pW,Jq.
Since V1 “ V0 on pR
4qzpI41 q and since V0pR
4q “ tp0, 0, 0, 1qu, we get
V1ppR
4qzpI41 qq “ tp0, 0, 0, 1qu. Then V1ppR
4qzpI41 qq “ tp0, 0, 0quˆp0,8q.
Moreover, Y pAq Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r1{2, 1s Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ p0,8q. Then
V˚ppR
4qzpI41 qq Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ p0,8q. Because of this, and because
‚ pV˚, I˚q P MpV1, I1q,
‚ V1 is porous and
‚ pV1, I1q P D
#
` “ pD`q X pD
#q,
we see, from Lemma 11.1(ii-v), that
‚ UpV1q “ UpV˚q,
‚ V˚ is porous and
‚ pV˚, I˚q P pD`q X pD
#q “ D#` .
It remains to show, for some integer j ě 1 and some open neighborhood
N˚ in U
˝
BpV˚, I˚q of ξI˚, that: TF
V˚
I˚
“ j on N˚.
Let N˚ :“ Φ
V0
´202pN0q and let H :“ R
3 ˆ p´8,´aI1s. Because we
have N0 Ď B˝pI1q Ď R
3 ˆ t´aI1u, we conclude that Φ
V0
r´202,0spN0q Ď H .
Since V1 “ V0 on pR
4qzpI41 q and since H Ď pR
4qzpI41 q, we see that
V1 “ V0 on H . Then, by Corollary 6.2, we conclude that Φ
V1
´202 “ Φ
V0
´202
on N0. Then N˚ “ Φ
V0
´202pN0q “ Φ
V1
´202pN0q Ď Φ
V1
R pN0q. Also, we have
N0 Ď N1 Ď U
˝
BpV1, I1q Ď UpV1q. So, because UpV1q is V1-invariant, it
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follows that ΦV1R pN0q Ď UpV1q. Recall that UpV1q “ UpV˚q. Then we
have N˚ Ď Φ
V1
R pN0q Ď UpV1q “ UpV˚q.
Recall that aI1 ` 202 “ aI˚. So, by Lemma 4.4(i), ξI˚ “ Φ
V0
´202pξI1q.
Also, by Lemma 4.4(iii), τ ÞÑ ΦV0´202pτq : B˝pI1q Ñ B˝pI˚q is an open
map. Then, since N˚ “ Φ
V0
´202pN0q and since N0 is an open neighbor-
hood in B˝pI1q of ξI1, we see that N˚ is an open neighborhood in B˝pI˚q
of ξI˚. Also, N˚ Ď pUpV˚qq X pB˝pI˚qq “ U
˝
BpV˚, I˚q. We conclude that
N˚ is an open neighborhood in U
˝
BpV˚, I˚q of ξI˚.
Let j :“ m` 454. We wish to prove that TF V˚I˚ “ j on N˚.
Fix ρ P N˚. We wish to show that TF
V˚
I˚
pρq “ j. That is, we wish
to show that ΦV˚j pDF
V˚
I˚
pρqq “ UF V˚I˚ pρq. As ρ P N˚ Ď UBpV˚, I˚q, we
get DF V˚I˚ pρq “ ρ. We therefore wish to prove that Φ
V˚
j pρq “ UF
V˚
I˚
pρq.
So, since tUF V˚I˚ pρqu “ pΦ
V˚
R pρqq X pT pI˚qq and since Φ
V˚
j pρq P Φ
V˚
R pρq,
it suffices to prove that ΦV˚j pρq P T pI˚q.
Let ν :“ ΦV0202pρq. As N˚ “ Φ
V0
´202pN0q, we see that Φ
V0
202pN˚q “ N0.
Then ν “ ΦV0202pρq P Φ
V0
202pN˚q “ N0 Ď B˝pI1q “ I
3
1 ˆ t´aI1u. Fix
w, x, y P I1 such that ν “ pw, x, y,´aI1q. Recall that aI1 ` 202 “ aI˚.
Then ρ “ ΦV0´202pνq “ pw, x, y,´aI1 ´ 202q “ pw, x, y,´aI˚q.
Claim 1: ν “ ΦV˚202pρq. Proof of Claim 1: We have
ΦV0r0,202spρq “ tpw, x, yqu ˆ r´aI˚,´aI˚ ` 202s.
So, as ´aI˚ ` 202 “ ´aI1, we get Φ
V0
r0,202spρq Ď R
3 ˆ p´8,´aI1s “ H .
Because H Ď pR4qzA, we get V˚ “ V1 on H . Recall that V1 “ V0
on H . Then V˚ “ V1 “ V0 on H . So, as Φ
V0
r0,202spρq Ď H , it follows,
from Lemma 6.1, that ΦV˚202pρq “ Φ
V0
202pρq.
Then ν “ ΦV0202pρq “ Φ
V˚
202pρq, as desired. End of proof of Claim 1.
We have ν P N0 Ď U
˝
BpV1, I1q. Let t0 :“ Ψpνq “ TF
V1
I1
pνq and
σ :“ ΦV˚t0 pνq and λ :“ Φ
V˚
1 pσq.
Claim 2: σ “ pw, x, y, aI1q. Proof of Claim 2: As ν P U
˝
BpV1, I1q, we
have DF V1I1 pνq “ ν. So, since t0 “ TF
V1
I1
pνq, we get ΦV1t0 pνq “ UF
V1
I1
pνq.
Recall that V˚ “ V1 on I
4
1 . So, since pV1, I1q P D, since V˚ P C and
since ν P U˝BpV1, I1q, by Lemma 9.3, we get Φ
V˚
t0
pνq “ ΦV1t0 pνq. Because
pV1, I1q P D
#
` Ď D`, we see that UF
V1
I1
“ SUI1 on UBpV1, I1q. Then
UF V1I1 pνq “ SUI1pνq. Since ν “ pw, x, y,´aI1q, SUI1pνq “ pw, x, y, aI1q.
Then σ “ ΦV˚t0 pνq “ Φ
V1
t0
pνq “ UF V1I1 pνq “ SUI1pνq “ pw, x, y, aI1q, as
desired. End of proof of Claim 2.
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Claim 3: λ “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 1q. Proof of Claim 3: By Claim 2,
ΦV0r0,1spσq “ tpw, x, yqu ˆ raI1, aI1 ` 1s and Φ
V0
1 pσq “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 1q.
Because we have R3ˆraI1 , aI1 `1s Ď pR
4qzA, it follows that V˚ “ V1
on R3 ˆ raI1, aI1 ` 1s. Because we have R
3 ˆ raI1, aI1 ` 1s Ď pR
4qzpI41 q,
it follows that V1 “ V0 on R
3 ˆ raI1, aI1 ` 1s. Then V˚ “ V1 “ V0
on R3 ˆ raI1, aI1 ` 1s. So, because
ΦV0r0,1spσq “ tpw, x, yqu ˆ raI1 , aI1 ` 1s Ď R
3 ˆ raI1, aI1 ` 1s,
by Lemma 6.1, we conclude that ΦV˚1 pσq “ Φ
V0
1 pσq. Therefore we have
λ “ ΦV˚1 pσq “ Φ
V0
1 pσq “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 1q. End of proof of Claim 3.
Since w, x, y P I1, by Claim 3, λ P I
3
1 ˆ R and λ# “ pw, x, y,´aI1q.
Then λ# “ ν P B˝pIq. Let s :“ hpνq and χ :“ Φ
V˚
s pλq and ω :“ Φ
V˚
1 pχq.
Claim 4: χ “ pw, x, y, aI1`201q. Proof of Claim 4: Because we have
s “ hpνq P hpB˝pI1qq, we see that 200 ď s ă 252. Define b : R Ñ R
by bptq “ Φ
V s
#
t p´100q. Then b : R Ñ R is C
8 and, for all t P R,
we have b1ptq “ V s#pbptqq, so 1{2 ď b
1ptq ď 1. Define c : R Ñ R by
cptq “ rbptqs ` aI1 ` 101. Then c : R Ñ R is C
8 and, for all t P R, we
have c1ptq “ b1ptq, and so 1{2 ď c1ptq ď 1. As bpsq “ Φ
V s
#
s p´100q “ 100,
we get cpsq “ aI1 ` 201. Define γ : R Ñ R
4 by γptq “ pw, x, y, cptqq.
Then γpsq “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 201q. We wish to prove that χ “ γpsq, i.e.,
that ΦV˚s pλq “ γpsq. We will prove, for all t P r0, ss, that γptq “ Φ
V˚
t pλq.
Since bp0q “ ´100, we have cp0q “ aI1`1. By Claim 3, we know that
pw, x, y, aI1 ` 1q “ λ. Then γp0q “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 1q “ λ “ Φ
V˚
0 pλq. So,
by uniqueness of solutions of ODEs, it suffices to show, for all t P r0, ss,
that γ1ptq “ V˚pγptqq. By continuity, it suffices to show, for all t P p0, sq,
that γ1ptq “ V˚pγptqq. Fix t P p0, sq and let µ :“ γptq “ pw, x, y, cptqq.
We wish to prove that γ1ptq “ V˚pµq.
As µ “ pw, x, y, cptqq P I31 ˆ R, we get µ# “ pw, x, y,´aI1q “ ν, so
hpµ#q “ hpνq “ s. As c
1 ě 1{2, by the Mean Value Theorem, c is
increasing on R. Then, since 0 ă t ă s, we have cp0q ă cptq ă cpsq.
That is, aI1 ` 1 ă cptq ă aI1 ` 201. So, since w, x, y P I1, we get
µ “ pw, x, y, cptqq P I31 ˆ paI1 ` 1, aI1 ` 201q “ I
3
1 ˆ pI “ A. So, since
V˚ “ Y on A, it follows that V˚pµq “ Y pµq.
We have rcptqs´aI1´101 “ bptq and b
1ptq “ V s#pbptqq and hpµ#q “ s.
Then vµ “ V
hpµ#q
# prcptqs ´ aI1 ´ 101q “ V
s
#pbptqq “ b
1ptq “ c1ptq. Then
we have γ1ptq “ p0, 0, 0, c1ptqq “ p0, 0, 0, vµq “ Y pµq “ V˚pµq, as desired.
End of proof of Claim 4.
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Claim 5: ω “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 202q. Proof of Claim 5: We define
J :“ raI1 ` 201, aI1 ` 202s. By Claim 4, Φ
V0
r0,1spχq “ tpw, x, yqu ˆ J and
ΦV01 pχq “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 202q.
Because R3ˆJ Ď pR4qzA, it follows that V˚ “ V1 on R
3ˆJ . Because
R3 ˆ J Ď pR4qzpI41 q, it follows that V1 “ V0 on R
3 ˆ J . Therefore we
have V˚ “ V1 “ V0 on R
3 ˆ J . So, because
ΦV0r0,1spχq “ tpw, x, yqu ˆ J Ď R
3 ˆ J ,
by Lemma 6.1, we conclude that ΦV˚1 pχq “ Φ
V0
1 pχq. Thus we have
ω “ ΦV˚1 pχq “ Φ
V0
1 pχq “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 202q. End of proof of Claim 5.
Recall that σ “ ΦV˚t0 pνq, that λ “ Φ
V˚
1 pσq, that χ “ Φ
V˚
s pλq and that
ω “ ΦV˚1 pχq. We define k :“ t0 ` s ` 2. Then ω “ Φ
V˚
k pνq. By Claim
1, we have ν “ ΦV˚202pρq. Then ω “ Φ
V˚
k`202pρq. We have s “ hpνq and
t0 “ Ψpνq. Thus, we have k`202 “ t0`s`204 “ pΨpνqq`phpνqq`204.
As ν P N0, we get hpνq “ fpνq. So, because fpνq “ m´ pΨpνqq ` 250,
we see that pΨpνqq ` phpνqq “ pΨpνqq ` pfpνqq “ m ` 250. Then
k ` 202 “ pΨpνqq ` phpνqq ` 204 “ m ` 250 ` 204 “ m ` 454 “ j.
Then ΦV˚j pρq “ Φ
V˚
k`202pρq “ ω. So, by Claim 5, we conclude that
ΦV˚j pρq “ ω “ pw, x, y, aI1 ` 202q. Moreover, w, x, y P I1 Ď I˚ and
aI1`202 “ aI˚, so Φ
V˚
j pρq P I
3
˚ˆtaI˚u “ T˝pI˚q Ď T pI˚q, as desired. 
12. The hyperbolic vector field H on R2
Let pi1, pi2 : R
2 Ñ R be the coordinate projection maps defined by
pi1pw, xq “ w and pi2pw, xq “ x. Let H0 : R
2 Ñ R2 be defined by
H0pw, xq “ pd{dtqt“0rpe
tw, e´txqs “ pw,´xq.
Then H0 is complete and, for all w, x, t P R, Φ
H0
t pw, xq “ pe
tw, e´txq.
Let Z : R2 Ñ R be the zero function defined by Zpuq “ 0. Let
c0 : R
2 Ñ R be a C8 function satisfying
‚ 0 ă c0 ă 1 on R
2ztp0, 0qu,
‚ @u P R2, rc0puqs rHpuqs P I
2
0 and
‚ c0 agrees with Z to all orders at p0, 0q.
We define H :“ c0H0 : R
2 Ñ R2. Then H : R2 Ñ R2 is C8 and
HpR2q Ď I
2
0. It follows that H is complete.
I refer to H0 and H as “hyperbolic” because any orbit of either is
contained in a level set of the quadratic form pw, xq ÞÑ wx : R2 Ñ R,
and because a generic level set of this quadratic form is a hyperbola.
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LEMMA 12.1. Let u P R2. Then there is an increasing C8 diffeo-
morphism g : RÑ R such that, for all t P R, ΦHt puq “ Φ
H0
gptqpuq.
Proof. If u “ p0, 0q, then, for all t P R, ΦHt puq “ p0, 0q “ Φ
H0
t puq, and,
in this case, we can define g : R Ñ R by gptq “ t. We may therefore
assume that u ‰ p0, 0q. Then, because R2ztp0, 0qu is H0-invariant, it
follows that ΦH0R puq Ď R
2ztp0, 0qu.
Define W : R Ñ R by W psq “ c0pΦ
H0
s puqq. Recall that 0 ă c0 ă 1
on R2ztp0, 0qu. Then 0 ă W ă 1. Then W : R Ñ R is C8 and
bounded, and, therefore, complete. Define g : RÑ R by gptq “ ΦWt p0q.
Then g : R Ñ R is C8 and satisfies both gp0q “ 0 and, for all t P R,
g1ptq “ W pgptqq. So, because W ą 0, we see that g1 ą 0. So, by the
Mean Value Theorem, g is increasing. Then g : RÑ R is injective.
Define a constant function V : R Ñ R by: for all s P R, V psq “ 1.
For all s P R, W psq ą 0, so W psq ‰ 0. Then, by Corollary 5.3,
ΦWR p0q “ Φ
V
R p0q. For all t P R, Φ
V
t p0q “ t, so Φ
V
R p0q “ R. Therefore
gpRq “ ΦWR p0q “ Φ
V
R p0q “ R. Then g : R Ñ R is surjective. Then
g : RÑ R is injective and surjective, hence bijective. So, as g1 ą 0 and
as g : R Ñ R is C8, by the Inverse Function Theorem, g´1 : R Ñ R
is C8. Then g : RÑ R is an increasing C8 diffeomorphism. It remains
to prove, for all t P R, that ΦH0
gptqpuq “ Φ
H
t puq.
Define γ : RÑ R2 by γptq “ ΦH0
gptqpuq. We wish to show, for all t P R,
that γptq “ ΦHt puq. We have γp0q “ Φ
H0
gp0qpuq “ Φ
H0
0 puq “ u “ Φ
H
0 puq.
Therefore, by uniqueness of solutions of ODEs, it suffices to prove, for
all t P R, that γ1ptq “ Hpγptqq.
Differentiating the definition of γ, and using the Chain Rule, we see,
for all t P R, that γ1ptq “ rg1ptqsrH0pΦ
H0
gptqpuqqs. Fix t P R and let
u1 :“ γptq “ Φ
H0
gptqpuq. We wish to prove that rg
1ptqsrH0pu1qs “ Hpu1q.
By definition of W , we have W pgptqq “ c0pΦ
H0
gptqpuqq. Then
g1ptq “ W p gptq q “ c0pΦ
H0
gptqpuq q “ c0pu1q.
Then rg1ptqsrH0pu1qs “ rc0pu1qsrH0pu1qs “ pc0H0qpu1q “ Hpu1q. 
LEMMA 12.2. Both of the following are true:
(i) HpRˆ t0uq Ď Rˆ t0u.
(ii) Hpt0u ˆ Rq Ď t0u ˆ R.
Proof. We only prove (i). The proof of (ii) is similar.
Let w P R. We wish to prove that Hpw, 0q P Rˆ t0u.
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Let a :“ c0pw, 0q. As H0pw, 0q “ pw, 0q and Hpw, 0q “ a ¨ rH0pw, 0qs,
it follows that Hpw, 0q “ paw, 0q P Rˆ t0u, as desired. 
LEMMA 12.3. All of the following are true:
(i) For all u P R2zrt0u ˆ Rs, |pi1pΦ
H
t puqq| Ñ 8 as tÑ 8.
(ii) For all u P R2zrRˆ t0us, |pi2pΦ
H
t puqq| Ñ 8 as tÑ ´8.
(iii) For all u P R2, t ÞÑ |pi1pΦ
H
t puqq| : RÑ R is nondecreasing.
(iv) For all u P R2, t ÞÑ |pi2pΦ
H
t puqq| : RÑ R is nonincreasing.
Proof. We only prove (i) and (iii). The proofs of (ii) and (iv) are similar.
Fix u “ pw, xq P Rˆ R “ R2. We wish to prove both
‚ if w ‰ 0, then |pi1pΦ
H
t puqq| Ñ 8 as tÑ 8 and
‚ t ÞÑ |pi1pΦ
H
t puqq| : R Ñ R is nondecreasing.
By Lemma 12.1, let g : RÑ R be an increasing C8 diffeomorphism
such that, for all t P R, ΦHt puq “ Φ
H0
gptqpuq. For all t P R, we have
pi1pΦ
H
t puqq “ pi1pΦ
H0
gptqpuqq “ e
gptqw. We therefore wish to prove both
‚ if w ‰ 0, then egptq|w| Ñ 8 as tÑ8 and
‚ t ÞÑ egptq|w| : R Ñ R is nondecreasing.
Because g : R Ñ R is an increasing C8 diffeomorphism, it follows
that gptq Ñ 8 as tÑ8. So, if w ‰ 0, then egptq|w| Ñ 8 as tÑ 8.
Since both g : RÑ R and t ÞÑ et|w| : RÑ R are nondecreasing, the
composite t ÞÑ egptq|w| : RÑ R is nondecreasing as well. 
LEMMA 12.4. Let t P R. Then the map ΦHt : R
2 Ñ R2 agrees with
the identity Id2 : R
2 Ñ R2 to all orders at p0, 0q.
Proof. Define 0 : R2 Ñ R2 by: for all u P R2, 0puq “ p0, 0q. Because
c0 agrees with Z agree to all orders at p0, 0q, because H “ c0H0 and
because 0 “ ZH0, it follows that H agrees with 0 to all orders at p0, 0q.
Then, by Corollary 6.4, ΦHt agrees with Id2 to all orders at p0, 0q. 
13. The “racetrack” vector field Q on R2
For this section, let S :“ p4I0q ˆ p12I0q, let B :“ p4I0q ˆ t´12u and
let T :“ p4I0q ˆ t12u. Let R be an open subset of R
2 such that
‚ R is diffeomorphic to an open annulus in R2 and
‚ S Y B Y T Ď R Ď p50I0q
2.
Let Q0 : R
2 Ñ R2 be the constant map defined by Q0py, zq “ p0, 1q.
Let Q : R2 Ñ R2 be C8 and satisfy
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‚ QpR2q Ď I
2
0,
‚ R is Q-invariant,
‚ Q “ Q0 on S and
‚ Q “ Q0 on rR
2s z rp50I0q
2s.
Then Q is C8 and bounded, so Q is complete.
Fix an integer m ą 24. Throughout this section, we assume:
‚ @v P R, ΦQmpvq “ v and
‚ @v P B, @t P p0, mq, rΦQt pvq P Ss ô rt ă 24s.
I picture R in the shape of a racetrack, with B as the starting line,
with T as a checkpoint that occurs just before the first turn of the
track, and with S as the portion of the track between B and T . While
in S, the runners all travel straight upward in R2, with unit speed.
Using seconds as our units of time, there exists an integer m ą 24,
such that every runner takes exactly m seconds to complete one lap
around the track, no matter what the runner’s starting point is. Also,
each runner starting on the starting line, B, spends exactly 24 seconds
in S, and then doesn’t return to S in the following m´ 24 seconds.
LEMMA 13.1. Let v “ py, zq P R ˆ R “ R2. Assume that v P S.
Then, all of the following are true:
(i) @t P r´12, 12s, ΦQt´zpvq “ Φ
Q0
t´zpvq “ py, tq.
(ii) @t P r12, m´ 12s, ΦQt´zpvq P pR
2qzS.
(iii) @t P rm´ 12, m` 12s, ΦQt´zpvq “ Φ
Q0
t´m´zpvq “ py, t´mq.
Proof. Since py, zq “ v P S “ p4I0qˆp12I0q, we get y P 4I0 and z P 12I0.
That is, ´4 ă y ă 4 and ´12 ă z ă 12.
Proof of (i): For all t P R, ΦQ0t´zpvq “ py, tq. From this and continuity,
we need only show, for all t P p´12, 12q, that ΦQt´zpvq “ Φ
Q0
t´zpvq.
We have ´12 ´ z ă 0 ă 12 ´ z, i.e., 0 P p´12 ´ z, 12 ´ zq. For all
t P p´12´ z, 12´ zq, we have t` z P p´12, 12q “ 12I0, and so
ΦQ0t pvq “ py, t` zq P p4I0q ˆ p12I0q Ď S.
So, because Q “ Q0 on S, we conclude, from Lemma 6.1, that, for
all t P p´12 ´ z, 12 ´ zq, we have ΦQt pvq “ Φ
Q0
t pvq. Equivalently, for
all t P p´12, 12q, we have ΦQt´zpvq “ Φ
Q0
t´zpvq. End of proof of (i).
Proof of (ii): Let v0 :“ Φ
Q
´12´zpvq. Then, for all t P R, we have
ΦQt`12pv0q “ Φ
Q
t´zpvq. By (i), we have v0 “ py,´12q. It follows that
v0 “ py,´12q P p4I0q ˆ t´12u “ B. So, by definition of m, we see, for
all t P p0, mq, that: rΦQt pv0q P Ss ô rt ă 24s.
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So, for all t P r24, mq, we have ΦQt pv0q P pR
2qzS. So, since pR2qzS
is closed, by continuity, for all t P r24, ms, we get ΦQt pv0q P pR
2qzS.
Equivalently, for all t P r12, m ´ 12s, we have ΦQt`12pv0q P pR
4qzS, so
ΦQt´zpvq “ Φ
Q
t`12pv0q P pR
4qzS, as desired. End of proof of (ii).
Proof of (iii): Fix t P rm´12, m`12s. Since ΦQ0t´m´zpvq “ py, t´mq,
it suffices to show that ΦQt´zpvq “ Φ
Q0
t´m´zpvq.
Since t ´m P r´12, 12s, by (i), we see that ΦQt´m´zpvq “ Φ
Q0
t´m´zpvq.
By definition of m, because v P S Ď R, we see that ΦQmpvq “ v.
Applying ΦQt´m´z to this equation gives us Φ
Q
t´zpvq “ Φ
Q
t´m´zpvq. Then
ΦQt´zpvq “ Φ
Q
t´m´zpvq “ Φ
Q0
t´m´zpvq, as desired. End of proof of (iii). 
LEMMA 13.2. Let a P p0, 4s. Let I :“ p´a, aq. Let y P I, z P 12I0.
Let v :“ py, zq P R2. Then, for all t P ra,m´ as, ΦQt´zpvq P rR
2szrI2s.
Proof. Since 0 ă a ď 4, we have I Ď 4I0 and ra, 12s Ď r´12, 12s and
rm´ 12, m´ as Ď rm´ 12, m` 12s. Since y P I Ď 4I0 and z P 12I0, we
see that v “ py, zq P p4I0q ˆ p12I0q “ S. Also, because I Ď 4I0 Ď 12I0,
we get I2 Ď p4I0q ˆ p12I0q “ S, so pR
2qzS Ď rR2szrI2s.
For all t P ra, 12s, we have t ě a, so t R I, so py, tq P rR2szrI2s.
For all t P rm ´ 12, m ´ as, we have t ´ m ď ´a, so t ´ m R I, so
py, t´mq P rR2szrI2s.
Combining all these observations with Lemma 13.1, we conclude:
(a) @t P ra, 12s, ΦQt´zpvq “ py, tq P rR
2szrI2s.
(b) @t P r12, m´ 12s, ΦQt´zpvq P pR
2qzS Ď rR2szrI2s.
(c) @t P rm´ 12, m´ as, ΦQt´zpvq “ py, t´mq P rR
2szrI2s.
Since ra,m´ as “ ra, 12s Y r12, m´ 12s Y rm´ 12, m´ as, by (a) and
(b) and (c), we see, for all t P ra,m´ as, that ΦQt´zpvq P rR
2szrI2s. 
We record the special cases a “ 1 and a “ 4 of Lemma 13.2:
COROLLARY 13.3. Let y P I0, z P 12I0. Let v :“ py, zq P R
2.
Then, for all t P r1, m´ 1s, we have ΦQt´zpvq P rR
2szrI20 s.
COROLLARY 13.4. Let y P 4I0, z P 12I0. Let v :“ py, zq P R
2.
Then, for all t P r4, m´ 4s, we have ΦQt´zpvq P rR
2szrp4I0q
2s.
14. Porousness and PI0
Recall, from §2, that I0 “ p´1, 1q Ď R. The notation PI (for any
I P I) is also defined in §2. The main results of this section are
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Lemma 14.17 and Lemma 14.21, which, together, show that there exists
pP0, K0q P PI0 such that P0 is porous.
From the perspective of dynamical systems, porousness is generic
properness, while elements of PI0 display strong periodicity. We are
therefore interested in vector fields that combine properness and pe-
riodicity. These two dynamical properties are in opposition to one
another, so their conflation is a challenge. A water pump is metaphor
for this challenge, because the handle of the pump (or whatever mech-
anism gives power to the pump) moves in a periodic manner, while the
water flow is proper in the sense that the water moves a great distance.
Let H be the hyperbolic vector field of §12. Let R be the racetrack
of §13, and let Q be the racetrack vector field of §13. A generic orbit
of H is proper, while R is a nonempty open set of Q-periodic orbits.
We will blend H and Q together in a number of ways. For example, we
can simply form the product, P , of H and Q. That is, we can define a
function P : R4 Ñ R4 by: for all ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4,
P pρq :“ pHpuq , Qpvq q P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4.
The flow of the vector field represented by P can be described as a water
pump, as follows. The runners, driven by Q, go around racetrack R.
Their motion powers the pump, and the water flows out along the
hyperbolas that are the orbits of H . The maps P˚, P` and P0, defined
below, are variants of P . They also fit into the water pump metaphor,
and one can invent stories to help visualize them. For example, with P˚,
the pump has a defect: While the runners are inside p3I0q
2, the water
flow stops, but, when the runners are outside p4I0q
2, the pump works
at full strength. Because the runners spend less than half of their time
in p4I0q
2, the problem is intermittent, and the water still flows, albeit
with occasional delays. With the pump defined by P`, the defect just
described still exists, but, in addition, there’s another twist: Once the
water has flowed far enough, the runners abandon the racetrack and
start running straight upward in R2 at unit speed. With P0 there is
yet one more feature in the dynamics: After the runners leave the
racetrack, the water eventually ceases to flow. We now present details.
Recall that R Ď R2 is the racetrack of §13. As in §13, let
S :“ p4I0q ˆ p12I0q Ď R
2 and B :“ p4I0q ˆ t´12u Ď R
2.
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Recall, from §2, the definition of ζI (for any I P I). Define α : R
2 Ñ R
by αpy, zq “ 1´ rζ3I0pyqsrζ3I0pzqs. Then
‚ 0 ď α ď 1,
‚ α “ 0 on p 3I0 q
2 and
‚ α “ 1 on rR2szrp4I0q
2s.
Define P˚ : R
4 Ñ R4 by: for all ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4,
P˚pρq :“ p rαpvqsrHpuqs , Qpvq q P R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4.
Then P˚ : R
4 Ñ R4 is C8 and P˚pR
4q Ď I
4
0. Then P˚ is complete.
Fix C8 maps β, γ : R4 Ñ R such that
‚ 0 ď β ď 1 and 0 ď γ ď 1,
‚ β “ 1 on p 100I0 q
4 and β “ 0 on R4 z rp200I0q
4s and
‚ γ “ 1 on p 300I0 q
4 and γ “ 0 on R4 z rp400I0q
4s.
Let J0 :“ 200I0 and let K0 :“ 400I0. Then β “ 0 on pR
4qzpJ40 q and
β “ γ “ 0 on pR4qzpK40q. Also, β “ γ “ 1 on p 100I0 q
4.
Let 0 : R2 Ñ R2 be the zero map defined by 0pw, xq “ p0, 0q. Let
Q0 : R
2 Ñ R2 be the constant map defined by Q0py, zq “ p0, 1q. Note
that V0 : R
4 Ñ R4 satisfies: for all ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4,
V0pρq “ p 0puq , Q0pvq q P R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4.
Define X : R4 Ñ R4 by: for all ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4,
Xpρq :“ pHpuq , Q0pvq q P R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4.
Then X : R4 Ñ R4 is C8 and XpR4q Ď I
4
0. Let P` :“ βP˚`p1´βqX .
Then P` : R
4 Ñ R4 is C8 and P`pR
4q Ď I
4
0. Let P0 :“ γP``p1´γqV0.
Then P0 : R
4 Ñ R4 is C8 and P0pR
4q Ď I
4
0. Then P0 is complete.
Define a C8 map ω : R4 Ñ R by: for all ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4,
ωpρq :“ r γpρq s r pαpvqqpβpρqq ` 1 ´ pβpρqq s.
For all ρ P R4, we define Ωρ : RÑ R by Ωρptq “
ż t
0
“
ω
`
ΦP0r pρq
˘‰
dr.
Following the construction in §13, fix an integer m ą 24 such that
‚ @v P R, ΦQmpvq “ v and
‚ @v P B, @t P p0, mq, rΦQt pvq P Ss ô rt ă 24s.
Let Tˆ :“ m´
„ż 4
´4
pζ3I0ptqq dt

.
Let Z0 :“ pt0uˆRqY pRˆt0uq Ď R
2. Let Z :“ Z0ˆR
2 Ď R4. Then
Z0 is nowhere dense in R
2, and so Z is nowhere dense in R4.
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Define Π12 : R
4 Ñ R2 and Π34 : R
4 Ñ R2 by
Π12pw, x, y, zq “ pw, xq and Π34pw, x, y, zq “ py, zq.
LEMMA 14.1. Let σ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Then
(i) ωpσq ě 0 and
(ii) Π12pP0pσqq “ rωpσqs rHpuqs.
Proof. Let p :“ αpvq and q :“ βpσq and r :“ γpσq. Then p, q, r P r0, 1s.
Let s :“ pq ` 1 ´ q. Since pq ě 0 and 1 ´ q ě 0, we get s ě 0. By
definition of ω, we have ωpσq “ r ¨ rpq` 1´ qs. That is, ωpσq “ rs. So,
as r ě 0 and s ě 0, we get ωpσq ě 0, which proves (i).
As Π12pP˚pσqq “ p ¨ rHpuqs and Π12pXpσqq “ 1 ¨ rHpuqs, we get
Π12pP`pσqq “ rqp`p1´ qqp1qsrHpuqs “ rpq`1´ qsrHpuqs “ s ¨ rHpuqs.
Therefore, because Π12pV0pσqq “ 0puq “ 0 ¨ rHpuqs, it follows that
Π12pP0pσqq “ rrs ` p1 ´ rqp0qsrHpuqs “ rrssrHpuqs “ rωpσqsrHpuqs,
which proves (ii). 
LEMMA 14.2. Let ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Define f : R Ñ R by
fptq “ Ωρptq. Then all of the following are true:
(i) fp0q “ 0.
(ii) For all t P R, we have f 1ptq “ ωpΦP0t pρqq ě 0.
(iii) f : RÑ R is nondecreasing.
(iv) For all t ě 0, we have fptq ě 0.
(v) For all t P R, we have Π12pΦ
P0
t pρqq “ Φ
H
fptqpuq.
Proof. For all t P R, we have fptq “ Ωρptq “
ż t
0
“
ω
`
ΦP0r pρq
˘‰
dr, so
fp0q “ 0, and, by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, for all t P R,
we have f 1ptq “ ωpΦP0t pρqq; also, by Lemma 14.1(i), ωpΦ
P0
t pρqq ě 0.
This proves (i) and (ii). By (ii), f 1 ě 0, so, by the Mean Value Theorem,
f : RÑ R is nondecreasing, which proves (iii). Next, (iv) follows from
(i) and (iii). It remains to prove (v). Define θ, κ : RÑ R2 by
θptq “ Π12pΦ
P0
t pρq q and κptq “ Φ
H
fptqpuq.
We wish to show, for all t P R, that θptq “ κptq.
For all t P R, define Vt : R
2 Ñ R2 by Vtpuq “ rf
1ptqsrHpuqs. Differen-
tiating the definition of κ, and using the Chain Rule, we conclude, for
all t P R, that κ1ptq “ rf 1ptqsrHpΦHfptqpuqqs. Then, for all t P R, we have
κ1ptq “ rf 1ptqsrHpκptqqs “ Vtpκptqq. By (i), we have fp0q “ 0. Then
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κp0q “ u “ Π12pρq “ θp0q. So, by uniqueness of solutions of (time-
dependent) ODEs, it suffices to show, for all t P R, that θ1ptq “ Vtpθptqq.
Differentiating the definition of θ, and using linearity of Π12, we
see, for all t P R, that θ1ptq “ Π12pP0pΦ
P0
t pρqqq. Fix t P R and let
ρ1 :“ Φ
P0
t pρq. We wish to show that Π12pP0pρ1qq “ Vtpθptqq.
Choose u1, v1 P R
2 such that ρ1 “ pu1, v1q P R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4. By
Lemma 14.1(ii), Π12pP0pρ1qq “ rωpρ1qsrHpu1qs. By definition of θ,
we have θptq “ Π12pρ1q, so θptq “ u1. By definition of Vt, we see
that Vtpu1q “ rf
1ptqsrHpu1qs. By (ii), we have f
1ptq “ ωpρ1q. Then
Π12pP0pρ1qq“rωpρ1qsrHpu1qs“rf
1ptqsrHpu1qs“Vtpu1q“Vtpθptqq. 
LEMMA 14.3. Let ρ P R4. Then
(i) t ÞÑ |Π1pΦ
P0
t pρqq| : RÑ R is nondecreasing and
(ii) t ÞÑ |Π2pΦ
P0
t pρqq| : RÑ R is nonincreasing.
Proof. We will only prove (i). The proof of (ii) is similar.
Choose u, v P R2 such that ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Define
f : R Ñ R by fptq “ Ωρptq. By Lemma 14.2(iii), f : R Ñ R is
nondecreasing. Let pi1, pi2 : R
2 Ñ R be the coordinate projection maps
defined by pi1pw, xq “ w and pi2pw, xq “ x. By Lemma 14.2(v), for
all t P R, Π12pΦ
P0
t pρqq “ Φ
H
fptqpuq, so Π1pΦ
P0
t pρqq “ pi1pΦ
H
fptqpuqq. We
therefore wish to prove: t ÞÑ |pi1pΦ
H
fptqpuqq| : RÑ R is nondecreasing.
By Lemma 12.3(iii), we know that t ÞÑ |pi1pΦ
H
t puqq| : R Ñ R is non-
decreasing. So, since f : R Ñ R is also nondecreasing, the composite
t ÞÑ |pi1pΦ
H
fptqpuqq| : RÑ R is nondecreasing, as desired. 
LEMMA 14.4. Let ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Then, for all t P R,
we have Π34pΦ
P˚
t pρqq “ Φ
Q
t pvq.
Proof. Define λ : R Ñ R2 by λptq “ Π34pΦ
P˚
t pρqq. We wish to show,
for all t P R, that λptq “ ΦQt pvq. As λp0q “ Π34pρq “ v “ Φ
Q
0 pvq, by
uniqueness of solutions of ODEs, it suffices to prove, for all t P R, that
λ1ptq “ Qpλptqq. Differentiating the definition of λ, and using linearity
of Π34, we get: for all t P R, λ
1ptq “ Π34pP˚pΦ
P˚
t pρqqq. Fix t P R and
let ρ1 :“ Φ
P˚
t pρq. We wish to prove that Π34pP˚pρ1qq “ Qpλptqq.
Fix u1, v1 P R
2 such that ρ1 “ pu1, v1q P R
2ˆR2 “ R4. By definition
of λ, we have λptq “ Π34pρ1q, so λptq “ v1. By definition of P˚, we have
Π34pP˚pρ1qq “ Qpv1q. Then Π34pP˚pρ1qq “ Qpv1q “ Qpλptqq. 
LEMMA 14.5. All of the following are true.
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(i) P˚ “ P0 on p 100I0 q
4.
(ii) P0 “ V0 on p 3I0 q
4.
(iii) ω “ α ˝Π34 on p 100I0 q
4.
(iv) ω “ 1 on rJ40 s z rJ
2
0 ˆ p4I0q
2s.
(v) @ρ P R2 ˆ S, Π34pP0pρqq “ p0, 1q P R
2.
(vi) @ρ P rR4s z rp200I0q
2 ˆ p50I0q
2s, Π34pP0pρqq “ p0, 1q P R
2.
(vii) Z is P0-invariant.
(viii) R2 ˆR is P˚-invariant.
Proof. Let w :“ p0, 1q P R2. For all v P R2, we have Q0pvq “ w. So,
for all ρ P R4, we have Π34pV0pρqq “ Π34pXpρqq “ w and, moreover, by
the construction of Q in §13, we have both
r @v P S, Qpvq “ w s and r @v P rR2szrp50I0q
2s, Qpvq “ w s.
By definition of P˚, for all ρ “ pu, vq P R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4, we have
P˚pρq “ p rαpvqsrHpuqs , Qpvq q P R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4.
so Π34pP˚pρqq “ Qpvq.
Proof of (i): On p 100I0 q
4 , because β “ 1 and γ “ 1, we get P˚ “ P`
and P` “ P0. So, on p 100I0 q
4 , P˚ “ P` “ P0. End of proof of (i).
Proof of (ii): Fix ρ “ pu, vq P p 3I0 q
2ˆp 3I0 q
2 “ p 3I0 q
4. We wish to
show that P0pρq “ p0, 0, 0, 1q P R
4.
As v P p 3I0 q
2, we have αpvq “ 0. As v P p 3I0 q
2 Ď p4I0qˆp12I0q “ S,
we see thatQpvq “ w. As ρ P p 3I0 q
4 Ď p 100I0 q
4, by (i), P˚pρq “ P0pρq.
Therefore P0pρq “ P˚pρq “ prαpvqsrHpuqs, Qpvqq “ p0 ¨ rHpuqs, wq, and
so P0pρq “ p0, 0, 0, 1q P R
4, as desired. End of proof of (ii).
Proof of (iii): Let ρ “ pu, vq P p 100I0 q
2 ˆ p 100I0 q
2 “ p 100I0 q
4. We
wish to show that ωpρq “ αpΠ34pρqq, i.e., that ωpρq “ αpvq.
As ρ P p 100I0 q
4, we get βpρq “ γpρq “ 1. Then, by definition of ω,
ωpρq “ r1srpαpvqqp1q`1´p1qs “ αpvq, as desired. End of proof of (iii).
Proof of (iv): Let ρ “ pu, vq P J20 ˆ J
2
0 “ J
4
0 and assume that
v R p4I0q
2. We wish to prove that ωpρq “ 1.
Since v P rR2szrp4I0q
2s, we have αpvq “ 1. Since ρ P J40 Ď p 300I0 q
4,
we have γpρq “ 1. Then, from the definition of ω, we conclude that
ωpρq “ r1srp1qpβpρqq` 1´pβpρqqs “ 1, as desired. End of proof of (iv).
Proof of (v): Fix u P R2 and v P S. Let ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4.
We wish to show that Π34pP0pρqq “ w.
Because v P S, we get Qpvq “ w. Then Π34pP˚pρqq “ Qpvq “ w. So,
since we have both P` “ βP˚ ` p1´ βqX and Π34pXpρqq “ w, we see
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that Π34pP`pρqq “ w. So, since we have both P0 “ γP` ` p1 ´ γqV0
and Π34pV0pρqq “ w, we see that Π34pP0pρqq “ w. End of proof of (v).
Proof of (vi): Fix ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4 and assume that
ρ R p200I0q
2 ˆ p50I0q
2. We wish to prove that Π34pP0pρqq “ w. We
have Π34pV0pρqq “ w, so, because P0 “ γP` ` p1 ´ γqV0, it suffices to
prove that Π34pP`pρqq “ w.
If u R J20 , then ρ “ pu, vq R J
4
0 , and so βpρq “ 0, and so, since
P` “ βP˚ ` p1 ´ βqX , we conclude that P`pρq “ Xpρq, which yields
Π34pP`pρqq “ Π34pXpρqq “ w, as desired. We may therefore assume
u P J20 , i.e., u P p200I0q
2. So, since pu, vq “ ρ R p200I0q
2 ˆ p50I0q
2, we
get v R p50I0q
2. Then Qpvq “ w. Then Π34pP˚pρqq “ Qpvq “ w. So,
since we have both P` “ βP˚ ` p1´ βqX and Π34pXpρqq “ w, we see
that Π34pP`pρqq “ w, as desired. End of proof of (vi).
Let Z 1 :“ Rˆ t0u ˆ R2 Ď R4 and let Z2 :“ t0u ˆ Rˆ R2 Ď R4.
Claim 1: P0pZ
1q Ď Z 1. Proof of Claim 1: Fix ρ P Z 1. We wish to
prove that P0pρq P Z
1.
Fix u, v P R2 such that ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Let c :“ ωpρq.
By Lemma 14.1(ii), Π12pP0pρqq “ c ¨ rHpuqs. Since ρ P Z
1, it follows
that u P R ˆ t0u. Then, by Lemma 12.2(i), we have Hpuq P R ˆ t0u.
Then Π12pP0pρqq “ c ¨ rHpuqs P Rˆ t0u, so P0pρq P Π
´1
12 pRˆ t0uq “ Z
1,
as desired. End of proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2: P0pZ
2q Ď Z2. Proof of Claim 2: Similiar to the proof
of Claim 1. End of proof of Claim 2.
Proof of (vii): Both Z 1 and Z2 are vector subspaces of R4. So, by
Claim 1, Z 1 is P0-invariant, and, by Claim 2, Z
2 is P0-invariant. So,
since Z “ pZ 1q Y pZ2q, Z is P0-invariant as well. End of proof of (vii).
Proof of (viii): Fix t P R. We wish to prove ΦP˚t pR
2 ˆRq Ď R2 ˆR.
Fix ρ “ pu, vq P R2ˆR2 “ R4, assume that v P R and let ρ1 :“ Φ
P˚
t pρq.
We wish to show that ρ1 P R
2 ˆR, i.e., that Π34pρ1q P R.
By the construction of Q in §13, R is Q-invariant. So, as v P R, we
get ΦQt pvq P R. By Lemma 14.4, we have Π34pΦ
P˚
t pρqq “ Φ
Q
t pvq. Then
Π34pρ1q “ Π34pΦ
P˚
t pρqq “ Φ
Q
t pvq P R. End of proof of (viii). 
LEMMA 14.6. Let ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Let J Ď R be an
interval. Assume that 0 P J and that ΦP0J pρq Ď p 100I0 q
4. Then, for
all t P J , we have Π34pΦ
P0
t pρqq “ Φ
Q
t pvq.
Proof. Fix t P J . By Lemma 14.4, we have Π34pΦ
P˚
t pρqq “ Φ
Q
t pvq, so it
suffices to show that ΦP0t pρq “ Φ
P˚
t pρq.
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By Lemma 14.5(i), we have P˚ “ P0 on p 100I0 q
4 . So, since 0 P J
and ΦP0J pρq Ď p 100I0 q
4, by Lemma 6.1, we get ΦP0t pρq “ Φ
P˚
t pρq. 
LEMMA 14.7. Let ρ P R4. Then both of the following are true:
(i) Say Π4pρq ě aJ0. Then, for all t ě 0, Π4pΦ
P0
t pρqq ě aJ0.
(ii) Say Π4pρq ď ´aJ0. Then, for all t ď 0, Π4pΦ
P0
t pρqq ď ´aJ0.
Proof. We will only prove (i). The proof of (ii) is similar.
Define λ : R Ñ R by λptq “ Π4pΦ
P0
t pρqq. Fix r P r0,8q and assume,
for a contradiction, that λprq ă aJ0 .
Recall that J0 “ 200I0, so aJ0 “ 200aI0 “ 200. Choose b ě 50
such that λprq ă b ă aJ0 . Let A :“ tt P r0,8q|λptq ě bu. Since
λprq ă b, we have r R A. Let t0 :“ infr0,8qzA. Then r0, t0q Ď A.
Moreover, for all δ ą 0, we have rt0, t0 ` δq Ę A. Let δ1, δ2, . . . be a
sequence in p0,8q such that δj Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8. For all integers j ě 1,
choose uj P rt0, t0 ` δjq such that uj R A. Then uj Ñ t0 as j Ñ 8,
and, for all integers j ě 1, we have λpujq ă b. Taking the limit as
j Ñ 8, and using continuity of λ, we conclude that λpt0q ď b. By
definition of λ, λp0q “ Π4pρq. By assumption, aJ0 ď Π4pρq. Then
λpt0q ď b ă aJ0 ď Π4pρq “ λp0q, so λpt0q ă λp0q. Then t0 ‰ 0. So,
since t0 P r0,8q, we conclude that t0 ą 0. Then, by the Mean Value
Theorem, fix t1 P p0, t0q such that λ
1pt1q “ rpλpt0qq ´ pλp0qqs{t0. From
this, because λpt0q ă λp0q and because t0 ą 0, it follows that λ
1pt1q ă 0.
Because t1 P p0, t0q Ď r0, t0q Ď A, we conclude that λpt1q ě b. We
define ρ1 :“ Φ
P0
t1
pρq. Then, by definition of λ, we have λpt1q “ Π4pρ1q.
Therefore Π4pρ1q “ λpt1q ě b ě 50, and so Π4pρ1q R 50I0, and so
ρ1 P rR
4szrp200I0q
2 ˆ p50I0q
2s. Then, by Lemma 14.5(vi), we see that
Π34pP0pρ1qq “ p0, 1q P R
2, and so Π4pP0pρ1qq “ 1.
Differentiating the definition of λ, and using linearity of Π4, we see,
for all t P R, that λ1ptq “ Π4pP0pΦ
P0
t pρqqq. Then λ
1pt1q “ Π4pP0pρ1qq.
Then 1 “ Π4pP0pρ1qq “ λ
1pt1q ă 0, contradiction. 
COROLLARY 14.8. Let σ P R4. Then both of the following are true:
(i) Say Π4pσq ą ´aJ0. Then, for all t ě 0, Π4pΦ
P0
t pσqq ą ´aJ0.
(ii) Say Π4pσq ă aJ0. Then, for all t ď 0, Π4pΦ
P0
t pσqq ă aJ0.
Proof. We will only prove (i). The proof of (ii) is similar. Fix t ě 0
and let ρ :“ ΦP0t pσq. Assume, for a contradiction, that Π4pρq ď ´aJ0.
Then, by Lemma 14.7(ii), Π4pΦ
P0
´tpρqq ď ´aJ0 . So, as Φ
P0
´tpρq “ σ,
Π4pσq ď ´aJ0 , contradicting the assumption that Π4pσq ą ´aJ0. 
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LEMMA 14.9. Let σ P Π´13 pRzJ0q. Then, for all t P R, we have
Π3pΦ
P0
t pσqq “ Π3pσq.
Proof. Let a :“ Π3pσq. Then a P RzJ0. Define F,G : R
3 Ñ R4 by
F pw, x, zq “ pw, x, a, zq and Gpw, x, zq “ pw, x, 0, zq.
Let X :“ Π´13 paq “ F pR
3q Ď R4 and Y :“ Π´13 p0q “ GpR
3q Ď R4.
Define pi : R4 Ñ R3 by pipw, x, y, zq “ pw, x, zq. For all τ P X , we have
F ppipτqq “ τ . For all τ P Y , we have Gppipτqq “ τ . We wish to show,
for all t P R, that Π3pΦ
P0
t pσqq “ a, i.e., that Φ
P0
t pσq P X .
Since Π3pσq “ a, we get σ P Π
´1
3 paq “ X , so F ppipσqq “ σ. Let
ρ :“ pipσq. Then F pρq “ F ppipσqq “ σ. Define V : R3 Ñ R3 by
V pφq “ pipP0pF pφqqq. Then V pR
3q Ď pipP0pR
4qq Ď pip I
4
0 q “ I
3
0. So,
since V is C8, we see that V is complete. Define γ : R Ñ R4 by
γptq “ F pΦVt pρqq. Then, for all t P R, we have γptq P F pR
3q “ X . It
therefore suffices to show, for all t P R, that γptq “ ΦP0t pσq. We have
γp0q “ F pρq “ σ “ ΦP00 pσq. So, by uniqueness of solutions of ODEs, it
suffices to show, for all t P R, that γ1ptq “ P0pγptqq. For all t P R,
γ1ptq “ rd{dtsrF pΦVt pρqqs “ Gprd{dtsrΦ
V
t pρqsq “ GpV pΦ
V
t pρqqq.
Fix t P R and define λ :“ ΦVt pρq. Then we have both γ
1ptq “ GpV pλqq
and P0pγptqq “ P0pF pΦ
V
t pρqqq “ P0pF pλqq, and so we wish to prove
that GpV pλqq “ P0pF pλqq.
Let µ :“ F pλq. Then µ P F pR3q “ Π´13 paq, so Π3pµq “ a. Then
Π3pµq “ a P RzJ0 Ď Rzp50I0q, so µ P rR
4szrp200I0q
2 ˆ p50I0q
2s. So, by
Lemma 14.5(vi), we have Π34pP0pµqq “ p0, 1q P R
2, so Π3pP0pµqq “ 0.
Let ν :“ P0pµq “ P0pF pλqq. Then Π3pνq “ Π3pP0pµqq “ 0, and so
ν P Π´13 p0q “ Y . Then Gppipνqq “ ν. By definition of V , we have
V pλq “ pipP0pF pλqqq. That is, V pλq “ pipνq.
Then GpV pλqq “ Gppipνqq “ ν “ P0pF pλqq, as desired. 
COROLLARY 14.10. The set Π´13 pJ0q is P0-invariant.
Proof. For all σ P Π´13 pRzJ0q, for all t P R, by Lemma 14.9, we get
Π3pΦ
P0
t pσqq “ Π3pσq, so Π3pΦ
P0
t pσqq P RzJ0, i.e., Φ
P0
t pσq P Π
´1
3 pRzJ0q.
This shows Π´13 pRzJ0q is P0-invariant. Then R
4zrΠ´13 pRzJ0qs is also
P0-invariant. So, since Π
´1
3 pJ0q “ R
4zrΠ´13 pRzJ0qs, we are done. 
LEMMA 14.11. Let ρ P R4, t0 P R. Then both of the following hold:
(i) Say ΦP0rt0,8qpρq Ď rR
4szrJ40 s. Then lim
tÑ8
Π4pΦ
P0
t pρqq “ 8.
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(ii) Say ΦP0p´8,t0spρq Ď rR
4szrJ40 s. Then lim
tÑ´8
Π4pΦ
P0
t pρqq “ ´8.
Proof. We will only prove (i). The proof of (ii) is similar.
Define λ : R Ñ R by λptq “ Π4pΦ
P0
t pρqq. We wish to show that
lim
tÑ8
λptq “ 8. Let c :“ pλpt0qq´t0. Because lim
tÑ8
pc` tq “ 8, it suffices
to show, for all t ě t0, that λptq “ c ` t. Since λpt0q “ c ` t0, it
suffices to show, for all t ě t0, that λ
1ptq “ 1. Differentiating the
definition of λ, and using linearity of Π4, we conclude, for all t P R,
that λ1ptq “ Π4pP0pΦ
P0
t pρqqq. Fix t ě t0 and let ρ1 :“ Φ
P0
t pρq. We wish
to show that Π4pP0pρ1qq “ 1.
Since t ě t0, Φ
P0
t pρq P Φ
P0
rt0,8q
pρq. That is, ρ1 P Φ
P0
rt0,8q
pρq. Then
ρ1 P Φ
P0
rt0,8q
pρq Ď rR4szrJ40 s Ď rR
4s z rp200I0q
2 ˆ p50I0q
2s.
So, by Lemma 14.5(vi), we conclude that Π34pP0pρ1qq “ p0, 1q P R
2.
Then Π4pP0pρ1qq “ 1, as desired. 
LEMMA 14.12. Let a ą 0. Let I :“ p´a, aq Ď R. Let s, u P R and
assume that s ă u. Let ρ P R4. Assume that ΦP0s pρq,Φ
P0
u pρq P I
2 ˆ R2.
Then ΦP0rs,uspρq Ď I
2 ˆ R2.
Proof. Fix t P rs, us. We wish to prove ΦP0t pρq P I
2 ˆ R2. That is, we
wish to prove both Π1pΦ
P0
t pρqq P I and Π2pΦ
P0
t pρqq P I. We will only
prove the former. The proof of the latter is similar.
Since t ď u, by Lemma 14.3(i), |Π1pΦ
P0
t pρqq| ď |Π1pΦ
P0
u pρqq|. Since
ΦP0u pρq P I
2 ˆ R2, we have Π1pΦ
P0
u pρqq P I, so |Π1pΦ
P0
u pρqq| ă a. Then
|Π1pΦ
P0
t pρqq| ď |Π1pΦ
P0
u pρqq| ă a, so Π1pΦ
P0
t pρqq P I, as desired. 
We record the special cases a “ 1 and a “ 200 of Lemma 14.12:
COROLLARY 14.13. Let s, u P R and say s ă u. Let ρ P R4.
Assume that ΦP0s pρq,Φ
P0
u pρq P I
2
0 ˆ R
2. Then ΦP0rs,uspρq Ď I
2
0 ˆ R
2.
COROLLARY 14.14. Let s, u P R and say s ă u. Let ρ P R4.
Assume that ΦP0s pρq,Φ
P0
u pρq P J
2
0 ˆ R
2. Then ΦP0rs,uspρq Ď J
2
0 ˆ R
2.
LEMMA 14.15. Let s, u P R and assume that s ă u. Let ρ P R4.
Assume that ΦP0s pρq,Φ
P0
u pρq P R
2 ˆ J20 . Then Φ
P0
rs,uspρq Ď R
2 ˆ J20 .
Proof. Fix t P rs, us. Say, for a contradiction, that ΦP0t pρq R R
2 ˆ J20 .
Let σ :“ ΦP0s pρq and τ :“ Φ
P0
t pρq and µ :“ Φ
P0
u pρq. Then σ P R
2ˆJ20
and τ R R2 ˆ J20 and µ P R
2 ˆ J20 . Let q :“ t ´ s and let r :“ u ´ t.
Then q ě 0 and r ě 0. Moreover, we have τ “ ΦP0q pσq and µ “ Φ
P0
r pτq.
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As σ P R2 ˆ J20 , we get Π3pσq P J0, i.e., σ P Π
´1
3 pJ0q. By Corol-
lary 14.10, the set Π´13 pJ0q is P0-invariant. So, because σ P Π
´1
3 pJ0q,
we get ΦP0q pσq P Π
´1
3 pJ0q, i.e., we get τ P Π
´1
3 pJ0q. Then Π3pτq P J0.
So, since τ R R2 ˆ J20 , we see that Π4pτq R J0.
As σ P R2 ˆ J20 , we get Π4pσq P J0 “ p´aJ0, aJ0q, so Π4pσq ą ´aJ0.
So, by Corollary 14.8(i), Π4pΦ
P0
q pσqq ą ´aJ0, i.e., Π4pτq ą ´aJ0. So, as
Π4pτq R J0 “ p´aJ0, aJ0q, we get Π4pτq ě aJ0. So, by Lemma 14.7(i),
Π4pΦ
P0
r pτqq ě aJ0, i.e., Π4pµq ě aJ0. Then Π4pµq R p´aJ0, aJ0q “ J0.
However µ P R2 ˆ J20 , so Π4pµq P J0, contradiction. 
LEMMA 14.16. Let s, u P R and assume that s ă u. Let ρ P R4.
Assume that ΦP0s pρq,Φ
P0
u pρq P J
4
0 . Then Φ
P0
rs,uspρq Ď J
4
0 .
Proof. As J40 Ď J
2
0 ˆ R
2 and J40 Ď R
2 ˆ J20 , by Corollary 14.14 and
Lemma 14.15, we get ΦP0rs,uspρq Ď rJ
2
0 ˆ R
2s X rR2 ˆ J20 s “ J
4
0 . 
LEMMA 14.17. The map P0 : R
4 Ñ R4 is porous.
Proof. As Z is nowhere dense in R4, it suffices to prove pR4qzZ Ď UpP0q.
Fix ρ P pR4qzZ. We wish to prove that ρ P UpP0q.
By Lemma 8.3(cña), it suffices to prove that lim
tÑ8
rΠ4pΦ
P0
t pρqqs “ 8
and that lim
tÑ´8
rΠ4pΦ
P0
t pρqqs “ ´8. We will prove the former; the proof
of the latter is similar. By Lemma 14.11(i), it suffices to show, for
some t0 P R, that Φ
P0
rt0,8q
pρq Ď rR4szrJ40 s. We therefore assume, for a
contradiction, that, for all t P R, we have rΦP0rt,8qpρqs X rJ
4
0 s ‰ H.
We then fix a sequence t1, t2, . . . in R such that t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ , such
that t1, t2, . . . Ñ 8, and such that Φ
P0
t1
pρq,ΦP0t2 pρq, . . . P J
4
0 . Then, by
Lemma 14.16, we have ΦP0rt1,t2spρq,Φ
P0
rt2,t3s
pρq, ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď J40 . Taking the union,
ΦP0rt1,8qpρq Ď J
4
0 . Let σ :“ Φ
P0
t1
pρq. Then ΦP0r0,8qpσq “ Φ
P0
rt1,8q
pρq Ď J40 .
By Lemma 14.5(vii), we see that Z is P0-invariant, and it follows
that pR4qzZ is P0-invariant. So, since ρ P pR
4qzZ, we have σ P pR4qzZ.
Choose u, v P R2 such that σ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Since σ R Z,
we get u R Z0. Then u R t0u ˆ R. Let pi1, pi2 : R
2 Ñ R be the
coordinate projection maps defined by pi1pw, xq “ w and pi2pw, xq “ x.
By Lemma 12.3(i), we have |pi1pΦ
H
t puqq| Ñ 8 as t Ñ 8. Then fix a
compact set K Ď R such that,
p˚q for all t P r0,8qzK, |pi1pΦ
H
t puqq| ě aJ0.
Define f : R Ñ R by fptq “ Ωσptq. By Lemma 14.2(ii and iv), for
all t ě 0, we have both f 1ptq ě 0 and fptq ě 0. For all t ě 0, we have
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ΦP0t pσq P Φ
P0
r0,8qpσq Ď J
4
0 , so Π1pΦ
P0
t pσqq P J0, so |Π1pΦ
P0
t pσqq| ă aJ0.
By Lemma 14.2(v), for all t P R, we have Π12pΦ
P0
t pσqq “ Φ
H
fptqpuq, so
Π1pΦ
P0
t pσqq “ pi1pΦ
H
fptqpuqq. Then, for all t ě 0, we have
| pi1pΦ
H
fptqpuqq | “ |Π1pΦ
P0
t pσqq | ă aJ0,
so, by p˚q, fptq P K. Then fpr0,8qq Ď K. Then, by Lemma 3.1 (with
a :“ 8, b :“ 1), fix r ě 0 such that both f 1prq ă 1 and f 1pr ` 8q ă 1.
By Lemma 14.2(ii), for all t P R, we have f 1ptq “ ωpΦP0t pσqq. Let
σ0 :“ Φ
P0
r pσq and let σ1 :“ Φ
P0
8 pσ0q “ Φ
P0
r`8pσq. Then
‚ σ0, σ1 P Φ
P0
r0,8qpσq Ď J
4
0 and
‚ ωpσ0q “ ωpΦ
P0
r pσqq “ f
1prq ă 1 and
‚ ωpσ1q “ ωpΦ
P0
r`8pσqq “ f
1pr ` 8q ă 1.
Let S1 :“ J
2
0 ˆ p4I0q
2 Ď R4. By Lemma 14.5(iv), we have ω “ 1
on rJ40 szrS1s. So, since ωpσ0q ă 1 and σ0 P J
4
0 , we see that σ0 P S1.
Similarly, since ωpσ1q ă 1 and σ1 P J
4
0 , we see that σ1 P S1.
Let v0 :“ Π34pσ0q and v1 :“ Π34pσ1q. Since σ0, σ1 P S1, we get
v0, v1 P p4I0q
2. Fix y, z P 4I0 such that v0 “ py, zq P R ˆ R “ R
2.
We have z P 4I0 “ p´4, 4q. Then z ą ´4, so z ` 8 ą 4. Then
z ` 8 R 4I0. Then Φ
Q0
8 pv0q “ py, z ` 8q R p4I0q
2. Define λ : R Ñ R2 by
λptq “ Π34pΦ
P0
t pσ0qq, and let A :“ tt P r0, 8s |λptq “ Φ
Q0
t pv0qu.
Since v1 P p4I0q
2 and ΦQ08 pv0q R p4I0q
2, we see that v1 ‰ Φ
Q0
8 pv0q.
Then λp8q “ Π34pΦ
P0
8 pσ0qq “ Π34pσ1q “ v1 ‰ Φ
Q0
8 pv0q, and so 8 R A.
Let s :“ infr0, 8szA. Then r0, sq Ď A and, moreover,
p˚˚q for all δ ą 0, we have rs, s` δq Ę A.
As λp0q “ Π34pσ0q “ v0 “ Φ
Q0
0 pv0q, we get 0 P A. So, since A is closed
in r0, 8s and r0, sq Ď A, we have s P A, i.e., we have λpsq “ ΦQ0s pv0q.
As z P p´4, 4q and s P r0, 8s, we get z ` s P p´4, 12q Ď p´12, 12q,
so z ` s P 12I0. Then Φ
Q0
s pv0q “ py, z ` sq P p4I0q ˆ p12I0q “ S. By
definition of λ, we have λpsq “ Π34pΦ
P0
s pσ0qq. Then
Π34pΦ
P0
s pσ0qq “ λpsq “ Φ
Q0
s pv0q P S,
so ΦP0s pσ0q P Π
´1
34 pSq “ R
2 ˆ S. Then, because R2 ˆ S is open in R4,
by continuity, choose δ1 ą 0 such that Φ
P0
rs,s`δ1q
pσ0q Ď R
2 ˆ S.
Claim: For all t P rs, s`δ1q, we have λptq “ Φ
Q0
t pv0q. Proof of claim:
Since λpsq “ ΦQ0s pv0q, by uniqueness of solutions of ODEs, it suffices
to prove, for all t P rs, s` δ1q, that λ
1ptq “ Q0pλptqq.
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Differentiating the definition of λ, and using linearity of Π34, we see,
for all t P R, that λ1ptq “ Π34pP0pΦ
P0
t pσ0qqq. Let w :“ p0, 1q P R
2.
Then, by definition of Q0, for all τ P R
4, we have Q0pτq “ w. Fix
t P rs, s` δ1q. We wish to prove that Π34pP0pΦ
P0
t pσ0qqq “ w.
We have ΦP0t pσ0q P Φ
P0
rs,s`δ1q
pσ0q Ď R
2ˆS. Then, by Lemma 14.5(v),
we see that Π34pP0pΦ
P0
t pσ0qqq “ w, as desired. End of proof of claim.
Since s P A and 8 R A, we see that s ‰ 8. So, as s P r0, 8s, we get
s ă 8. Let δ0 :“ mintδ1, 8 ´ su. Then δ0 ą 0. Also, s ` δ0 ď 8. Then
rs, s`δ0q Ď r0, 8s. As δ0 ď δ1, by the claim, we see, for all t P rs, s`δ0q,
that λptq “ ΦQ0t pv0q. Then rs, s` δ0q Ď A, contradicting p˚˚q. 
Recall that Tˆ :“ m´
„ż 4
´4
pζ3I0ptqq dt

.
LEMMA 14.18. Let ρ P R2 ˆ p3I0q
2. Assume ΦP0r0,mspρq Ď p 100I0 q
4.
Then Π12pΦ
P0
m pρqq “ Φ
H
Tˆ
pΠ12pρqq and Π34pΦ
P0
m pρqq “ Φ
Q
mpΠ34pρqq.
Proof. Define f : R Ñ R by fptq “ Ωρptq. Choose u0 P R
2 and
v0 P p3I0q
2 such that ρ “ pu0, v0q P R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Let J :“ r0, ms.
Then we have ΦP0J pρq “ Φ
P0
r0,mspρq Ď p 100I0 q
4.
By Lemma 14.2(v) and Lemma 14.6, for all t P J , we have both
Π12pΦ
P0
t pρqq “ Φ
H
fptqpu0q and Π34pΦ
P0
t pρqq “ Φ
Q
t pv0q.
Therefore we have both Π12pΦ
P0
m pρqq “ Φ
H
fpmqpu0q “ Φ
H
fpmqpΠ12pρqq and
Π34pΦ
P0
m pρqq “ Φ
Q
mpv0q “ Φ
Q
mpΠ34pρqq. We need only prove fpmq “ Tˆ.
For all t P J , ΦP0t pρq P Φ
P0
J pρq Ď p 100I0 q
4, so, by Lemma 14.5(iii),
we conclude that ωpΦP0t pρqq “ αpΠ34pΦ
P0
t pρqqq. Then, for all t P J , we
have ωpΦP0t pρqq “ αpΠ34pΦ
P0
t pρqqq “ αpΦ
Q
t pv0qq. Then
fpmq “ Ωρpmq “
ż m
0
rωpΦP0t pρqqs dt “
ż m
0
rαpΦQt pv0qqs dt.
Define g : RÑ R by gptq “ 1´ rαpΦQt pv0qqs. Then
fpmq “
ż m
0
r1´ pgptqqs dt “ m ´
„ż m
0
pgptqq dt

.
Choose y0, z0 P 3I0 such that v0 “ py0, z0q P R ˆ R “ R
2. Since
v0 P p3I0q
2 Ď p4I0q ˆ p12I0q “ S Ď R, by definition of m, we get
ΦQmpv0q “ v0. Then, for all t P R, Φ
Q
t`mpv0q “ Φ
Q
t pΦ
Q
mpv0qq “ Φ
Q
t pv0q,
so gpt`mq “ gptq. That is, g : RÑ R is m-periodic. It follows that
the integral of g over any interval in R of length m
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is equal to
the integral of g over any other interval in R of length m.
In particular,
ż m
0
pgptqq dt “
ż m´4´z0
´4´z0
pgptqq dt. By invariance of inte-
gration under translation,
ż m´4´z0
´4´z0
pgptqq dt “
ż m´4
´4
pgpt´ z0qq dt.
We have y0 P 3I0 Ď 4I0 and z0 P 3I0 Ď 12I0 and v0 “ py0, z0q. So,
for all t P r4, m´ 4s, by Corollary 13.4, ΦQt´z0pv0q P pR
2qzrp4I0q
2s, and
so αpΦQt´z0pv0qq “ 1, and so gpt ´ z0q “ 1 ´ 1 “ 0. We conclude thatż m´4
4
pgpt´ z0qq dt “ 0. Then
ż m´4
´4
pgpt´ z0qq dt “
ż 4
´4
pgpt´ z0qq dt.
Recall that α : R2 Ñ R is defined by αpy, zq “ 1 ´ rζ3I0pyqsrζ3I0pzqs.
As y0 P 3I0, we have ζ3I0py0q “ 1. For all t P r´4, 4s, by Lemma 13.1(i),
we have ΦQt´z0pv0q “ Φ
Q0
t´z0pv0q “ py0, tq, and so
αpΦQt´z0pv0q q “ 1 ´ rζ3I0py0qsrζ3I0ptqs “ 1 ´ r1srζ3I0ptqs,
and so gpt´ z0q “ ζ3I0ptq. Then
ż 4
´4
pgpt´ z0qq dt “
ż 4
´4
pζ3I0ptqq dt.
Putting all these observations together, we conclude thatż m
0
pgptqq dt “
ż m´4´z0
´4´z0
pgptqq dt “
ż m´4
´4
pgpt´ z0qq dt
“
ż 4
´4
pgpt´ z0qq dt “
ż 4
´4
pζ3I0ptqq dt.
Then fpmq “ m´
„ż m
0
pgptqq dt

“ m´
„ż 4
´4
pζ3I0ptqq dt

“ Tˆ. 
LEMMA 14.19. ΦP0m agrees with Id4 to all orders at ξI0.
Proof. It suffices to show both of the following:
(i) Π12 ˝ Φ
P0
m agrees with Π12 to all orders at ξI0 and
(ii) Π34 ˝ Φ
P0
m agrees with Π34 to all orders at ξI0.
Recall that R Ď R2 is the racetrack of §13 and that 0 : R2 Ñ R2 is
the zero map defined by 0pw, xq “ p0, 0q. Recall that the racetrack R is
an open subset of R2 and that p4I0q ˆ p12I0q “ S Ď R Ď p50I0q
2 Ď R2.
Let R1 :“ tp0, 0qu ˆ R Ď R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4. Because p0,´1q P S Ď R
and ξI0 “ p0, 0, 0,´1q, we get ξI0 P R1. Also, because R Ď p50I0q
2, we
conclude that R1 Ď p50I0q
4 Ď p100I0q
4 Ď p 100I0 q
4.
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Define Q1 : R
4 Ñ R4 by: for all ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4,
Q1pu, vq “ p 0puq , Qpvq q P R
2 ˆ R2 “ R4.
From the construction in §13, R is Q-invariant, so R1 is Q1-invariant.
So, since ξI0 P R1, we conclude that Φ
Q1
R pξI0q Ď R1.
For ρ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4, if ρ P R1, then u “ p0, 0q, so
H0puq “ p0, 0q, so Hpuq “ p0, 0q, so rαpvqsrHpuqs “ p0, 0q “ 0puq, so
P˚pρq “ p rαpvqsrHpuqs , Qpvq q “ p 0puq , Qpvq q “ Q1pρq.
Thus P˚ “ Q1 on R1. Also, because R1 Ď p 100I0 q
4 , we see, by
Lemma 14.5(i), that P0 “ P˚ on R1. Then P0 “ P˚ “ Q1 on R1.
So, as ΦQ1R pξI0q Ď R1, by Lemma 6.1, we get Φ
P0
r0,mspξI0q “ Φ
Q1
r0,mspξI0q.
Then ΦP0r0,mspξI0q “ Φ
Q1
r0,mspξI0q Ď R1 Ď p100I0q
4. So, by continuity, fix
an open neighborhood N0 in R
4 of ξI0 such that Φ
P0
r0,mspN0q Ď p100I0q
4.
Let N :“ N0 X rR
2 ˆ p3I0q
2s. Then N is also an open neighborhood
in R4 of ξI0 and, moreover, Φ
P0
r0,mspNq Ď Φ
P0
r0,mspN0q Ď p100I0q
4. Then,
by Lemma 14.18, we see, for all ρ P N , that Π12pΦ
P0
m pρqq “ Φ
H
Tˆ
pΠ12pρqq
and that Π34pΦ
P0
m pρqq “ Φ
Q
mpΠ34pρqq. That is, on N , we have both
Π12 ˝ Φ
P0
m “ Φ
H
Tˆ
˝ Π12 and Π34 ˝ Φ
P0
m “ Φ
Q
m ˝ Π34.
So, since N is an open neighborhood of ξI0, we have both
p˚q Π12 ˝ Φ
P0
m agrees with Φ
H
Tˆ
˝ Π12 to all orders at ξI0 and
p˚˚q Π34 ˝ Φ
P0
m agrees with Φ
Q
m ˝ Π34 to all orders at ξI0.
By Lemma 12.4, ΦHTˆ agrees with Id2 to all orders at p0, 0q. So, since
Π12pξI0q “ p0, 0q, we see that Φ
H
Tˆ
˝ Π12 agrees with Π12 to all orders
at ξI0. So (i) follows from p˚q. It remains to prove (ii).
Recall that p0,´1q P R. Then R is an open neighborhood in R2
of p0,´1q. By definition of m, for all v P R, we have ΦQmpvq “ v. That
is, ΦQm “ Id2 on R. Then Φ
Q
m agrees with Id2 to all orders at p0,´1q.
So, since Π34pξI0q “ p0,´1q, we conclude that Φ
Q
m ˝Π34 agrees with Π34
to all orders at ξI0. So (ii) follows from p˚˚q. 
LEMMA 14.20. Let τ P B˝pI0q and let s P p0, mq. Assume that
ΦP0s pτq P I
4
0 . Then s ă 2.
Proof. From the construction of S and R in §13, we have
p4I0q ˆ p12I0q “ S Ď R Ď p50I0q
2.
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Then I0ˆt´1u Ď p4I0qˆ p12I0q Ď R, so I
3
0 ˆt´1u Ď I
2
0 ˆR. Let C be
the closure in R4 of I20 ˆ R. Then B˝pI0q “ I
3
0 ˆ t´1u Ď I
2
0 ˆ R Ď C.
Then τ P B˝pI0q Ď C. Because I
2
0 ˆR Ď I
2
0 ˆ p50I0q
2 Ď p50I0q
4, we get
C Ď p 50I0 q
4 Ď p100I0q
4. Then C Y rp100I0q
4s “ p100I0q
4.
By assumption, τ P B˝pI0q and Φ
P0
s pτq P I
4
0 . Then
ΦP00 pτq “ τ P B˝pI0q Ď I
2
0 ˆ R Ď I
2
0 ˆ R
2
and ΦP0s pτq P I
4
0 Ď I
2
0 ˆR
2. So, by Corollary 14.13, ΦP0r0,sspτq Ď I
2
0 ˆR
2.
Claim: ΦP0r0,sspτq Ď C. Proof of claim: Define
A :“ t t P r0, ss | ΦP0t pτq P C u.
Assume, for a contradiction, that A Ĺ r0, ss.
Let t0 :“ infr0, sszA. Then r0, t0q Ď A and,
p˚q for all δ ą 0, we have rt0, t0 ` δq Ę A.
Because τ P C, we see that 0 P A. So, since A is closed in r0, ss
and since r0, t0q Ď A, we get r0, t0s Ď A. Then r0, t0s Ď A Ĺ r0, ss.
Then t0 ă s. As t0 P r0, t0s Ď A, we conclude that Φ
P0
t0
pτq P C.
Then ΦP0t0 pτq P C Ď p100I0q
4. By continuity, fix δ1 ą 0 such that
ΦP0rt0,t0`δ1qpτq Ď p100I0q
4. We have r0, t0s Ď A, so Φ
P0
r0,t0s
pτq Ď C. Then
ΦP0r0,t0`δ1qpτq “ rΦ
P0
r0,t0q
pτqs Y rΦP0rt0,t0`δ1qpτqs Ď C Y rp100I0q
4s “ p100I0q
4.
By Lemma 14.5(i), we have P˚ “ P0 on p100I0q
4. Then, by Lemma 6.1,
we have ΦP˚r0,t0`δ1qpτq “ Φ
P0
r0,t0`δ1q
pτq.
By Lemma 14.5(viii), we see that ΦP˚R pR
2 ˆ Rq “ R2 ˆ R. Also,
τ P I20 ˆ R Ď R
2 ˆ R. Let δ0 :“ mintδ1, s ´ t0u. Then δ0 ą 0 and
ΦP0rt0,t0`δ0qpτq Ď Φ
P0
r0,t0`δ1q
pτq “ ΦP˚r0,t0`δ1qpτq Ď Φ
P˚
R pR
2 ˆRq “ R2 ˆR.
Recall that ΦP0r0,sspτq Ď I
2
0 ˆ R
2. Also, rt0, t0 ` δ0q Ď r0, ss. Then
ΦP0rt0,t0`δ0qpτq Ď Φ
P0
r0,sspτq Ď I
2
0 ˆ R
2. Then
ΦP0rt0,t0`δ0qpτq Ď rI
2
0 ˆ R
2s X rR2 ˆRs “ I20 ˆ R Ď C.
Then rt0, t0 ` δ0q Ď A, contradicting p˚q. End of proof of claim.
By assumption, τ P B˝pI0q and Φ
P0
s pτq P I
4
0 . Fix u, v P R
2 such
that τ “ pu, vq P R2 ˆ R2 “ R4. By the claim, ΦP0r0,sspτq Ď C.
Then ΦP0r0,sspτq Ď C Ď p100I0 q
4. Then, by Lemma 14.6, we have
Π34pΦ
P0
s pτqq “ Φ
Q
s pvq. Then Φ
Q
s pvq “ Π34pΦ
P0
s pτqq P Π34pI
4
0 q “ I
2
0 .
Also, v “ Π34pτq P Π34pB˝pI0qq “ Π34pI
3
0 ˆ t´1uq “ I0 ˆ t´1u. So let
z :“ ´1 and choose y P I0 such that v “ py, zq P R ˆ R “ R
2.
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Let q :“ s ´ 1. Then ΦQq´zpvq “ Φ
Q
q`1pvq “ Φ
Q
s pvq P I
2
0 . By Corol-
lary 13.3, we know, for all t P r1, m ´ 1s, that ΦQt´zpvq R I
2
0 . Then
q R r1, m´ 1s, so s R r2, ms. So, since s P p0, mq, we get s ă 2. 
LEMMA 14.21. We have pP0, K0q P PI0.
Proof. Recall that P0 : R
4 Ñ R4 is C8 and P0pR
4q Ď I
4
0. Then P0 P C.
On pR4qzpK40 q, we have γ “ 0, so P0 “ γP` ` p1 ´ γqV0 “ V0. Then
pP0, K0q P D. By Lemma 14.5(ii), P0 “ V0 on p 3I0 q
4. Then P0 P CI0.
So, since 4I0 Ď 400I0 “ K0, we get pP0, K0q P D
ˆ
I0
. As m ą 24, we
get m ą 2 “ 2aI0. By Lemma 14.19, Φ
P0
m agrees with Id4 to all orders
at ξI0. It remains to show, for all τ P B˝pI0q, for all t P p0, mq, that
rΦP0t pτq P I
4
0 s ô r t ă 2 s.
Lemma 14.20 yields ñ, and it remains to prove ð. Fix τ P B˝pI0q.
We wish to prove that ΦP0p0,2qpτq Ď I
4
0 .
As τ P B˝pI0q “ I
3
0 ˆ t´1u, we get Φ
V0
p0,2qpτq Ď I
3
0 ˆ p´1, 1q “ I
4
0 and
ΦV0r0,2spτq Ď I
3
0 ˆ r´1, 1s Ď I
4
0 Ď p 3I0 q
4.
So, since P0 “ V0 on p 3I0 q
4, by Lemma 6.1, for all t P r0, 2s, we have
ΦP0t pτq “ Φ
V0
t pτq. Then Φ
P0
p0,2qpτq “ Φ
V0
p0,2qpτq Ď I
4
0 , as desired. 
15. Results about the exchange operation XIpP, V q
Recall, from §9, the definitions of DF VI , UF
V
I and TF
V
I . Recall,
from §11, the definitions of D`, D
#, D#` and D˚. The definitions
of DˆI , XIpP, vq and PI are all found in §2.
The following fact will be used repeatedly throughout this section:
If pV, Iq P D, if pP,Kq P DˆI and if X “ XIpP, V q, then
‚ 4I Ď K,
‚ P “ V0 on pR
4qzpK4q,
‚ X “ P on pR4qzpI4q,
‚ V “ V0 on pR
4qzpI4q,
‚ P “ V0 on p 3I q
4 and
‚ X “ V on p 3I q4,
and, consequently,
‚ X “ P “ V “ V0 on pR
4qzpK4q and
‚ X “ P “ V “ V0 on rp 3I q
4szrI4s.
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LEMMA 15.1. Let pV, Iq P D. Let pP,Kq P DˆI . Let X :“ XIpP, V q.
Then pX,Kq P MpV, Iq.
Proof. On pR4qzpK4q, we have X “ V0. Then pX,Kq P D. We have
4I Ď K, so a4I ď aK . Then aI ă 4aI “ a4I ď aK . Also, we have
X “ V on I
4
. Then pX,Kq P MpV, Iq, as desired. 
LEMMA 15.2. Let pV, Iq P D` and let pP,Kq P D
ˆ
I . Assume that
both V and P are porous. Let X :“ XIpP, V q. Then X is porous.
Proof. Let
‚ S1 :“ pR
4qzpUpP qq, U1 :“ pR
4qzp I
4
q and
‚ S2 :“ pR
4qzpUpV qq, U2 :“ p2Iq
4.
Then
‚ (S1 is P -invariant ) and (X “ P on U1 ) and
‚ (S2 is V -invariant ) and (X “ V on U2 ).
Then, by Lemma 7.1, Z1 :“ S1XU1 and Z2 :“ S2XU2 are both locally
X-invariant. Since both V and P are porous, by Corollary 8.5, we see
that both S1 and S2 are meager in R
4. Then both Z1 and Z2 are meager
in R4. Then, by Lemma 7.2, both Z 11 :“ Φ
X
R pZ1q and Z
1
2 :“ Φ
X
R pZ2q are
meager in R4. Then Z 1 :“ Z 11 Y Z
1
2 is X-invariant and meager in R
4.
By Corollary 8.5, we wish to show that UpXq is comeager in R4.
It therefore suffices to prove that pR4qzZ 1 Ď UpXq. Fix ρ P R4, and
assume that ρ R Z 1. We wish to show that ρ P UpXq.
Claim 1: ΦXR pρq Ę I
4
. Proof of Claim 1: Assume, for a contradiction,
that ΦXR pρq Ď I
4
. Then, since V “ X on I
4
, by Lemma 6.1, we get
ΦVR pρq “ Φ
X
R pρq. Then Φ
V
R pρq Ď I
4
, so Π4pΦ
V
R pρqq Ď Π4p I
4
q “ I.
We have ρ P ΦXR pρq Ď I
4
Ď p2Iq4 “ U2. Because ρ R Z
1, we know
that ρ R Z 12, so ρ R Z2 “ S2 X U2. Then ρ R S2. That is, ρ P UpV q.
Then R “ Π4pΦ
V
R pρqq Ď I, contradiction. End of proof of Claim 1.
By Claim 1, fix ρ0 P Φ
X
R pρq such that ρ0 R I
4
. Since Z 1 isX-invariant,
since ρ R Z 1 and since ρ0 P Φ
X
R pρq, we see that ρ0 R Z
1. Since UpXq is
X-invariant, it suffices to show that ρ0 P UpXq.
On pR4qzpK4q, we have X “ V0. Therefore pX,Kq P D. Then, by
Lemma 8.3(bña), it suffices to show that
p´8,´aKq X rΠ4pΦ
X
R pρ0qqs ‰ H ‰ paK ,8q X rΠ4pΦ
X
R pρ0qqs.
Because Π4pI
4q “ I Ď 4I Ď K “ p´aK , aKq, we get
p´8,´aKq X rΠ4pI
4qs “ H “ paK ,8q X rΠ4pI
4qs.
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Let R :“ pΦXR pρ0qq Y pI
4q. Then Π4pRq “ rΠ4pΦ
X
R pρ0qqs Y rΠ4pI
4qs, so
p´8,´aKq X rΠ4pRqs “ p´8,´aKq X rΠ4pΦ
X
R pρ0qqs and
paK ,8q X rΠ4pRqs “ paK ,8q X rΠ4pΦ
X
R pρ0qqs.
It therefore suffices to prove that
p´8,´aKq X rΠ4pRqs ‰ H ‰ paK ,8q X rΠ4pRqs.
We have ρ0 R Z
1, so ρ0 R Z
1
1, so ρ0 R Z1 “ S1 X U1. So, since
ρ0 P pR
4qzp I
4
q “ U1, we see that ρ0 R S1. That is, ρ0 P UpP q. Then
Π4pΦ
P
Rpρ0qq “ R, and it follows that
p´8,´aKq X rΠ4pΦ
P
Rpρ0qqs ‰ H ‰ paK ,8q X rΠ4pΦ
P
Rpρ0qqs.
It therefore suffices to show that ΦPRpρ0q Ď R. We will only prove that
ΦPr0,8qpρ0q Ď R; a similar argument proves that Φ
P
p´8,0spρ0q Ď R. We
define Q :“ tt ě 0 |ΦPt pρ0q P Ru. We wish to show that Q “ r0,8q.
Assume, for a contradiction, that Q ‰ r0,8q.
Since Q Ĺ r0,8q, we get r0,8qzQ ‰ H. Let t1 :“ inf r0,8qzQ.
Claim 2: t1 ą 0. Proof of Claim 2: Since ρ0 P pR
4qzp I
4
q, by
continuity of ΦP‚ pρ0q, fix γ ą 0 such that Φ
P
r0,γqpρ0q Ď pR
4qzpI4q. Then,
because X “ P on pR4qzpI4q, by Lemma 6.1, ΦXr0,γqpρ0q “ Φ
P
r0,γqpρ0q.
Then ΦPr0,γqpρ0q Ď Φ
X
R pρ0q Ď R. It follows that r0, γq Ď Q. Therefore
t1 “ inf r0,8qzQ ě γ ą 0. End of proof of Claim 2.
Because infr0,8qzQ “ t1, we get r0, t1q Ď Q and, for all δ ą 0, we
have rt1, t1 ` δq Ę Q. Because r0, t1q Ď Q, it follows that
p`q ΦPr0,t1qpρ0q Ď R “ pΦ
X
R pρ0qq Y pI
4q.
Let ρ1 :“ Φ
P
t1
pρ0q. For all δ ą 0, we have rt1, t1 ` δq Ę Q, from which
it follows that ΦPrt1,t1`δqpρ0q Ę R. That is,
p˚q for all δ ą 0, ΦPr0,δqpρ1q Ę R “ pΦ
X
R pρ0qq Y pI
4q.
Claim 3: ρ1 R I
4. Proof of Claim 3: Suppose that ρ1 P I
4. We wish
to obtain a contradiction.
By continuity of ΦP‚ pρ1q, fix δ ą 0 such that Φ
P
r0,δqpρ1q Ď I
4. Then
ΦPr0,δqpρ1q Ď I
4 Ď R. This contradicts p˚q. End of proof of Claim 3.
Claim 4: Let N be an interval in R such that infN ă 0 and 0 P N .
Assume that ΦPNpρ1q Ď pR
4qzpI4q. Then ΦPN pρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ0q. Proof of
Claim 4: Because X “ P on pR4qzpI4q, it follows, from Lemma 6.1,
that, for all t P N , we have ΦXt pρ1q “ Φ
P
t pρ1q. Then Φ
X
N pρ1q “ Φ
P
N pρ1q.
By Claim 2, t1 ą 0. Choose t˚ P p0, t1s such that ´t˚ P N . Let
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ρ˚ :“ Φ
X
´t˚pρ1q “ Φ
P
´t˚pρ1q. Then Φ
X
R pρ˚q “ Φ
X
R pρ1q. It follows that
ΦPNpρ1q “ Φ
X
N pρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ1q “ Φ
X
R pρ˚q.
We have t1 ´ t˚ P r0, t1q. So, by p`q, we get Φ
P
t1´t˚pρ0q P R. Since
ρ1 “ Φ
P
t1
pρ0q, we see that Φ
P
´t˚pρ1q “ Φ
P
t1´t˚pρ0q. Then
ρ˚ “ Φ
P
´t˚pρ1q “ Φ
P
t1´t˚
pρ0q P R “ pΦ
X
R pρ0qq Y pI
4q.
So, since ρ˚ “ Φ
P
´t˚pρ1q P Φ
P
N pρ1q Ď pR
4qzpI4q, we see that ρ˚ P Φ
X
R pρ0q.
Then ΦXR pρ˚q “ Φ
X
R pρ0q. Then Φ
P
Npρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ˚q “ Φ
X
R pρ0q. End of
proof of Claim 4.
Claim 5: ρ1 P I
4
. Proof of Claim 5: Suppose that ρ1 R I
4
. We wish
to obtain a contradiction.
By continuity of ΦP‚ pρ1q, fix δ ą 0 such that Φ
P
p´δ,δqpρ1q Ď pR
4qzpI4q.
Then, by Claim 4, we have ΦPp´δ,δqpρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ0q. Then
ΦPr0,δqpρ1q Ď Φ
P
p´δ,δqpρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ0q Ď R.
This contradicts p˚q. End of proof of Claim 5.
Claim 6: ρ1 R B˝pIq. Proof of Claim 6: Assume, for a contradiction,
that ρ1 P B˝pIq. Then, by Lemma 4.2(v), Φ
V0
r´1,1spρ1q Ď p 3I q
4. Since
P “ V0 on p 3I q
4, it follows, from Lemma 6.1, that, for all t P r´1, 1s,
we have ΦPt pρ1q “ Φ
V0
t pρ1q.
Because ρ1 P B˝pIq, by Lemma 4.2(iv), Φ
V0
r´1,0spρ1q Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s.
Then ΦPr´1,0spρ1q “ Φ
V0
r´1,0spρ1q Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s Ď pR4qzpI4q. Then, by
Claim 4, we get ΦPr´1,0spρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ0q. Then Φ
P
r´1,0spρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ0q Ď R.
Because ρ1 P B˝pIq, by Lemma 4.2(i), Φ
V0
p0,1spρ1q Ď I
4. Then
ΦPp0,1spρ1q “ Φ
V0
p0,1spρ1q Ď I
4 Ď R.
Then ΦPr0,1qpρ1q Ď Φ
P
r´1,1spρ1q “ pΦ
P
r´1,0spρ1qq Y pΦ
P
p0,1spρ1qq Ď R. This
contradicts p˚q. End of proof of Claim 6.
Claim 7: ρ1 P T˝pIq. Proof of Claim 7: By Claim 5 and Claim 3, we
have ρ1 P p I
4
qzpI4q. Let S :“ p I
3
qzpI3q. Then
ρ1 P p I
4
qzpI4q “ pB˝pIqq Y pS ˆ I q Y pT˝pIqq.
So, by Claim 6, we have ρ1 P pS ˆ I q Y pT˝pIqq, and it suffices to show
that ρ1 R S ˆ I. Assume, for a contradiction, that ρ1 P S ˆ I.
By Lemma 4.2(vi), ΦV0r´1,1spρ1q Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s Ď p 3I q4. Then, since
P “ V0 on p 3I q
4, by Lemma 6.1, ΦPr´1,1spρ1q “ Φ
V0
r´1,1spρ1q. Then
ΦPr´1,1spρ1q “ Φ
V0
r´1,1spρ1q Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s Ď pR4qzpI4q. Then, by Claim 4,
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ΦPr´1,1spρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ0q. Then Φ
P
r0,1qpρ1q Ď Φ
P
r´1,1spρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ0q Ď R.
This contradicts p˚q. End of proof of Claim 7.
By Claim 7 and Lemma 4.2(ii), we see that ΦV0p´2aI ,0qpρ1q Ď I
4. So,
since P “ V0 on I
4, it follows, from Corollary 6.2, that
p˚˚q for all t P r´2aI , 0s, we have Φ
P
t pρ1q “ Φ
V0
t pρ1q.
Then, for all t P p´2aI , 0q, Φ
P
t pρ1q “ Φ
V0
t pρ1q P Φ
V0
p´2aI ,0q
pρ1q Ď I
4 Ď I
4
.
Also, ΦP´t1pρ1q “ ρ0 R I
4
. Then ´t1 R p´2aI , 0q, i.e., t1 R p0, 2aIq. So,
by Claim 2, it follows that t1 ě 2aI . Then 0 ď t1 ´ 2aI ă t1.
By Claim 7, ρ1 P T˝pIq. Let ρ
1 :“ ΦV0´2aI pρ1q. By Lemma 4.3, we have
ρ1 P B˝pIq and ρ1 “ SUIpρ
1q. By p˚˚q, ΦP´2aI pρ1q “ Φ
V0
´2aI
pρ1q. Then
ρ1 “ ΦV0´2aI pρ1q “ Φ
P
´2aI
pρ1q “ Φ
P
´2aI
pΦPt1pρ0qq “ Φ
P
t1´2aI
pρ0q.
So, since t1´2aI P r0, t1q, by p`q, we see that ρ
1 P pΦXR pρ0qqYpI
4q. Since
ρ1 P B˝pIq and pB˝pIqq X pI
4q “ H, we have ρ1 R I4. Then ρ1 P ΦXR pρ0q.
Then, because Z 1 is X-invariant and ρ0 R Z
1, we see that ρ1 R Z 1. Then
ρ1 R Z 12, so ρ
1 R Z2 “ S2 X U2. So, since ρ
1 P B˝pIq Ď I
4
Ď p2Iq4 “ U2,
we conclude that ρ1 R S2. That is, ρ
1 P UpV q. Then
ρ1 P pB˝pIqq X pUpV qq Ď pBpIqq X pUpV qq “ UBpV, Iq.
So, since pV, Iq P D`, we get SUIpρ
1q “ UF VI pρ
1q. Let t0 :“ TF
V
I pρ
1q.
We have ρ1 P UBpV, Iq, so ρ
1 “ DF VI pρ
1q. Then ΦVt0pρ
1q “ UF VI pρ
1q.
By Lemma 9.2, ΦVp0,t0qpρ
1q Ď I4. Also, X “ V on I4. Then, by
Corollary 6.2, ΦXt0 pρ
1q “ ΦVt0pρ
1q. Then UF VI pρ
1q “ ΦVt0pρ
1q “ ΦXt0 pρ
1q.
Then ρ1 “ SUIpρ
1q “ UF VI pρ
1q “ ΦXt0 pρ
1q P ΦXR pρ
1q. Also, recall that
ρ1 P ΦXR pρ0q. We conclude that Φ
X
R pρ1q “ Φ
X
R pρ
1q “ ΦXR pρ0q.
By Claim 7 and Lemma 4.2(iii), ΦV0r0,1spρ1q Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s. So, since
X “ V0 “ P on rp 3I q
4szrI4s, by Lemma 6.1, we have
ΦXr0,1spρ1q “ Φ
V0
r0,1spρ1q “ Φ
P
r0,1spρ1q.
Then ΦPr0,1qpρ1q Ď Φ
P
r0,1spρ1q “ Φ
X
r0,1spρ1q Ď Φ
X
R pρ1q “ Φ
X
R pρ0q Ď R. This
contradicts p˚q. 
LEMMA 15.3. Let pV, Iq P D˚. Let pP,Kq P PI . Let X :“ XIpP, V q.
Then pX, ξIq is periodic to all orders.
Proof. Since pV, Iq P D˚, fix an integer j ě 1 and an open neighbor-
hood N in U˝BpV, Iq of ξI such that TF
V
I “ j on N . Then, by definition
of UF VI , we see that UF
V
I “ Φ
V
j on N . Because pV, Iq P D˚ Ď D`,
it follows that UF VI “ SUI on UBpV, Iq. We have P “ V0 on I
4. By
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Lemma 4.2(i), we have ΦV0p0,2aI qpB˝pIqq “ I
4. Then, by Corollary 6.2,
on BpIq, we have ΦP2aI “ Φ
V0
2aI
. Also, by Lemma 9.1(ii), on BpIq, we
have SUI “ Φ
V0
2aI
. Because X “ V on I4, by Lemma 9.3, ΦXj “ Φ
V
j
on U˝BpV, Iq. We have N Ď U
˝
BpV, Iq Ď UBpV, Iq Ď BpIq. Then, on N ,
we have
ΦXj “ Φ
V
j “ UF
V
I “ SUI “ Φ
V0
2aI
“ ΦP2aI .
For all t P p0, 2aIq, let Lt :“ Φ
V0
´tpNq.
Claim: Let t P p0, 2aIq. Then, on Lt, Φ
X
j`2aI
“ ΦV04aI “ Φ
P
4aI
. Proof
of claim: We have X “ V0 “ P on rp 3I q
4szrI4s and 2aI ´ t P p0, 2aIq.
By Lemma 4.2(iii), we have ΦV0p0,2aI qpT˝pIqq Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s. Therefore,
by Lemma 6.1, on T˝pIq, we have Φ
X
2aI´t
“ ΦV02aI´t “ Φ
P
2aI´t
.
We have X “ V0 “ P on rp 3I q
4szrI4s. By Lemma 4.2(iv), we have
ΦV0p´2aI ,0qpB˝pIqq Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s. Also, N Ď U˝BpV, Iq Ď B˝pIq. Then
ΦV0p0,tqpLtq “ Φ
V0
p´t,0qpNq Ď Φ
V0
p´2aI ,0q
pB˝pIqq Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s.
So, by Corollary 6.2, on Lt, we have Φ
X
t “ Φ
V0
t “ Φ
P
t . We also have
ΦV0t pLtq “ N . Then, since Φ
X
j “ Φ
V0
2aI
“ ΦP2aI on N , we see that, on Lt,
ΦXj ˝ Φ
X
t “ Φ
V0
2aI
˝ ΦV0t “ Φ
P
2aI
˝ ΦPt .
By Lemma 9.1(ii), ΦV02aI pB˝pIqq “ SUIpB˝pIqq. Then
ΦV02aI pΦ
V0
t pLtqq “ Φ
V0
2aI
pNq Ď ΦV02aI pB˝pIqq “ SUIpB˝pIqq “ T˝pIq.
So, since ΦX2aI´t “ Φ
V0
2aI´t
“ ΦP2aI´t on T˝pIq, we see that, on Lt,
ΦX2aI´t ˝ Φ
X
j ˝ Φ
X
t “ Φ
V0
2aI´t
˝ ΦV02aI ˝ Φ
V0
t “ Φ
P
2aI´t
˝ ΦP2aI ˝ Φ
P
t .
That is, on Lt, we have Φ
X
j`2aI
“ ΦV04aI “ Φ
P
4aI
. End of proof of claim.
Since pP,Kq P PI , fix an integer m ą 2aI such that
p˚q ΦPm agrees with Id4 at ξI to all orders and
p˚˚q for all τ P B˝pIq, for all t P p0, mq,
rΦPt pτq P I
4 s ô r t ă 2aI s.
Let U :“
ď
tPp0,2aI q
Lt “ Φ
V0
p´2aI ,0q
pNq. The claim shows that, on U , we
have ΦXj`2aI “ Φ
V0
4aI
“ ΦP4aI .
We have P “ V0 on p 3I q
4 and, from Lemma 4.2(v), we conclude that
ΦV0r0,4aI spB˝pIqq Ď p 3I q
4. Then, by Corollary 6.2, for all t P r0, 4aIs,
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on BpIq, ΦPt “ Φ
V0
t . Let U1 :“ Φ
P
p2aI ,4aI q
pB˝pIqq “ Φ
V0
p2aI ,4aI q
pB˝pIqq.
We have
ΦPp0,m´4aI qpU1q Ď Φ
P
p2aI ,mq
pB˝pIqq,
and, by p˚˚q, we have ΦPp2aI ,mqpB˝pIqq Ď pR
4qzpI4q. Then
ΦPp0,m´4aI qpU1q Ď pR
4qzpI4q.
Also, X “ P on pR4qzpI4q. Then, by Corollary 6.2, on U1, we have
ΦXm´4aI “ Φ
P
m´4aI
. Recall that, on U , ΦXj`2aI “ Φ
P
4aI
. Also,
ΦV04aI pUq “ Φ
V0
p2aI ,4aI q
pNq Ď ΦV0p2aI ,4aI qpB˝pIqq “ U1.
Then, on U , we have ΦXm´4aI ˝ Φ
X
j`2aI
“ ΦPm´4aI ˝ Φ
P
4aI
. That is, on U ,
we have ΦXm´2aI`j “ Φ
P
m.
We have X “ V0 “ P on rp 3I q
4szrI4s. Also, ξI P B˝pIq, so,
and, by Lemma 4.2(iv), we get ΦV0r´2aI ,0spξIq Ď rp 3I q
4szrI4s. Then,
by Lemma 6.1, we have ΦX´aI pξIq “ Φ
V0
´aI pξIq “ Φ
P
´aI
pξIq.
Let ρ :“ ΦV0´aI pξIq “ Φ
X
´aI
pξIq “ Φ
P
´aI
pξIq. Because ξI P N , it
follows that ρ P ΦV0p´2aI ,0qpNq “ U . By Corollary 8.4(iii), U
˝
BpV, Iq is
open in B˝pIq. So, as N is open in U
˝
BpV, Iq, we see that N is open
in B˝pIq. Then, by Lemma 4.7, U is an open subset of R
4. Then U
is an open neighborhood of ρ. So, since ΦXm´2aI`j “ Φ
P
m on U , we see
that ΦXm´2aI`j agrees to all orders with Φ
P
m at ρ. Since ρ P Φ
P
RpξIq,
it follows, from p˚q, that ΦPm agrees to all orders with Id4 at ρ. Then
ΦXm´2aI`j agrees to all orders with Id4 at ρ. We have m ą 2aI and
j ě 1, so m´ 2aI ` j ‰ 0. Then pX, ρq is periodic to all orders. So, as
ξI “ Φ
X
aI
pρq P ΦXR pρq, we see that pX, ξIq is periodic to all orders. 
16. The iteration
Recall, from §9, the definitions of DF VI , UF
V
I and TF
V
I .
Recall, from §11, the definitions of D`, D
#, D#` and D˚. The defi-
nition of DˆI appears in §2.
Let ρ P R4. We define Tρ : R
4 Ñ R4 by Tρpσq “ σ ` ρ. For any
V P C, we define TρV : R
4 Ñ R4 by pTρV qpσq “ V pσ´ρq; then TρV P C
and UpTρV q “ TρpUpV qq, so: [V is porous ] iff [TρV is porous ].
For all ρ P R4, we have TρV0 “ V0. Also, for all ρ P R
4, for all a P R,
for all V P Vpaq, we have TρV P Vpa` rΠ4pρqsq.
Let J P I. Let ρ P J4. Then, for all I P I, we have TρpI
4q Ď pI`Jq4.
Moreover, for all pV, Iq P D, we have pTρV, I ` Jq P D.
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For all V P C, for all ρ, σ P R4, we have: if pV, σq is periodic to all
orders, then pTρV, σ ` ρq is periodic to all orders.
LEMMA 16.1. Let pV, Iq P D. Assume V is porous. Let σ1 P UpV q.
Then there exists pV 1, I 1q P MpV, Iq such that V 1 is porous and such
that pV 1, σ1q is periodic to all orders.
Proof. Choose J0 P I such that I Ď J0 and such that σ
1 P J40 . Then
aI ă aJ0 and pV, J0q P D. Also, σ
1 P pUpV qq X pJ40 q “ U˝pV, J0q. Since
pV, J0q P D, it follows that V P VpaJ0q.
Let qσ :“ DF VJ0pσ1q. Then, by Lemma 9.5, we have qσ P B˝pJ0q. Let
τ1 :“ ξJ0 ´ qσ. Then Tτ1pqσq “ ξJ0 and T´τ1pξJ0q “ qσ.
For all ρ P B˝pJ0q, ξJ0 ´ ρ P J
3
0 ˆ t0u. Then τ1 P J
3
0 ˆ t0u, so
τ1 P J
4
0 and Π4pτ1q “ 0. Let W :“ Tτ1V . Then V “ T´τ1W . Let
J :“ J0 ` J0 “ 2J0. Then pW,Jq P D and W is porous.
Let s0 :“ aJ0 . Then p0, 0, 0,´s0q “ ξJ0 and Φ
V0
´s0pqσq “ qσ ` ξJ0. We
have qσ P B˝pJ0q Ď R3ˆt´aJ0u Ď R3ˆp´8,´aJ0s. By Lemma 8.1(iii),
we have ΦV´s0pqσq “ ΦV0´s0pqσq. Then ΦV´s0pqσq “ qσ ` ξJ0.
We have qσ “ DF VJ0pσ1q P ΦVR pσ1q, and qσ ` ξJ0 “ ΦV´s0pqσq P ΦVR pqσq.
Then qσ ` ξJ0 P ΦVR pσ1q. So, since σ1 P UpV q and UpV q is V -invariant,
we see that qσ ` ξJ0 P UpV q. Then Tτ1pqσ ` ξJ0q P UpW q. So, since
Tτ1pqσ ` ξJ0q “ 2ξJ0 “ ξ2J0 “ ξJ , we get ξJ P UpW q. Then
ξJ P pUpW qq X pBpJqq “ UBpW,Jq.
Then pW,Jq P D#. By Lemma 11.3, fix pV˚, I˚q P pM˚pW,Jqq X pD˚q
such that V˚ is porous. Then pV˚, I˚q P D˚ Ď D. Also,
pV˚, I˚q P M˚pW,Jq Ď MpW,Jq,
so aJ ă aI˚ and V˚ “ W on J
4
. As aJ ă aI˚, we get J Ď I˚. Moreover,
because pV˚, I˚q PM˚pW,Jq, it follows that V˚ P VpaJq.
Let P0 and K0 be as in §14. By Lemma 14.17, P0 is porous. By
Lemma 14.21, pP0, K0q P PI0 Let K :“ aI˚K0 and define P : R
4 Ñ R4
by P pσq “ P0pσ{aI˚q. Then P is porous and pP,Kq P PI˚.
Since pP,Kq P PI˚ Ď D
ˆ
I˚
, it follows that 4I˚ Ď K, so a4I˚ ď aK .
Then aI˚ ă 4aI˚ “ a4I˚ ď aK .
Let X :“ XI˚pP, V˚q. Then X “ V˚ on I
4
˚, and, therefore, on J
4
.
Then X “ V˚ “ W on J
4
. Since
pV˚, I˚q P D and pP,Kq P D
ˆ
I˚
,
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we see, by Lemma 15.1, that pX,Kq P MpV˚, I˚q. Therefore we have
pX,Kq PMpV˚, I˚q Ď D. Because
pV˚, I˚q P D˚ Ď D` and pP,Kq P D
ˆ
I˚
,
and because V˚ and P are porous, we see, by Lemma 15.2, that X is
porous. Because
pV˚, I˚q P D˚ and pP,Kq P PI˚ ,
we see, by Lemma 15.3, that pX, ξI˚q is periodic to all orders.
Let V 1 :“ T´τ1X . Then V
1 is porous. Since τ1 P J
4
0 , we get ´τ1 P J
4
0 .
Let I 1 :“ K ` J0. Then pV
1, I 1q P D.
Because pX,Kq PMpV˚, I˚q and pV˚, I˚q P MpW,Jq, it follows that
pX,Kq PMpW,Jq. Then X “W on J
4
. Then, on T´τ1p J
4
q, we have
V 1 “ T´τ1X “ T´τ1W “ V.
We have Tτ1pJ
4
0 q Ď pJ0` J0q
4 “ J4 Ď J
4
, so J40 Ď T´τ1p J
4
q. Therefore
V 1 “ V on J40 . So, since I Ď J0, we see that V
1 “ V on I
4
. Also,
aI ă aJ0 ă 2aJ0 “ a2J0 “ aJ ă aI˚ ă aK ă aK ` aJ0 “ aK`J0 “ aI 1.
Then pV 1, I 1q P MpV, Iq. It remains only to prove that pV 1, σ1q is
periodic to all orders.
Because V˚ P VpaJq, we have V˚ “ V0 on R
3 ˆ p´8,´aJs. Since
X “ XI˚pP, V˚q, we have X “ V˚ on I
4
˚. Then
(i) X “ V˚ “ V0 on tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r´aI˚,´aJ s.
We have W “ Tτ1V and Π4pτ1q “ 0. So, since V P VpaJ0q, we have
W P VpaJ0q as well. That is, W “ V0 on R
3 ˆ p´8,´aJ0s. Then,
because X “ W on J
4
, we see that
(ii) X “W “ V0 on tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r´aJ ,´aJ0s.
Let s1 :“ aI˚´aJ0 . By Lemma 4.4(i), Φ
V0
s1
pξI˚q “ ξJ0. By (i) and (ii),
we have X “ V0 on tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r´aI˚,´aJ0s. By Lemma 4.4(ii),
ΦV0r0,s1spξI˚q Ď tp0, 0, 0qu ˆ r´aI˚,´aJ0s. Then, by Lemma 6.1, we have
ΦXs1pξI˚q “ Φ
V0
s1
pξI˚q. Then Φ
X
s1
pξI˚q “ ξJ0. Then ξJ0 P Φ
X
R pξI˚q, so,
because pX, ξI˚q is periodic to all orders, we see that pX, ξJ0q is peri-
odic to all orders. Then, because T´τ1X “ V
1 and T´τ1pξJ0q “ qσ, we
conclude that pV 1, qσq is periodic to all orders.
Since qσ “ DF VJ0pσ1q, it follows that σ1 P ΦVR pqσq. So choose s0 P R
such that ΦVs0pqσq “ σ1. Recall that V 1 “ V on J40 . Also, pV, J0q P D
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and J0 Ď 2J0 “ J . Then pV, Jq P D. Also,
qσ P B˝pJ0q Ď J40 Ď p2J0q4 “ J4 and ΦVs0pqσq “ σ1 P J40 Ď J4.
Then, by Lemma 8.7, ΦV
1
s0
pqσq “ ΦVs0pqσq. It follows that
σ1 “ ΦVs0pqσq “ ΦV 1s0 pqσq P ΦV 1R pqσq.
So, since pV 1, qσq is periodic to all orders, it follows that pV 1, σ1q is
periodic to all orders as well. 
17. Results about cyclic groups
LEMMA 17.1. Let C be a cyclic subgroup of a locally compact (Haus-
dorff) topological group P . Then either C is a closed subset of P or
the closure in P of C is compact.
Proof. Let C denote the closure in P of C. Give C the relative topology
inherited from P . Assume that C is noncompact. We wish to show
that C is closed in P .
By Theorem 2.3.2, p. 39 of [Rud62], since C is monothetic and non-
compact, it follows that C is discrete. Then every subset of C is closed,
and in particular, C is closed in C. So, since C is closed in P , we see
that C is closed in P . 
LEMMA 17.2. Let P and Q be locally compact (Hausdorff) topolog-
ical groups and let h : P Ñ Q be a surjective (continuous) homomor-
phism. Let Q0 be an infinite cyclic closed subgroup of Q. Then there
exists an infinite cyclic closed subgroup P0 of P such that hpP0q “ Q0.
Proof. Let q0 be a generator of Q0. Since h : P Ñ Q is surjective,
fix p0 P P such that hpp0q “ q0. Let P0 be the cyclic subgroup of P
generated by p0. Then P0 is a cyclic subgroup of P and hpP0q “ Q0.
Since Q0 is infinite and since hpP0q “ Q0, it follows that P0 is infinite
as well. It remains to prove that P0 is a closed subset of P .
Let P 0 be the closure in P of P0. Because Q0 is closed in Q and
because h : P Ñ Q is continuous, it follows that h´1pQ0q is closed
in P . So, since P0 Ď h
´1pQ0q, we conclude that P 0 Ď h
´1pQ0q, i.e., that
hpP 0q Ď Q0. Then Q0 “ hpP0q Ď hpP 0q Ď Q0. Then hpP 0q “ Q0.
Give Q0 its relative topology inherited from Q. Then Q0 is a count-
able, locally compact, Hausdorff topological space. Every point in a T1
topological space is either open or nowhere dense. Then, by the Baire
Category Theorem, Q0 has an open point. Then Q0 is a topological
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group with an open point, so Q0 is discrete. So, since Q0 is infinite,
Q0 is noncompact. Then, since hpP 0 q “ Q0, we see that P 0 is also
noncompact. Then, by Lemma 17.1, P0 is a closed subset of P . 
LEMMA 17.3. If G is a connected real Lie group whose center ZpGq
is noncompact, then ZpGq has an infinite cyclic closed subgroup.
Proof. Let Z :“ ZpGq and let Z˝ be the identity component of Z. Let
Z˚ :“ Z{pZ˝q have the discrete topology.
By Lemma 3.1 of [AO], Z˚ is finitely generated. If Z˚ is infinite, then
the Structure Theorem for Finitely Generated Abelian Groups implies
that Z˚ contains an infinite cyclic subgroup, so, by Lemma 17.2, we
are done. We therefore assume that Z˚ “ Z{pZ˝q is finite. Then, since
Z is noncompact, we see that Z˝ is noncompact.
By Theorem 1 of §2.21.1 on p. 104 of [MG64], let K be a maximal
compact subgroup of Z˝. Let A :“ pZ˝q{K have its quotient topology
from the canonical map Z˝ Ñ A. Because Z˝ is noncompact, K ‰ Z˝,
so fix a P Azt1Au. Let C be the cyclic subgroup of A generated by a.
Let C be the closure in A of C. By maximality of K, any nontrivial
closed subgroup of A is noncompact, so C is noncompact. It follows,
from Lemma 17.1, that C is a closed subgroup of A. Moreover, as
C is noncompact, we know that C is infinite. Thus C is an infinite
cyclic closed subgroup of A “ pZ˝q{K. By Lemma 17.2, there exists
an infinite cyclic closed subgroup C1 of Z˝. As Z˝ is an open subgroup
of Z, Z˝ is a closed subset of Z. Then C1 is a closed subset of Z. 
18. The counterexamples
Note that Theorem 18.1 below applies when G is discrete and iso-
morphic to the additive group Z. Lemma 17.3 shows that Theorem 18.1
also applies when G is a connected real Lie group whose center ZpGq
is noncompact. Also note, by (ii) below that, if
either G is connected or G “ Z,
then M is connected.
THEOREM 18.1. Let G be a real Lie group. Assume the center ZpGq
of G admits an infinite cyclic closed subgroup Z. Then there is a C8
manifold M and a fixpoint rare C8 action of G on M such that:
(i) for any integer k ě 0, there is a dense subset D of FkM such
that, for all δ P D, the stabilizer StabZpδq is infinite and
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(ii) the number of connected components of M and G{Z are equal.
Proof. We have pV0, I0q P D. Also, UpV0q “ R
4, so V0 is porous.
Let | ‚ | : R4 Ñ r0,8q be a norm on R4. Let tω1, ω2, ω3, . . .u be a
countable dense subset of R4. Choose σ1 P R
4 such that |σ1 ´ ω1| ă 1.
Then σ1 P R
4 “ UpV0q.
By Lemma 16.1, choose pV1, I1q P MpV0, I0q such that V1 is porous
and such that pV1, σ1q is periodic to all orders. Because V1 is porous,
UpV1q is dense in R
4, so fix σ2 P UpV1q such that |σ2 ´ ω2| ă 1{2.
By Lemma 16.1, choose pV2, I2q P MpV1, I1q such that V2 is porous
and such that pV2, σ2q is periodic to all orders. Because V2 is porous,
UpV2q is dense in R
4, so fix σ3 P UpV2q such that |σ3 ´ ω3| ă 1{3.
By Lemma 16.1, choose pV3, I3q P MpV2, I2q such that V3 is porous
and such that pV3, σ3q is periodic to all orders. Because V3 is porous,
UpV3q is dense in R
4, so fix σ4 P UpV3q such that |σ4 ´ ω4| ă 1{4.
Continuing yields a countable dense subset tσ1, σ2, σ3, . . .u of R
4, and
a sequence pV1, I1q, pV2, I2q, pV3, I3q, . . . in D. For each integer j ě 1,
‚ aIj`1 ą aIj ,
‚ Vj`1 “ Vj on I
4
j ,
‚ Vj is porous and
‚ pVj, σjq is periodic to all orders.
We have aI1 ă aI2 ă aI3 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ and aI1 , aI2, aI3, . . . P N. It follows
both that I1 Ď I2 Ď I3 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ and that I1 Y I2 Y I3 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ “ R. Then
I41 Ď I
4
2 Ď I
4
3 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ and I
4
1 Y I
4
2 Y I
4
3 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ “ R
4. Define V8 P C by the
rule: For all integers j ě 1, V8 “ Vj on I
4
j . Let X :“
8č
k“1
pUpVkqq.
Claim 1: For all t P Rzt0u, for all σ P X , we have ΦV8t pσq ‰ σ. Proof
of Claim 1: Let t P Rzt0u and let σ P X . Assume, for a contradiction,
that we have ΦV8t pσq “ σ.
Since ΦV8R pσq “ Φ
V8
r0,tspσq, we see that Φ
V8
R pσq is compact. Then, since
I41 Ď I
4
2 Ď I
4
3 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ and I
4
1 Y I
4
2 Y I
4
3 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ “ R
4, fix an integer j ě 1
such that ΦV8R pσq Ď I
4
j . We have Vj “ V8 on I
4
j . Then, by Lemma 6.1,
Φ
Vj
R pσq “ Φ
V8
R pσq. Then Π4pΦ
Vj
R pσqq “ Π4pΦ
V8
R pσqq Ď Π4pI
4
j q “ Ij.
However, because σ P X Ď UpVjq, it follows that Π4pΦ
Vj
R pσqq “ R.
Thus we have R Ď Ij , contradiction. End of proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2: For all integers j ě 1, pV8, σjq is periodic to all orders.
Proof of Claim 2: Fix an integer j ě 1. We wish to show that pV8, σjq
is periodic to all orders.
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Because pVj, Ijq P D and pVj, σjq is periodic, we conclude, from
Lemma 8.13, that Φ
Vj
R pσjq Ď I
4
j . For all τ P I
4
j , because V8 and Vj
agree on I4j , which is an open neighborhood of τ , it follows that they
agree to all orders at τ . So, for all t P R, V8 and Vj agree to all orders
at Φ
Vj
t pσjq. Then, by Lemma 6.3, for all t P R, Φ
V8
t : R
4 Ñ R4 and
Φ
Vj
t : R
4 Ñ R4 agree to all orders at σj . So, as pVj, σjq is periodic to
all orders, it follows pV8, σjq is periodic to all orders as well. End of
proof of Claim 2.
Because Z is infinite cyclic, it follows that Z is isomorphic to the
additive discrete group Z. Let f : Z Ñ Z be an isomorphism. Define
a Z-action on R4 by: for all z P Z, for all σ P R4, zσ “ ΦV8
fpzqpσq. Let
M :“ GˆZ R
4. Because the Z-action on R4 is C8, it follows that the
G-action on M is C8 as well. By construction, M is (the total space
of) a fiber bundle over G{Z with fiber R4, so, because R4 is connected,
M has the same number of connected components as does G{Z.
By Corollary 8.4(i), UpV q is an open subset of R4. For all integers
k ě 1, Vk is porous. Then UpVkq is a dense open subset of R
4. Then,
because X “
8č
k“1
pUpVkqq, we see, by the Baire Category Theorem, that
X is dense in R4. By Claim 1, for all z P Zzt1Zu, for all σ P X , we
have ΦV8
fpzqpσq ‰ σ, i.e., we have zσ ‰ σ. Thus the Z-action on R
4 is
fixpoint rare. Then the G-action on M is also fixpoint rare.
Let p : G ˆ R4 Ñ G ˆZ R
4 “ M be the canonical map. Define an
injection ι : R4 Ñ M by ιpσq “ pp1G, σq. Let Σ :“ ιptσ1, σ2, σ3, . . .uq.
Because tσ1, σ2, σ3, . . .u is dense in R
4, A :“ GΣ is dense in M .
Fix an integer k ě 0, and let pi :“ piMk : FkM Ñ M be the kth order
frame bundle of M . Let D :“ pi´1pAq. Since A is dense in M , and
since pi : FkM Ñ M is open, it follows that D is dense in FkM . Fix
δ P D. We wish to show that StabZpδq is infinite.
Let S :“ StabGpδq. Then StabZpδq “ S X Z. We therefore wish to
show that S X Z is infinite.
Since pipδq P A “ GΣ, fix g0 P G, τ0 P Σ such that pipδq “ g0τ0. Let
δ0 :“ g
´1
0 δ. Then pipδ0q “ τ0, i.e., δ0 P pi
´1pτ0q. Let S0 :“ StabGpδ0q.
Then S “ g0S0g
´1
0 . As Z Ď ZpGq, we have Z “ g0Zg
´1
0 . Then
S X Z “ g0pS0 X Zqg
´1
0 , so it suffices to show that S0 X Z is infinite.
Recall that Id4 : R
4 Ñ R4 is the identity map defined by Id4pσq “ σ.
Let Id :M ÑM be the identity map defined by Idpρq “ ρ.
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Since τ0 P Σ “ ιptσ1, σ2, σ3, . . .uq, fix an integer j ě 1 such that
τ0 “ ιpσjq. By Claim 2, fix n0 P Zzt0u such that Φ
V8
n0
: R4 Ñ R4 agrees
with the identity Id4 : R
4 Ñ R4 to all orders at σj .
Let z0 :“ f
´1pn0q. Then z0 P Zzt1Zu, and, for all σ P R
4, we
have z0σ “ Φ
V8
n0
pσq. Then the map σ ÞÑ z0σ : R
4 Ñ R4 is equal to
ΦV8n0 : R
4 Ñ R4, and therefore agrees with Id4 : R
4 Ñ R4 to all orders
at σj . Then, since Z Ď ZpGq and since ιpσjq “ τ0, it follows that
the map ρ ÞÑ z0ρ : M Ñ M agrees with Id : M Ñ M at τ0 to all
orders. In particular, ρ ÞÑ z0ρ : M Ñ M agrees with Id : M Ñ M at
τ0 to order k. Then, for all ρ P pi
´1pτ0q, we have z0ρ “ ρ. So, since
δ0 P pi
´1pτ0q, we get z0δ0 “ δ0. That is, z0 P StabZpδ0q “ S0 X Z. Let
C0 be the cyclic subgroup of S0 X Z generated by z0. Every nontrivial
subgroup of an infinite cyclic group is infinite, so C0 is infinite. So,
because C0 Ď S0 X Z, it follows that S0 X Z is infinite, as desired. 
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